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I. IHTHODUCTIOB 
During the past decade enorraous devaloprnents have taken 
place in the pulp and paper industry. This industry, at one 
time considered to he onlv an art, has been in a large measure 
revolutionized and today Is becoHiing, in constantly increasing 
measure, a scientiric industry. 
The application of technically trained minds h;.i.s been 
particularly fruitful. That greater develop;iients in the paper 
industry may be expected in the near future is generally be-
leived. However but few have thought of modern developments 
in conaparison vvith the progress of the industry during other 
periods. The two outstanding developmeni/S in the past hundred 
years were acooinplislied within the past tv/o or three. 
The industry has expanded enormously. The use of paper and 
paper products has attained anoraous proportions and the end 
of the expansion can not be forecast. In 1920,(28) Hussia con­
sumed five pounds of paper per capita, Japan 11, Scandanavia 
33, Gerimny 45, Great Britain 75, and the United St^ites 148. 
Hov/ever, in 1928 the estimated per capita co.isuriiption in the 
United States was 207 pounds, (7) an average yearly increase 
of 4-|^6 during these nine years, ilo saturation point can be 
predicted for the use of paper if the public can get cheaply 
and abundantly the paper it is capable of using. '.Vide as is 
the variety of papers and multitudinous the xxses, there is 
still room for great Increase in the uses of paper through­
out the ?/orld, in ptirticular if the people in the other coun­
tries attain a standard of living which approaches that of the 
United States of today. 
During this same past decade, a nev/ induatrjf came into 
existarioo. This industry, fostered b;/ a genuincneed and pro-
moted bx/ excellent advertise-aent, is an important adjunct to 
that of pulp and paper, to v;hieh it owes its inception. This 
industry, that of the raanufacture of a product referred to 
dore or less incorrectly, as wall hoard, is peculiarly l;nport~ 
ant to the cornhelt. It has already? demonstrated its inaport-
ance in the type of raw material it utilizes in particular. 
Thasa raw materials have been generally referred to in the past 
as "wastes" but beca;i8e of the inception of this industr,7 have 
become industrially important. 
However until very recently this industrv had rtot invaded 
probably the largest source of celL^iosic waste- that of the 
cornstalks- considered herelofore aore or less as a waste con-
comitiint v/ith the growing of corn for grain. It is here that 
outstanding industrial developments may be expected to arise 
with the increasing knowledge gained from research work done 
to furtrier increase its application to industry. 
It is these facts that warrant this thesis. 
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II. DiiJIillTlOa 
Insulation iTimber is a homogeneous, non-latainated sheet of 
celluloslc, fibrous laaterial, approxiraatly one-half inch in 
thicknasB. It iOosaessGa such strength and rigidity that sug­
gest its use as a substitute for many kinds and uses of forest 
grown luabor. This combined with its lo'^v coefficient of heat 
conductivity makes its use as a material for hoiaa construction 
particularly desirable. 
Hov/ever, its use is not limited to construction v7ork« 
Its insulation value, only 10^ less than that of standard cork 
board, suggests its use ms a substitute for that material. 
This fact combined with its greater structural strength makes 
its use as -a lining for refrigerator cars, household refrigera­
tors, refrigerator units or cold storage rooms feasible. In 
home building, it is not limited to use as a sheathing laiiterial 
it my be used as a wall board lining for attics and basements 
and panel work in homes, for garages, barns and sheds. Its por 
ous surface makes possible its use as a plaster base or lathing 
material. Its greater ease of application over that of wood 
lath is also of great advantage to this material in thia res­
pect. 
Its porous structure also suggests its use eas an accous-
tic material. Certain forms of this lumber are the best ac-
Goustic materials known. 
Its resilience s-aggests a possible use as a lining under 
rugs and carpets for hallways. Its use hara increases the life 
of the rug a great many times. It has a large nuraber of other 
coratnorcial applic'xLionSs iriclurling stage scener:/ and settings, 
fiirniture, shov/ 7/in do'.7 b .ickgroimds of rnercMntile storas, and 
for remodeling purposes of all kinds. 
/ 
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III. HI3TOBY 
An undarstanding of the histor,y of insulation lurabdr is 
necessary in order to understand tha develootnents that ars 
taking place in aodern construction aathods. The history of 
this product ia grounder] upon both thci history of the pulp and 
paper and lumber inrlustries a,nd for , this reason the history of 
thesu industries is briefly mentioned, 
A. History of Paper 
1. Karly history 
papyriis, a luxuriant water sedge ?/ith a stera roughly tri­
angular in cross section and -.vith a fibrous pith from whic?i 
our tertn "paper" is derived, v/as the civilized v/orld's raost 
important recording aaterial for more than 5000 years, although 
only in cofaparatively aodern tiaes has true paper been raada 
from it. In the days of the Egyptians, the sheets aade by lay­
ing thin slices of papyrus pith in crisscross fashion and ap­
plying heavy pressure served their purpose rary well but it 
was not until the invention of the process of maceration be 
Ts'ai-Lun in China about 130 A.D. that the first real paper was 
made. The inner bark of a tree furnished the material but it 
was nearly 2000 years late'ir before scientific knowledge made it 
possible to turn to the forest for yuch a wealth of paper mak­
ing material hitherto unsuspected, 
Pollavving papyrus, rag paper appeared in China in the 
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third century A,D.» later spreading westward to Arabia and then 
to Italy during the second Crusade, paper was also introduced 
into Spain hy the i»loors. The procesa firmly established here 
was improved upon until in the tenth and following centuries 
Spanish paper became justly famous. Gradually artist workmen 
introduced their craft into France, Italy, Austria and Germny 
and in these countries paper manufacturing was common by the 
fourteenth century, England and Holland, destined to become 
great paper manufacturing centers, were laggards in taking hold 
of the industry v;hich was still considered to be very much of a 
mystery. In jingland, ^is late as 1590, there were few mills and 
the total product was less than 26,000 pounds in value. Hol­
land had its first paper mill a few years prior to that date. 
Paper manufacturing was unknown on the American co itinent 
until 1690 when Robert Turner, V/illiam Bradford, Thomas Tresse 
and vy'llliara Rittenhouse entered into an agre.ment with Samuel 
Carpenter for the lease of a tract of twenty acres on the banks 
of the ".vissahickon, near Philadelphia, for a site. The mill 
was built in the saiae year, but the title to trie land was not 
passed until February 12, 1706^ by which time William Ritten­
house had become solo owner. The source of raw material for 
this mill v;as linen rags and the success of the venture seemed 
assured from the beginning. The paper mills on this contiiient 
seemed liaited to Pennsylvania and virell into the first quarter 
of the eighteenth century no other venture of this kind had 
been made. 
HowQvar, in spite of the contimed pressure brought to 
bear upon the colonias because of the scarcity of paper, few 
mills existed until tha beginning of the nineteenth century. 
It is probable that at this time only a few more than a hun­
dred paper mills esistsa. Most of these , as their predeces­
sors for a generation or uo had been, were small affairs, feeble 
in every respect- in capital invested, in equipment, in 
methods used, in persons employed and in amount of the annual 
product* Gradually the number increased until by I8l0 about 
tv7o hundred were in existence* It is likely that at this time 
a large percentage of tha paper used was produced in mills in 
this country. 
2t The development of rnaohinery 
The introduction of machinery did not occur until about 
this time. The mill of 1800, save for the substitution of the 
beating engine for the fermentation or the stamping methods of 
reducing rags to pulp, was not materially different from that 
of 1700. 
In the beginning of paper making from pulp, the rags 
vreve reduced by -.vaahing them in water and then setting the 
mass to fiirment for many days in closed vessels until the de­
sired pasty state of comminuition had b«on attained. An ad­
vance upon this crudt.; method came in tha introduction of 
stamping rody xo beat the rags to pulp. These rods, encased 
with iron at one end, /jere operated in oaken mortars. To 
soma extent, at first, they were worked by hand but most geiaer-
ally they were raoved by water-wheel aiachinary. Even this meth­
od of getting pulp was tedious and unsatisfactory enough. 
Sotnetimes forty pairs of stamps would be required to work steai-
ity twenty-four hours in order to prepare a hundred pounds of 
rags. 
Then came the beating or Hollander, so called from the 
supposed country of its origin. Most authorities have placed 
this machine first about the middle of the eighteenth century. 
However, there is good reason to believe it w s in use prior to 
1690, There were to be no improvements in this industry until 
about the close of the eighteenth century when the Fourdrinier 
was invented. It was a good many years later thax it vi/as in 
general usage. 
The Fourdrinier was invented by Hichol^;is Louis Robert who, 
while managing a large paper mill in issones, ovvned by 6tn Leg-
er Didot of a famous French family of publishers, conceived tho 
idea of making paper in a continuous sheet. After several yeais 
experimenting, he produced a machine which consisted of an end­
less wire band parsing betvveen two squeeze rolls, Robert 
obtained a patent on this machine in 1799 and assigned it to 
his employer, Didot, John (Jambae, a brother-in-law of Didot, 
became interested and went to fngland to take out patents there, 
Didot and Graabel entered into arrangements with Henry and 30a-
ley Pourdrinier, who financed the invention in Eiigland, 7/ith 
them, Bryan Donkin, a practical mechanic and machinist, was 
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associated and he made iiaproveraQnts on the original, a new ma­
chine "being patented in 1807 by the Fourdriniers and John Gram-
ble and first laade in 1808. It was in principle the Robert 
machine but already far in advance of that. The Fourdriniers 
spent over 60,000 pounds experifaenting and improving the ma­
chine and in consequence were forced into banicruptcy, iVith 
Robert, Didot and Gambia failed. In 1840, a grant of 7,000 
pounds was made to the Foiirdrinier and that with the distinc­
tion of having the machine forever known by their name, was 
all that ever came to thera for their labors and axpanditures, 
Robert had previously recieved from the French government a 
bounty of eight thousand francs and that was the extent of his 
profits from the invention, Bryan Donkin was the only one of 
the group to benifit financially. Devoting himself to the 
inanufacture of the machine, he did well and eventually was 
successful in establishing a large business out of it. 
In point of date the Fourdrinier, in France and England, 
was the first really great invention of the paper industry. 
It was so great that it did not only practically revolutionize 
paper-making the world over, but, in the course of time, it 
became firmly fixed as the one fundamental factor of the indus 
try in its modern existence, elevating it into the front rank 
of mechanical industries. 
Meanwhile, however, others had been working along some­
what siailar lines toward the same end that Robert had reached 
John Dickinson, of England, succeeded in 1809, He invented 
and patented a cylinder covered with a wire cloth, the cylinder 
to revolve in a vat filled with pulp which, by a means of suc­
tion, was made to adhere to the cloth Uiitil the sheet was form­
ed, when it was passed on to another cylinder covered with felt­
ing. '.'/liether the Dickinson invention v/as early known in the 
United States is inkaown, but the first American paper-making 
machine may have been suggested by it or may have been worked 
out independently. 
patent office models V7ere destroyed when the treasury 
building in Washington burned in 1836, and for this reason very 
few specifications of patents issued prior to that date can now 
be found. A patent for a paper mill was issued to Thomas Langs-
troth of Bucks county, Pennsylvania, in 1804, and a patent for 
a papar-making machine to Charles Einsey of £sseXp lew jersey 
in 1807. It has been thought that possibly in these patents 
the Gilpin and the Ames machine of later date may have been an -
ticipated. Positive evideneo of this is lacking and it is un­
likely that if such machines were brought out they would not 
have endured long enough to leave some record of their porfor-
manc as. 
It was nearly twenty years after the invention of the 
Fourdrinier in' France and seven years after the invention of 
the cylinder machine in .England before the appearance of an 
American paper machine. In the (Jilpin mill near Wilmington, 
Delaware, a mill already prominent among American paper pro­
ducers for nearly a half century, a paper-making machine was 
invented. In December, 1816, Gilpin was able to take out a 
patent and in August of the following year, he put the mach­
ine into actual use, making, for the first time on this side of 
the Atlantic, naachine made paper in place of the hand made ma­
terial, The invention showed increase of speed and por/er, as 
well as economy in cost of production. The Gilpin machine was 
more simple, but however less efficient than the ]?ourdrinier, 
it demonstrated the wide possibility of a very great advance in 
the manl^facture of paper. It was a revolving cylinder, making 
paper continually. In no respect was it an advance upon, even 
if its equal, the Dickinson machine of England. The first pa­
per made with this machine v;as deposited •vith the AmaricalD 
Philosophical Society, but shortly after the mill began to fur­
nish this paper to the trade, first for Paulson's American Daily 
Advertiser of Philadelphia and then for book editions and writ­
ing. 
1T6WS of this invention speedily v/ent out, for it naturally 
affected the trade materially. The Grilpin mill gained a wide 
reputation because of this paper and every effort was made to 
obtain a description of their machine. .i.<:ventually, by obtain­
ing scraps of information fron some of the Gilpin workmen and 
by careful study of the patent, sufficient ide'j.s were obtained 
to make evasion of the patent possible, Within a few yaars 
the Gllpins found they could not permanently retain the advan­
tage over competitors thai, their cylinder machine had for a 
time given them, oeveral now and improved cylind<jrs -were 
brought out before 1830, Tha Dickinson cylinder machine was 
patented in England, in 1809, the Gilpin in 1816, and the Ames 
in 1882« Ames was thirteen years after Dickinson and six years 
after Gilpin. He may have been an inventor following out orig­
inal research or he aiay have been merely an imitator. After 
hirn came Isaac Burbank of Worcester, Mass., in 1824, Gardiner 
Burbank of v/orcester, ivlass. in 1820, Isaac Sanderson of Milton, 
Mass., in 1829. 
However, Ames was continually at court protecting his in­
vention frora infringement, the first case being being that of 
John Ames versus Howard and others. In this case, the jury de­
cided for Ames. A petition for a new trial was denied in 183S. 
Howard ha4' hired an Ames foreman and had built and put into 
operation a cylinder machine. In the end, Ames could not keep 
a monopoly on this new procesi^ and the cost of continual liti­
gation waa a burden the Ames people could ill afford. 
The first Pourdrinier was probably iaported to the coun­
try in 1827 by Henry Barclay of Saa;garties, iJew York. It was 
set up in a Saugertie mill owned by Beach, ]i.om'iierken and 
Eearney. It was built by Donkin of London and was sixty inches 
in width. The first Pourdrinier made in the United states was 
by the smith and Winchester iLanufacturing Co. in their shops 
in South Windham, Gonn. in 1829. It was set up in the mill 
of Amos H. Hubbard, iJorv/ich, Conn, in May of the year. 
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3, The soarch for raw materials 
The introduction of machinery caused increased interest in 
paper-making^giving an iapatus to invention that is equally 
kaan today. At this time most all paper was made from rags but 
with introduction of machinery, impetus was given to the use of 
other raw materials. The history of paper-making is everyv/here 
concerned with tha source of raw materials. 
Many lists,of substances that have been tried, have been 
made and often printed. In one, upwards of a hundred different 
substances were included, some ot the raost notable being; trees 
of all kinds, alga, aloe, asbestos, asparagus, bagging, bamboo, 
bananas, beet root , blue grass, bran, Brazilian grass, broom 
corn, burdock, cabbage stumps, cocoanut husks, cottonseed, 
cottonstalks, corn husks, couch grass, palm, espartoj ferns, 
flag leaves, flax, floss silk, frog spittle, grapevines, gutta 
percha, hay, hemp, hollyhock, hop vines, ivory shavings, jute 
leather cuttings, leaves, manures, marshmallow, moss, mulberry, 
J 
mummycloth, nettles, oakum sacking, peat, plantain, rav/ cotton, 
reads, rice straw, ropes, rushes, sawdust, sea weed, silk, sor­
ghum, straw, thistles, water broom and wool. 
Corn husks seem to have been a favorite diversion for ex­
perimenters, Ho-mar Holland, in 1838, secured a patent on a 
process using corn husks but nothing ever came of this or other 
efforts. In 1863, Dr. Alois Ritter Aur Von Welsbach, of Vienna, 
Austria, v/as granted a patent and pulp manufacture actually 
commenced in the Clinton mills in oteubenville, new York, This 
patent specified the use of the husks, leaves and stalks of the 
corn planto 
As late as 1870, anxiety and speculation over the scarcity 
of paper fibre was at such a height that consideration was 
given to the possibility of producing pulp from animal as well 
as vegetable sources. One experinanter proposed to use fishes 
which, after beizig skinned, were allovvad to stand in a white 
solution of mercury bichloride and alum until the fibres were 
separated. It was claimed tliat vvhen tv/enty per cent of this 
pulp was employed V7ith rag, the only characteristic of the pa­
per seving to distinquish it from pure rag was its toughness 
and strength. 
Straw was the first jnaterial to supplement rags to any 
extent. Credit for the development of the process belongs to 
"iVilliam i^Iagaw of Meadville, Penn«, a potash manufacturer, The 
process was developed in the Hollywell mill near Chatnbersburg, 
i Penn., owned by George A.Schyrock. The first paper was made 
I 
I in the summer of 1889 and proved emminently successful. Hov;-
I ever, the cheapness of rags prevented the bleaching of the 
I 
I straw pulp and most of it v/ent into wrapping paper and board. 
Paper from wood was a reality from tije immemorial as the 
early Chinese had made paper from the bark of the mulberry 
tree. From the beginning, paper makers in IJurope never ceased 
trying to extract the fibers from all kinds of trees but with­
out material success until well into the middle of the nine-
1.9 
taenth canturyi 
M. Lyon of Falrhaven, Vermont, made a fair grade of paper 
frora the bark of the basswood. Lewis Wooster and J»B* Holmes 
of Maadville, peni'U^ took out a patent in 1830 for making pulp 
from wood. They used li;ne and aspan tree* After a fev? yoars 
'i7illiam ivlagaw contesed the Sooster-Holmes patents which was de­
cided to be an infrlngmant and work under it eoased* D^Stebbins 
of Uorthampton^ Mass* in 1834 tried the bark ond foliage of the 
mulberry tree* In 1855, Gr*W* Beardslea, at Little Falls^ iJew 
York, tried to make basswood pulp but failed* M*!)* \Vhipple 
patented a mechanical process using a grinding stone* L* Kochj 
of new York» devised a process in which the fibres were separ­
ated by cruFhing rolls* 
Hugh Burgess, in Boxmourj England, invented a chemical 
process using caustic alkali but meeting y/ith little success 
in ingland, ha established himself in the United States, ob­
taining patent in 1854* He formed a partnership with i,l*L» 
Keen and 'u. pulp mill was built at Gray's Perry, near Phila­
delphia* 
BaC. Tilgham, experimenting with the present sulphite 
process, failed to overcome the mechanical difficulties con­
cerned, ^iftervvard. Fry and i.kaan, in Sweden, about 1870, 
carried on further investigation and tha improved Ekman pro­
cess came into use, first secretly until 1879 and then more 
openly in iTngland and finally in a large mill near London in 
1884* It was first introduced in this country in 188S by C«S. 
'iflieelwright of Providence, S»I« The i»Iittscharlich patents 
ware brought to the U.S. and established in a Michigan raill by 
G.IJ. Fletcher and Albert pack, two lumberiflen interested in 
utilizing waste ffoia their saw mills. 
The ground wood proeees of Zeller-Yotilter was brouglit to 
the U.S. bj/ Albrecht Pagenstecht^r and established in a mill at 
Curtisville J, idass. The first ground wood was taade here in 
March, 1867. 
B. HIBTORY OP LUi£3^RIHG I'd UUITiiD STATES 
It The lumber cut as a result of colonization. 
The history o2 lumbering in the United States is essen­
tially the history of the country.'a development* Wood afford­
ed the early settlers their fuel and building material* For­
est areas had to ba cleared for cultivation and it was possible 
to use only a small part of the timber cut in the construction 
of pioneer homes* Trees were a hindrance to agriculture^ of no 
value except as they afforded the bare neccessities of life* 
Tremendous areas of forest were destroyed without thought of 
use for the product^ until the progress of colonization reached 
the point where a demand for logs, heavy tiraber and framing for 
buildings grevTw up in the non-agricultural communities along 
the Atlantic Coast, that later grew into tov/ns and cities. The 
early settlers had no tools other than the axe and hanfsaw but 
as the demand for building material grew the process of convert" 
ing trees into a merchantable material passed thru several ev­
olutionary stages in which water power and subsequently steam 
were applied* 
The early saw mills ranged in capacity from 1000 to 5000 
feet a day^ board measure, and ware operated chiefly in the 
white pine districts of the north Atlantic coast area and in 
the Garolinas and Virginia, The product was heavy material 
and involved little production of thin Imber, which was pro­
duced with difficulty in these establishments. With the de-
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valopment of sealsoard cities, ]iov;evar,' a now deraand aroue in the 
shiphiiildiag industry, for which wood was the faost important 
raw material. The rise of shipping and tha opening of caany 
ports created a need for material for wharves and also afford­
ed a means of developing trade in timhers with the ^/est Indies 
and Europe, Thus, the industry gradually took form in Maine, 
Hew Hampshire, Vermont, jje;? York and Pennsylvania. Invariably, 
these early operations ware located where streaas were avail­
able for rafting the logs to the mills, unless these mills 
were situated on tide water, there function was liraited to sup­
plying local demand. 
With the gradual opening up of the central States, a de­
mand for lu/aber arose so rapidly that within a few years after 
the first mill was established in the then "Far West", Uich-
igan and Wisconsin were supplying great quantities needed here. 
The first lumberman in this region assumed that the supply of 
timber was inexhaustible and cut ruthlessly on this theory. 
The chitting in this region of white pine in 1873 was 4,000,000, 
000 feet and increased until 1890, when it v/as 8,597,623,000 
feet, after which pine production began a steady decline, 
With a constantly increasing population and a gradual 
lessening of white pine supply in the Lake States the indus­
try looked to other areas to open up. Thus,the South was 
looked to and in a few cases, the pacific Coast. 
The history of the lumber cut may be seen from the 
following table: 
TABLE I 
Aggregate Luiatier Cut in the United States by Quarter centuries 
(Enoyclopaedia Americana) 
period Quantity (M ooard feet) per Cent 
1901-1985 978,000,000 50.7 
1876-1900 638,000,000 32.1 
1851-1875 252,000,000 13.0 
1825-1850 54,000,000 2.8 
1801-1825 7,000,000 .4 
1801-1925 1.929,000,000 100.0 
In the first period (1801-1825) the aggregate cut was only 
about 7,000,000,000 feat. In 1819, the papulation was less than 
10,000,000. The per capita consumption of savied lusaber averaged 
less than 35 feet, although doubtless, much wood v;as utilized 
in more priraitive form. At that ti:ae coal had just come into 
use as a fuel, iron was scarce and costly, steam power vms in 
its infancy and oiroular and band saws were not in use. In the 
second period (Ic-6-1850), coal, iron, and steam power began 
their great development. Aided in this imrnier, lufnbermen 
supplied nearly ei^t times as much material as during the 
preceding period. In the third and fourth periods, the cut 
,was, respectively 36 and 91 tines as great as in the first 
quarter. In the first quarter of the twentieth century, lum­
ber production was 140 tiaes as great as in the correspond­
ing period of the previous century to meet the demands of a 
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population increased about t?;elve-.fold. 
It thus appears that within the past twenty five years a 
quantity comparable to about half the present stand was cut 
for lumber alone, besides all the ti:ul)er cut for various other 
purposes. The estimated par capita consumption in 1926 was 305 
feet for the country as a vrhole and over 900 board feet for the 
pacific coast states* The peak of national consumption was es­
timated to havG been 405 board feet in 1906* 
2* present forest situation 
The above discussion has been concerned only with tim-* 
ber cut for lumbar* If we add to this the constuiitl;y increas­
ing cut of pulp wood, can easily ^inderstand hov/ acute the 
forest situation is in the United States today* The growth of 
this requirement is seen frofn the following: 
TABLii II 
(28)  
Year Cords used in the U«s.* 
1870 2,200 
1860 41,000 
1890 583,200 
1899 1,986,000 
1909 4,000,000 
1920 6,114,000 
Jrom the beginning of the y/ood pulp industry in IJorth 
America to the present time, some 100,000,000 cords of pulp-
wood has been used in tlie United States of which 18 per cent 
came from Canada* Canadian consumption has bean some 30,000, 
000 Gords, In 1920, the consumption of pulpwood v/aa 28 per cent 
of the lumber out in the United States. 
V/hile this increasingly heavy drain on the forests of the 
United States has heen 6arried on, our forests have been deplet­
ed. This is 30 much so that today any effort to conserve forest 
growth thru modern forestry methods, and thru methods which will 
reduce the drain upon them is looked upon with favor. 
There are today 330 million acres of timber land in the 
United States in various stages of growth, ranging from some 
< 
eighty million acres upon which there is practically no prospect 
of new forest growth of commercial v/orth without reforestration 
to other large areas upon which has been established another 
crop. There are also some 130 million acres of virgin timber, 
chiftfly in the west. This remnant of what was once some 800 
million acres of mature forest In the United States is being 
depleted at the rate of fIve , fco tan mllliori acres annually, 
f28) 
The forest situation in the United iJtateg is typical of 
the situation thru^out the world. Of the forest resources of 
the world, none are able to takd care of our damazid. It is 
therefore necessary that y/e should look to some means for re­
ducing this huge drain, such as the substitution of insulation 
lumber for the forest grown material wherever possible, leaving 
the more valuable wood for other more important uses. 
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C. HISTORY 0? iHBULATIOi'i LUMBoiR 
ThQ history of insulation board dates back to Henry Clay 
of Birmingham, England, who was granted patent number 1027 in 
177S for the method of preparing panels b.y pasting together sev­
eral sheets of paper into a board which was dried and dipped 
into oil or varnish. This board had many uses suggested in the 
patent, as for panels or roofs for coaches, all sorts of wheel 
carriages, and sedan chairs, panels for rooms, doors and cabins 
of ships, cabinets, book cases,screens, chi.ina;' pieces, tables, 
tea trays, and waiters, Altho the articles made from t^ls ma­
terial were first called "paper ware", the name was realized 
to be inadeauate and finally the most renowned makers of it, 
revived for it the old name "papier-mache", which had been a 
French invention of the early 18th century. The term papier-
mache refers to a hard,strong product made by molding paper 
pulp, mixed with glue, rosin, etc. into various shapaa such as 
childrens toys, buckets, etc. Papier-macha (20) is supposed 
to have had its origin as a means of useful disposal for the 
large amounts of waste paper accummulated as the result of the 
nightly collection of notices and posters that were torn down 
iach night to a^ke room for fresh ones. The papier-macha in­
dustry, altho never very important, came to Birmingham about 
1750 and would probably have died t/iere soon afterwrd if as 
has been mentioned above, the name had not buen revived be­
tween 1830 and 1840 for another article 7/hich had nothing in 
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eotfltaon with, it sava that paper Qntar«l^nto its manuf .'.cture» 
nothing much was attempted along this line until al­
most 75 years later 'j-fhen in 1845, Charles Bielefeld of Lon-
don, was granted/^patent number 10,935 for tha preparation of 
embossed boards to be used in decorating the interiors of 
buildings-. One or more thicknesses of woven fibers were 
coated with a thick pulpy or ilastic preparation of pulpy ma­
terial, one or more sheets of damp paper were then applied 
and then pressure In molds to give the desired embossing. In 
spite of these beginnings, the ideas were not fruitful, since 
the inglish industry paid no immediate attention to thera, 
©la development of this industry has taken immense strides 
in the United States, She numerous types of boards developed 
is indicated by the large number of patents issued here, i,iany 
other materials besides paper have been employed in wall board 
manufacture. :/ood pulo, rags, straw, waste paper, jute, hemp 
and other materials furnish-" I raw material for man,v patents. 
One of the first patents issued was to Silas Hamilton in 1882 
for a fire and water proof material, 
V/all board has been applied to many uses, including stage 
scenery and settings, furniture, show window backgrounds of 
mercantile stores, and remodeling the interior of homes and 
factories. It is only since 1906 that the first pulp board 
on the market was called "vjull board" with a view to take the 
place of lath, plaster aad wood paneling. 
The history of insulation lumber is comparatively much 
^8 
more recent than that of any. Prohahly ti-.a firat patent issued 
for a board of homogeneous structure vr „s in 1858» This patent 
was issued for a process of disrupting fibrous aiaterial by the 
explosive force of steam. But only within the last decade has 
this material coiae onto the market. The materials used in its 
manufacture vary greatly. The trade names of a few of tne 
boards on the market are as follows; Gelotex from siigar cane, 
bagasse, Maizewood from cornstalks, InSulite from groundwood 
and sulphite screenings waste from the paper industr:y, liaftex 
from exhausted licorice root, Insoboard from straw, ijasonite 
from exploded saw-mill wood waste, and Nu-wood from saw mill 
waste. A few plants for the production of this prodtict are in 
the process of construction. The raw material for these will 
be equally divided between saw-mill wood waste and cornstalks. 
There are other types of insulation material for home con­
struction but the above are of the insulation lumber type. 
Other types are of flexible and semi flexible construction. 
Those of the flexible type include Llno-falt and ?lax-linium 
made from flax straw. Balsam Wool, made from wood waste, cabots 
Quilt made from sea weed gathered ©n the Bay of Fundy, Those 
of the seiai-flexible type include in the main but one, Pibro-
?elt made from flax straw, various others are on the maricet, 
in one case including several thicknesses of discarded news 
paper stiched together. Besides these, cork is used to some 
extent for home Insulation material. 
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The flexiblG inaulatioa aatei^iala \7ere thQ first used for 
ho mo ineulatioxi purposes. 
The probable future of this product is of course very 
•pro-nising. The raw material is of little value and the product 
is easily Bold. 
It has been estimated that 525,000,000 feet of insulation 
material of all types war.:- produced in 1928 . (65) The annual 
potential market is estiaated to bo close to ten billion feat 
with our present population, '//ith increased population we 
would expect corresponding increase in available market. 
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IV. RAW a&THHIALcJ SUITABLE.- FOR IHiiULATIOZi iUilBiiR 
The fibers of possible utilization in paper f/ianufacture are 
in general those suitable for the raanufactura of insulation luia-
bar, (The following (27) is a table listing the various fibers: 
TABLJi III 
A. seed hair fibar 
1. Cotton fGossypiuiii) 
2. Boinbax wool (bombacaceoe) 
B. Stem fiber (Bast family) 
1. piax (linen) (linuin usitatissifQum) 
2. Hemp (cannabis sativa) 
3. Jute or Calcutta hemp (Corchorus Capsularis and Olitorius) 
4. Nettle fibers 
a. Common nettle (Urtica dioica ) 
b. China grass (Boehmeria nivea) 
c« Ramie (Boehmeria teaacisuima) 
5 .  Indian corn (SSea i v©.ise) 
6. sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) 
7. Bamboo (BamWsa Sp.) 
8. Sunn he .up (Grotalaria junoea) 
9. Manila hemps (Musa textilis) 
10. Straw (from various cereals) 
11. i^sparto (lygeum spactum) 
e. Leaf fiber 
1. ITe'-v aealand Hemp (Phormiura tenax) 
2. Manila hemp (Musa testilis) 
3» Sisal or Domingo hamp (Agave rigida) 
4. Aloe fiber (Fourcraya foetida) 
5. pineapple leaf fiber (Ananas sativa) 
6. Vegetable wool from green cones of pine and fir 
7. palm (Palmoe) 
D. Fruit fiber 
1. Cocoanut fiber (cocos nucifeera) 
E. Wood fiber 
1. P.esinou or conifers 
a. Larch, tamarack (Larix) 
b. Fir (balsam and others) (Abies) 
c. Spruce (picea) 
a. Cedar (Chamoecyparis, Juniperus, Cupressua, Thuja) 
e. Pine (pinus) 
f« Hemlock (Tsuga) 
g. Cypress (Taxadium) 
h. Douglas fir (psaudotsuga) 
2. Hon-rasinous or broad, leaf 
ao Birch (Batula) 
b. Beech (fagus) 
c. iiaple (Acer) 
d. Poplar (Populus) 
a. Ohestnut (Gastanaa) 
f. Crum flyssa) 
g. Basswood (Tilia) 
h. Tulip (Liriodendron) 
The above table is not coraplste but gives an idea of the 
large number of plants suitable for paper fiber. At present 
about 90 par cent of the paper manufactured In the United States 
and Canada is made from wood. These plant fibers are also a~ 
vailable for insulation lucabar but because most of them have 
greater value for other purposes, and because others can not be 
utilized so as to be an economic success, onlj'' a few are actual­
ly available. Among those available the cornstalk will be 
shown to be of very hi^ value. 
V. CHARACTiiHISTICS OF THE CORNSTALKS 
Ao Structure 
Although there are nuinarous varieties, there exists onlj? 
one botanical species of corn, zea aiaize. The mature plant con­
sists of stesns, roots, leaves, husks, silk tassels and ears. 
The ears consist of the grain arranged upon the cob. The steal 
is covered on the outside v/ith a hard, flinty rind or shell 
called the cortex. The inner portion consists of a soft pith 
traversed longitudinallj,' by numerous fibro-vascular bundles, ar­
ranged with the srnaller ones thickly placed near the outer edge 
and the largo ones, less abundant, in the .'nore central portion. 
The outer covering of the stalk is taade up oi ling, thick—walled 
slander cells or sclerenchyaa fibers. The fibro-vascular bun­
dles are fuada up of long fibers and vessels or tubes. The pith 
or parenchyma cells are short, broad, thin—walled, isodianietric 
in structure, and without much strength. At intervals of 8 oo 
10 inches along the stalk the fibro-vascular bundles sand out 
branches to the leaves, thus forming b^; the branching and re­
joining of the bundles dense, enlarged portions known as nodes. 
These nodes make up about 26 per cent of the stalk proper or 
about 6 per cent of the entire plant. The shell, not includ­
ing the nodes, is about 54 per cant and the pith, 20 per cant, 
of the stalk. However, because of the porous nature of the 
pith, the parcentage by volume is much greater. 
The stalk in comparison with v/ood has the apparent disad­
vantage of les8 unifority. But, part of the uniformity of 
v/ood is obtained only "by discarding portions of the tree, such 
as bark, brandies, twigs and leaves. The trunk also varies from 
the canter outo The stalk is rjiuch less dense, thus requiring 
more storage space but this is an advant?i.ge upon coolcing for 
with the more porous structure it is much mora easily penetra­
ted bj chemicals and thus requires a nmch shorter cook at lov/-
er steam pressure than is possible with wood. 
B. The Cheiaical Composition of the Cornstalks 
An average of several chemical analyses aade by differ­
ent investigators on mature stalks indicates tl-at the stalks 
consist of 33 to 35 per cent cellulose, 30 to 35 per cent lig-
nin, and 27 to 29 per cent hemicellulose of which the greater 
part is apparently pentosan bodies. 
The uniformity of the three physically different parts of 
the cornplant is reported by Peterson und l-lixon (42) as shovm 
in the follo^ving table; 
TABLJa IV 
Goiiiparison of Go-'upositions of the Cortex, vascular Bundles and 
Pith of the Cornstalks, 
Outer vascular: Total 
ohell bundles : pith cornstalk 
per per ' per per 
cent Eant i cent cant 
pentosan 25,9 26,4 : 27,7 27,6 
Lignin 33.5 35,2 : 32,0 34,3 
Cellulose pulp 55,9 50,2 ; 50,1 52,6 
Pentosans in pulp 16,6 13,1 ; 12,2 14,2 
Cellulose(by difference) 39,3 37.1 ; 37,9 38.4 
T^ignin - The cornstalks ruii high in both lignin and 
pentasans and should be classified as pGntocelluloses. The 
lignins isolated by the laason .nethods, using 72 par cant sul­
furic acid, r^^n auch higher than those isolated by the «nil-
statter method, using fuming hydrochloric acid. The lignin 
fraction obtained by the nasori method amounts to 31 to 35 per 
cent of the stalk, while the lignins isolated by the ;7illstat-
ter method are about 26 per cent. The lignins froia the stalks 
may be sinilar to wood lignin although there are raasonsfor 
supposing them to be different. The aethoxy content (43) was 
deteraiinad to be 14.0 per cent, v/liich is close to the value 
Hitter (46) obtained for laesquits (14.05) and incense cedar 
(14.51) and intermediate between his values for western yel­
low pine $13,13) and western whiie pine (15,10). 
These lignins were obtained as a light orov/n anorphous 
powder, .^len suspended In i-yaLar, they softened au GO C. to 
a sticky, resinous oil, which i j Jiedlatel;;:, solidified upon 
cooling to a brittle, easily pulverized laass. This charac­
teristic chamged '^Ith tiae. hhe ang-lysis of this lignin 
fraction was as follows*. 
per cent 
ietaoins sugars (hydrolysis) maaflnlt. traoa 
lignin (by 72-p sufuric acid 
Ash 
Total 
&le t h oxy c o nt e n t 
99.1' 
14.0 
Pantoaan - 'rhe pentosan. In tlie cornstalk is giiaurally agreed to 
be largely -•lylsm although thur^: l-J soiae hexosjari, f43) In pen-» 
toBan datarralna.. iOiiB, uaing distlllat lo;: v/ith IS pcii- cent iiy-
drocl.\lo'/iu acid follov/ed by pjfecJ.pltatioh of the fui'Cural v/Ith 
phloroglucinol ann ecilculatlnri "b.-icl;: ••/.1th uhu aid of prober's 
tables, it la not kmy;7.n juut what porconiagti of tli'-j fiirfiiPil 
coffluofroa thd xylan oecurrt,ng as such In ;.he ot:.i}k and tvh-ii: part 
iG dua to other furfural yeildiug eubetaneoa. As la vvtill 
knovjn, degraded culluloaus, auch as oxycolluloau and other coii-
stitUi-;nty preuont in the tius^ uo ar^ j capatalii of .-yeilding i'm:-
fur'-vi or nrodueta ^uch au .aathyl ijuivfural which will yuild 
phloroglueiiiol ptac Ipi Latoy» 
•:otal pallulo30 - tor-.'] cellulose la earbohydx'utt; cho ais-
try is usually i'eutrioted to tlia i-iort Gul)St'anoo of the for-
raula ifC^H]_qOla gQna,cal usage howevei' the cellulooe 
iu less yestrictod aa is iudicaieu "ay tha ter aa alpha, be La, 
and gaia'ia-colluloowi uoad In co-aaurct-'^l analy^jia. Tlie alpha 
celliilose is the raora reolstant calluloue uup^'OBati .to be yi-
:aular to aor.^'jal or cotton tyiio callnlosea 3ata and gaiaaa-
collulosd ary tyyjQS of eelluloye Iviy;.) r.asistant to oho alc;il 
reaction Uian the alph;i cellulooy. 
Ash-. The aah of the cornat-Al.k .la rathor high, ?roai tho aver­
age valti^a doter.ninad by many ?/ork»:rs, a figuru of hao beaj; 
aot' for thvi dator'ninatior; of "dirt" Ln Uio cornatalk, 1'he 
"dirt" is that part of tho ash raachanieall,;/ held by iha stall-; 
and reeai\'ed \;hru the aid of such agtants aa v;ind ^luat Gtorats) 
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v/hile the stalk is standing in the faild or by actual contact 
of the stai;: ^'ith the earth such as traraplad down stalks would 
recaive. It has been thought that this value represents a 
fair avQ-^.'ige of the entire stalk, 
MLE Y • 
Schweitzer (58) reports the follovjiug analysis of the ash of 
the cornstalk; 
4 
Pi t.T-i . 
Outer portion; 
n-f stflTiR Rf.nms . 'Cfnska 
SiOo 7.05 30.35 21.57 39.04 ; 37.82 
PQg03 0.45 0.39 ; 0.29 0.97 : 0,30 
•° 0„ 
-5 2.03 
3.13 3.70 3.87 ; 0,86 
GaO 11.05 7.98 7,98 12.84 : 5,35 
MgO 8.11 11.10 5.17 7.49 : 7.67 
KoO 48.39 38.28 ; 45.76 30.45 ; 40.76 
IJagO 0.14 1.79 : 2.55 2.65 : 2.68 
i.Iissing 22.78 6,98 11.98 2.71 : 3.56 
This tablo shows the cornstalks to be relatively high in 
silica and potash. However the values reported above were 
taken while the cornstalks were still imaiature, f the values 
reported for the pith, outer portion of ateins, sta:as and leav­
es are for August 27 and the value for the husks is for ijepterii-
ber 24.), Mr. Whitteiiiore of the U.S. Bureau of Standards 
working inihe Aines laboratory obtained values for ZgO and IJagO 
that were approxirioately one half those given above. 
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I'hQ values obtained by ivir. v;hittemore are tabulated balow: 
Cornstalks Per cent Per cent 
UagO KgO 
Sample taken IJov. 14,1928 0.1247 0,4965 
Sample taken Dec. 21,1928 0.4557 
Sample taken Jan, 24,1929 0,1085 0*4201 
The values tabulated above are for the whole stalk , in­
cluding leaves and husks. 
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VI. AYAILABILI^r OF RA;7 lAkl^RlAL 
L.K. Arnold (76) of the Iowa Engineering £xperi;nent 3ta~ 
tion has made a close study of most of the literature extant 
on the subject of yictlds of cornstalks per acre. His work 
would indicate that sufficient fiber was available in areas 
to tnaka the sianufacture of insulation lumber feasible from 
this standpoint. 
He gives as a very conservative sstlaate for the corn belt 
and iamediately adjoining areas a yMld of over 2 tons bona dry 
stalks per acre and for the rest of the u*S. a conservative 
figure of 1,5 tons. The yidld of stalks is not proportional to 
the yiftld of corn. 
The states of Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska, Liissouri, Kansas, 
Indiana, and Ohio planted In 1923 an acreage of 48,901,000. 
This it the estimated 2 tons per acre yi^ld would give a/net 
figure of 97,802,000 tons of raw laaterial. The remaining stalls 
at 1.5 tons per acre producing 79,650,000 tons giving a total 
national yidld of 177,452,000 tons,(76) 
If the stalks are harvested when the corn is raature, it is 
beleived that Z tone per acre is a reasonable figure. If the 
corn is husked' in the feild and the stalks are harvested over a 
considerable period of tiaie, the lossos due to wind whippage, 
leaching and other causes would decrease this yield to 1.5 tons 
per acre. If the stalks stand in the field a long tine with 
cattle eating the leaves, the yi^ld will be decreased to about 
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1,85 tons per acre. Even if the stalks have hean trampled 
down, the:; c-n he readily/ gathered. However these stalks are 
much dirtier and less desirable from this standpoint. 
The region in the Iviiddle West known as the Corn Belt is 
the largest producer of the world. There are only two or three 
other regions where corn is grown to an appreciable extent, one 
of these is in the valley of the Danube river and the other is 
in the Argentine. 
The following table will show that only a small area is 
needed for apulp or board factory (68): 
TABI£ VI 
Annual yield of Cornstalks over various Areas 
• • 
: one third of land in corn : 60^ of land in corn 
« • 
• » 
j ;paper pulp; I : Pulp : Wall 
Radius; Stalks:335$ yi'Q-ld :V/all board; Stalks;35^ yiaid; board 
; Tons ; i^ons ; 3q.. Ft. : Tons ; Tons i Stl.Pt. 
Miles :per day; per day :per day :p6r day; per day :per day 
5 ; 80 : 27 ; 223,000 ; 150 : 50 : 401,900 
6 ; 121 : 40 ; 321,400 : 217 ; 72 : 578,700 
8 : 214 ; 71 ; 577,500 : 384 : 128 :1,028,800 
10 ; 335 ; 112 ; 893,000 : 602 : 201 :1,607,800 
In Iowa the acreage planted to corn varies in different 
parts of the state from 8 to 60 per cent of the total. From the 
above table, calculated for an average y ,ld of 1.5 tons per 
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acre andfor factories operating 200 days in the year, it is 
seen that the haul to plants centrally located is small. The 
cost of hauling is e3ti:a.;.t6d to be 20 cents per ton oiile but 
one industrial concern in Illinois is reported to have fomd a 
cost of 8 cants per ton mile for hard surfaced roads and where 
truck and trailer were used. 
VII. SBCTIOOS ViOHK OH TOt USi: O* OU COEaStALK 48 A TOW 
S'JBaTli'UTi 
The UGO of cornstalk as a siibstltate for paper dates back 
to the early eighteentli century when paper from oornhusks was 
,»ae a t  Blmln l ,  I t a ly .  Seve ra l  pa t en t s  were  I s sued  i n  the  U.S.  
prior to 1900 on the proiuctlon of pulps from cornstalks but 
nothing came of these since at about the same tlae the big de­
velopment in the use of wood for pulp began. However, increas­
ed interest in the use of cornstalk for paper has taken place 
alnce then as evldencad by the number of patent issues refer-
ring to this plant.* 
In 1925, TOW (95), in this laboratory, produced paper by 
various types of cooks. He found the sulfate process gave the 
highect yaild of pulp. Following this work. J.A. Mina in 1925 
(85) investigated further, the utilization of cornstalks for 
paper and wall board. THe board he produced was dense, extreme­
ly strong, very similar to the "wall board" or "fiber-board" of 
com:norc6» He obtained a strong paper by cooking the pulp with 
lime and sugar and checked Tow's work on the loss of pulp due 
to bleaching 'A'hich he found to be very high. J)uring the satue 
year. Tan (94) enumerated the various cooks giving the cornaar-
cial paper developed from each type. EiemenSchneider and Gas-
tren (89) at the same ti-ae determined definitely the amounx of 
pulp lost on bleaching and proposed a concentration of 7kfo to 
1^ 07 -r-nr Poolr to fiive the best results. They experimented 15fa lor litne cook .o Bibliobraphy. 
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with, low cost cooks and cheaper aethods of pulp production. 
They tried to laake a ".nechanical pulp" by grinding the stalks 
on stones thev had east using cement with different sizes aggre­
gate. They also experimented with beating of the uncooked mater­
ial but in neither case was great success attained. The yd®Id 
of pulp in 6ith.er ease v/as extremely lov;, and bleaching with 
bleaching pcw:^?r required two applications before the desired 
whiteness was permanent, 
JSichinger (80) deyeloped a plastic laaterial siailar to vul­
canized fiber by cooking the stalks or cobs, v;ashing, and than 
balling in a ball mill until the resultant fiber was completely 
gelatinized. He then drained it on a screen and dried it in an 
oven. This material had a high di-electrie constant and could 
be machined. The most serious problem to solve was that of dry­
ing. 
Following this work, Arnold (76) succeeded in producing a 
good quality of paper using various cooks. He also tried to 
produce a mschanical pulp but with I'esults similar to those 
previously mentioned. The standard cook developed was a caus­
tic soda cook. 
During the summer of 1926, A.I". Kozals (29), working on a 
fellowship established in this laboratory, developed an insul­
ation lumber using low concentration chemical cooks. He ex­
perimented with mixtures of other fibers and with peat in par­
ticular. The cornstalk peat mixtures gave a strong board but 
o.nly low percentage peat could be used as it caused excessive 
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warping upon drying and clogged tha acreen of the forming !na-
chine if especial care waa not taken to prevent it from becom­
ing gelatinized,' During the same Jurafner Schneider (90) found 
he could make a mechanical pulp suitable for insulation lum­
ber and with yeilds up to 90^, Preliminary work was dona on a 
small laboratory rod mill* Saldel (93) continued Kozak's xvork ai 
and devised various methods of flame and fireproofing the 
"lumoar"* He developed a fiber board using various mixtures of 
mechanical pulp virith Ca SO4 i-HgO and tried mixtures of corn­
stalk fiber with mineral fibers* Liarshall (04) and Loooer (93) 
studied the gypsum fiber board, determining the proper condition 
of formation and relative percentage of constituents. 
In 19S7, the U*S« Congress set aside a sum of money for 
use at the Bureau of Standards in cooparation v/ith Iowa state 
College for a semi-comuiercial study of the manufacture of in-
suluation lumber from cornstalks. Part of an industrial re­
search fund from the stiite of lom was available for this stu­
dy also, A new building v;as erected to house the department of 
Chemical Engeneering and special equipment asaembled for the 
study of this problem. Hot all of this equipment has b^en in 
the laboratory all of this tine, however. The significant lay­
out here is a one ton Emerson paper beater, an Oliver modified 
continuous filter for a informing machine, a Downingtown board 
machine, and a 45 foot Coe continuous single deck, roller dry­
er. Special equipment inclijdes a 3' x 6' Marcy rod mill, a 
Herman Blaflln refining engine, a Southwark, three platen heated, 
hydraulic praaa; a idoKlm haby Jordan, a one hundred pound Dilts 
heater and a 12i pound Hohle and good heater equipped with a 
washer, besides standard equipment suoh as digesters etc. At 
the present time a special forolng maohlna has btien designed and 
installed and Is being used In place of the Oliver forming ma-
ohina, 
This lay out is ideal for a ooinnercial study of this pro­
blem and very much important data has been secured, 
Roberts (90) studied the DeYains process applied to corn­
stalks for paper-making and concluded that a good grade of paper 
could be made by the process. He found that it gave a higher 
yeild of pulp, and a. paper of finer texture with less ash and 
higher alpha cellulose content. 
Catton (79) worked on an absorbent raaterial from the corn­
stalk. He showed that an absorbent material could be rnade from 
mechanical pulp but much better results could be secured by us­
ing chemical pulp. 
Crary (76) studied the production of cellulith like raater­
ial from corncobs. Hartford (8S) continued this work with es­
pecial attention being paid to cornstalks. He devised an im­
proved method of gelatinizing the pulp and secured data on the 
physical properties of the material, 
Heece (87) made a study of a press-board siallar to a 
board sold under the trade name of "Presdwood.". 
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Burkay (77) in the Biicteriology laboratories studied the 
fermentation of cornstalks. He claims to have isolated a pen-
tos.in fermenting bacteria. His studies were concerned with pec-
tin ferrflanting bncteria, on the assumption that the encrusting 
material in the cornstalk plunt was pectic in nature. Subse­
quent analyses (43) have shown no pectin bodies to be present 
in the cornstalk. 
Hamilton (8) made a study of the ice bos ruathod of con­
ductivity deteriaination, for insulation lumber. His work ^/ab 
"oreli :iinary in nature and couch tiiae waa expended in adjusting 
the apparatus. Ko good results were reported. Hichardson (88) 
studied the influence of pH upon the degree of sizing of the 
board. He reports using various sizing materials, rosin-alum, 
alkagel, gluej, casein and sodium silicate. He obtained the best 
sizing effect using a pH of approximate 1;;. 4.GO. lYood (96) 
studied the Kraft process of cooking in particular. He reports 
yields as high as 55 per cent of unoleached paper pulp fiber 
using this process. He also studied the efiect of cooiiing dif­
ferent ratios of cornstalk and oat straw using the soda pro­
cess. Roberts (9) made a study of mild caustic digestion of 
cornstalks followed by tr'eatment with nitric acid for a pulp 
suitable for nitration purposes. The results indicated that 
the pulp did not have to be bleached for stable nitrated mat­
erial. 
Haffziger (86) r e o o r t e d  the development of a cork substi­
tute material for use as refrigerator linings and for insula­
tion purposes in genaral. It is thought this material can be 
produced enableing it to compete with tha natural grovm cork. 
VIII, £X?i^RIiAi:.BTAL PROCiiDURE 
Tlia procedure used in this research was essentially that 
developed hy Saidel and Schneider. (93) (92) HovTQver many mod­
ifications ware at times necessary hut these changes will he 
faantioned v/hen they occur. The forti^tion of paper sheets was 
largely adopted from the technique de-veloped "by Arnold (76). 
The general procedure will he deocrihed. 
A. preparation of Pulp 
Considerable portion of the research involved the study of 
machines designed or adaptable for the preparation of a pulp 
suitable for insulation lumber. The machines studied were res­
pectively; the Badger shredder made by the Badger equipment 
Co. of Omaha, ije^raska; the different beaters viith which the 
laboratory is equipped; the swing hamiier mill which was a num­
ber 1. mill made by the Greudler Patent Crusher and Grinder Co. 
of St. Louis, Mo.; a burr stone mill manufactured by the Hor-
dyke -iarmon Co. and loaned to the department thru the courtesy 
of the Agricultural Engineering Department; a jordan type re­
finer , manufactured by the isicKim Foundry and ivlachina Co. of 
Lockport, Hew York; a roll mill made by the Sturteyant Co.; 
a small laboratory rod mill, a large 2' x 6' rod mill made by i 
the Mine and Smelter Supply Co. of Denver, Colo.; The Hard-
inge conical ball mill; and an ensilage cutter manufactured 
by the Smallsy manufacturing Co. of Manitowoc, ITisc. 
A large portion of this work has been empirical in 
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character, rnuch is based upon previous experience and consiaer~ 
able microscopical methods, in comparison \vith the pulps of cer-* 
tain comaarcial boards on the market* 
The pulp most suitable for insulation lumber raust have the 
proper gradation of fine and coarse fiber* The strength of the 
board resulting fro;a thl'j pulp must be dependent upon tv/o fac­
tors* fiber strength and strength resulting from hydration of 
pulp« It is thought, and much experience with these tyoes of 
lumbar appear.^ to Justify it^ that the streiigth of insulation 
lumber is in large part due to the strength of the individual 
fiber whereas in paper the larger portion of the strength re-* 
suits from the hydration effect produced on the pulp fiber* 
•The type of fiber and hydration •' pulp desired is one free 
enough to easily form a mat on a forming machine, with fibers 
long enough and hydratad to the proper degree to avoid a 
"brittle br0ak"and strong enough to give a strength test for mod­
ulus of rupture comparable to that of the best commercial boards, 
somewhere about 200 to 600 pounds per'^ uare inch* A.t the same 
time the board produced must be intarstial enou^ to have high 
insulation value and low weight per unit volume so as to en­
able a hi^er yield expressed in square feet* The board 
produced shoxi3;d be water pijoof to a large extent^ should not 
swell or disiategrate v/hen subjected to very humid conditions 
or actual continued contact with water. 
A discussion of the various means of fiber treatment will 
be given as an miderstanding of these processes is fundamental 
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in the cianufactura of all calluloaic fibrous materials. 
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B» Kie Machines Studied for Fiber Treatment 
1. Jhe beater 
The bei'.ting engine la&y be briefly deeribed t s a aontinuous 
trough across which at one point is a bed plate holding vertical 
knives or l^ra. Direotly above this bed plate revolves a heavy 
metal cylinder set \vith laiives or bars rou^ly parallel to those 
in the bed plate. 5?his roll as it is ciilled may be raised or 
lowered so as to adjust the gap between the knives and thus change 
the beating effect. SJhe mixture of fibre and water contains about 
3% to 5% of fiber and is circulated by means of the revolving 
beater roll. 
The effectsof beating are to obtriin the fibers' floating 
freely and independently, to reduce their length, to split find 
braise them md to produce hydr'^tion. 
In paper manufacture the effects of berting r^^nge from; 
1. Cutting without wet berating rs in blotting p^'per ra*'nu-
fccture. 
2* V/et beating ?/ithout cutting as in gre. se-paper la&nufsc-
ture. 
The most usual procedure involves a blending of cutting 
and wet beating in varying proportion to secure the ps.rticular 
result desired. 
"Hydration of eellulosic fiber is a much mooted question. 
The tenn hydiation does not appear to have any definite inter­
pretation. It can not be tt-ken in the same sense aa the hydra­
tion of a salt since the vppor pressure curvc of v/rter Pnd 
cellulose shows no breaks. The usut-l definition of "hyfiitttion" 
&-,>pears to be the pcrcent^ige of water or Sulution, ctlculated 
on the dxy weight of the substance, retained by the :i:SJterif.l or 
substt^noe ander rc-rious conditions, 
The raeasure of hydrfc-.tion is usixaily m^de by physict:! meth­
ods although roany worker consider chcTiic?:! methods exclusively. 
Under Ghernic&l methods the follovjinp h.- ve been suggested 
(52) ; 
!.• The P-dsorption of bf'se from copper, chro-niu-n, iron '"-nd 
eluminuin sslts under controlled conditions, 
2. The adsorption of NrOH mf^y be used ? s r jm*? sure in 
strictly corapsriible ct ses, 
S. The adsorption of dyes i ud the rf te of resorption of 
dyes, 
4, The increJ-ae of "copper number" i^fter hydrolysis by di­
lute aciid. 
Under phyaictil methods of metsiireoient we h£ive. (52) : 
The vicotiity £-nd the volume of sediment of ptiper pulp hfve 
been found unst-tiaftictory, Incref se of volume of fibre is 
difficult to me&tjure ^^nd is effected by release of raechtnictil 
stresses upon wetting. The rt^te of drtiinage of wcter through 
pulp under v^^rious coziditions hs-s been used but is influenced 
by the viscosity and terapersture of the solutions J^^nd by trr-ces 
of fitty irnpurities. The famount of w^ter or solutions held by 
the raf^terial after treatment in p centrifuge h' s been defined 
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tis hydration. The percenttjge of water ret^ ined by & mcteriel 
under knoxvn humiaity conditiona has fiso been Uxsed. £fo distino-
tlon is tne-de between water retained by the •nKterisl end by the 
subst^mcec water retf ined by the nf tcrir-1 is ex'idently depend­
ent unon the physical strte of the terifl, ruch rs sub-ivision 
and cloaeness of pf eking of fibers, fa well 's on the hydrr-'ion 
of the Biibsfccnce, rnd Vi'ill therefore be deriendent on ; number 
Of independently v^ricble x;: ctors. 
"Hydration" of pfcper pulp is supposed by aeverc^l to be f-b-
sorption of gel wt.ter by cellulose. It h; a been found tht t 
(62) inoretaod hydrt-tion of pulp ct.uses incu.' fcied strength of 
paper, due to the cejiLnting together oi the libers when the gel 
dries. She ctrength oi the sheet a^-de from c. pulp htB t.lso been 
assumed proportioiii^l to £-nd tised f-s i- -nef sure of "hydrfi-tion." 
Eovje mentions some v/orlc done \.'ith Herzog inaie;. ting that 
" oht-nge tc-kes pl^oe in the structure of the cellulose fiber, 
i'hia work indicates tht t the cryt;tt.l structure of the cellulose 
fiber hi-^s been ch&nged under the influence of the bruising f ct-
ion of the be&ter partielly to the e-i^iorphous st'^t-e. X-r^'y work 
by Herzog, Sponaler end Do re, ?^nd Rai indict: tes thet the 
structure of the cellulose fiber is crynt- lline in cherccter. 
Rowe further explains the "dehydrr trion" of cellulose •-'Ith the 
^.^ssumption th?:.t the e-jorphous ch' rrcter reverts to the crjst 1-
line . 
The fiber would be less dense in the .'noiphous condition 
tnd therefore there would be more~roo;i between tne cellulose 
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sp£^oe Ic.ttice units in -..hich v.'J ter could.be retsined. 
In this study hydration vn s not defined; no measures of 
hydrcition were mti-de because it was not the primt-ry object. It 
is possible, however, to tell much &bout the 3tt te of hydra­
tion from the "feel" of the pulp. 
The aotion of the be>'ter has been expl^^lned by Sigurd 
S;i3ith by a so or.lied fibrf ge theory. He points out ths t if a 
steel rod of squt're cross section Is njored throuffh f tub of 
stoclr, Mth Its shf rp edp-e for'A'.'=:rd, •" certrin P"ionnt of fiber 
will collect on bh fc ecl'-e; f-nd tlic chr r ctcr of the fiber rnd 
the density of the raisture in the tub deterrdnef: bl.e r'-iou.nt of 
fiber which collects. Si:ailerly r;s the be-' ter roll -vdv .noes 
the bt-.xs adviincing tow^-rd tlie bed-plrte carry v.-ith Cheni v. oer-
t^.-in tiinount of fiber collected on the edge. The roll bars then 
advi-ncing eoross the bc-a-s of the bed-pit te fcct on these fiber 
in ci nit-nner siailfcr to the t-ction oi f l£-vjn niower on the gr&ss. 
In this ininner, it cuts some of then directly but d&-mtges v 
great uii.-ny more by fiber t-cting on fiber within Uie mass thr/t 
is held between the bcrs. Thus, if the consistency be thin, 
less fibrt ge.v.'ill be colleoted on the edges of the b?;rs; J^ n^d & 
given distance be:;ween roll f nd bedplate v.'ill recult in lees 
fiber d: r!i'-.ge then if the consistency be thick f nd the distance 
\ 
between the roll nd plate be the sf me. He gives j'Ctuf l dfts* 
obt?'ined in ^ mill to sunport this theory. 
Acting on this theory ]Dr. Sniith hrs desif?ned type of 
bfcf ting teckle to impose on the stock pxcr-ter action without 
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proporticnel jner€;rse in the power renuired. He exDl^ ins thf t 
to increi:-se the u'idth of the hedplrte vvculd not result ia 3n-
ereesod effective "ueiiting by the ft.ct th.- t In going r,cross p 
plate no new libreges ctn be oollected on the edge of the be f-
er bt-r tnd comparatively narrow pltte thus serves to tre&t 
as niuch fiber Jis ia oollected £-t one time. By arrtnging tv-.'O 
pli-tes however, vvith propeily designed spt-oe between them, 
new fibrfige can be collected on the betiter btrs i-s they ps-ss 
from the first plts-te to the second. 
The circulation theory of betiter action supposes ths t ef­
fective bec-.ting depends raainly on frequent p&ssing betvjeen roll 
and bedplfcte oi' the stock. This effect mey be aocompliahed in 
two mya: First to increase the number of plctes under the roll 
or, what is the s?. rne in principle, to increi se the number of 
sets of rolls ; nd bedoletes in one tub; second, v;ith one roll 
&nd bed-plrite, to incre se the speed of cij-culf^tion. 3,7 i:rrvel-
ing aore rfipidly sround the tub the stoeV: lv« brought -nore fre­
quently under the roll; conversely be ter thr t will nronel p 
given ioncentrr.tion of stocl; rt r higher r--te of i?oced will 
propel stock of & higher concentr? tion ..t the seme speed. 
Stock of the higher concentre tion, ts has been pointed out, will 
receive more d^-iiU'-ge to the fibers in on© ptast-ge under the roll 
thtin stock of the lower Goncentr«>tion, the setting of the roll 
being the s;.rae. Thus there is L double advantage in t; bec^ter 
of this design; with sli^ri-t incret.se of power, it c&n propel 
stock &t a higher spee^; the effective bet'.tinf; m&y be increased 
y GRSajsi' : &i fc 
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either by re;-son of speed ol clrculttion or by rec.son of high­
er concciitrjiifcion. Another theory ie £ so-Cclied viscosity 
theory. 2hib expit-ins the i ction of the bef-ter by chtngcs in 
fricuiontl reaiett-nco in the stock, VsiUi given "famish'' 
i:.nd £. given aonaiBtency the action of the bet:.ter re-Bults in 
chtxnges in aar3ace friction, and internal friction, of the 
atocfc. If these ch^-iipea are irifcde in the sj :ae wf y J- nd to the 
sr~rne degree in one furnish f-lter another the; finf-l sheet will 
possess the s''ne quiaities. 
Milne (38) considers Pntith's fihr-'re theory to hold hut 
he clJ^iras to be Pble to for-n continurup fibr' res In the bed-
pis, tc; due to the ceotrifug'1 tctlon of the roll, '''he better 
he used hud r roll speed cf £200 to 3000 feet per mnnute, 
2. The jorden refiner 
The theories developed in connection with Lhe .otion of the 
beater tipply to It rge extexxt to the iordtn refiner. Shis a ch­
ine vvi s designed oxigintvlly to i^roduoe i: continuous process of 
beating which would suppliant the better. It consists essent-
ii^ lly of t- hollov; cone provided internttlly v.ith fixed br. rs, in 
which roti-tea aolid cone fitted with Ibi-rs in similar manner, 
This inner ooue is £idj ast;. Ide, tiilovdnf: the dista nce between 
the tvjo cones to be varied. This provides J VJ-ri^tion in type 
of product produced. The chief action of the Jordtn is the 
cutting end brushing of fiber bundles, TTov.'ever by continued 
faction of the -3jord-vna, in series, a gel mry be .iroduced. 
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Hfirtford (82} h&s found this very effective in the manufacture 
of maizolith, from "both the str-lfc end oob» The power reauire-
i 
Tients of .Jordan refining engine f^re quite hifh due to the 
feet thf t the eonlcil olur p very rnp:le. It hrs 
high ceprcity however ^rid represents i^provcnent over the 
be&ter« It operates ^'•t e speed of 'Jbout 450 r.n.m. "but dif­
ferent machines to be coinp- r; hie must have tl:ie serae peripher-
el speed. 
S* Burr stone mill 
The burr atone inill employs the principles oi the disk re-
liner. Its principc-l pi.its are t. stttion&ry stone tmd a rotat­
ing stone between the carefully cut surftoes oi which the stock 
is fed through the opening at the center of the etatiom^ry 
stone, The mill is fed vvith rn£iteri£-l at a consistency of ?bout 
Syb; £ind these t-re rubbed between the surftoes of the stones, 
the stock works its wi.y to the outer edge ^nd is delivered 
through tin outlet# 'fhe stones operc-te in n vertic&l position 
^nd the distance between them is adjustt ble by raeJ-ns of & 
thrust bei-ring. 
The oper^-tion of this tyne of Tiill reoulres p?^rtiGular 
care of the grinding surface of the stones. This necessitates 
ci-reful dressing •-au c?refixl selection of stones. The 'nill 
used in this If-bon tory uTrS eqxiipped \7i th qu^'rtz stones. The 
mill WES operated tt r speed of 250 r.p.m. 
The action of the burr si^one mill is quite siinil* r to the 
action of the kollergt^ng, e combined catting, rubbing £-nd 
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8M crashing action. The kollergj-ng consists of two hervy stone 
:r,olls, fixed on a common axle end traveling in r circle about £ 
vertical shaft, These rolls rest on » stone bed on which the 
pulp to be hydra ted is placed. Scr&pers &re fixed on the she ft 
^ that they bring the m&terial directly into the path of the 
i^olleis, 
4. Hardinge conical ball mill 
The theory of ball mills extends to the Hardinge mill with 
the extended theory of this type. In general, ball mills con­
sist of a cylindrical shell made to rotate on its longitudinal 
axis, in a horizontal position and filled about half full with 
balls of the ssime or vfirying diameter. Most usually they ere 
fed and discharged by means of hollow trunions at both ends of 
the mill, They rotate at compsratively low speeds -  ^ bout 25 
r.p.m, for coraparstively snsll installations. In generrl these 
mills hydrate the pulp by raerns of conibined rolling rnd fall­
ing of the bells into the pulp stock. They ? re used to sonae 
extent &s refiners for ground wood end other type of screenings 
in pulp mills. 
The Hardinge mill differs from other ball mills by the 
peculiar shape of the shell. This is conical and tends to class­
ify the balls with which the mill is furnished. This classify­
ing action causes the larger balls to assume a position at the 
large diarieter of the mill. Its diameter gets smaller towards 
the discharge end and at these smaller diameters will be found 
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the smiilier or worn "bt-lls. The saroe action takes place with the 
raa-terial to be ground. [Phe material, fed in through s scoop 
arrJingeinent at the feed end of the mill, remains in the l&rge di­
ameter of the mill uiitil first crushed. As its subdivsion pro­
ceeds, it gradually works its way aong the cone and is finally 
discherged in a finely ground condition through the trunion at 
the opposite end. In this rasnner the larger pieces of materi-rl ere 
acted upon by the lorge di'^meter balls end the grneller pieces 
by the srnaller b?lls with a correspondin/? decref'se In power con­
sumption f s P result. 
The action of the Herdinge mill on pulp stock should cor­
respond to that given &bove. The mill rs used wrs equipped with 
viirious size bells from I'a" in diameter to 4". She mill s 
ope rented both continuously ^nd intermittently. 
5. Rod mill 
The rod mill first used in this study was the one built by 
Schneider (90). It w s used as a batch mill in an cases al­
though equipped with a small hollow trunion so as to enable re­
moval of reduced pulp stock. The other rod mill studied was a 
Marcy 3' x 6' rod mill built by the Mine and Smelter Supply Co. 
of Denver, Colo. 
The rod mill consists of e hollow cylinder, filled with 
rods of various dir.meters and of lengths almost thJ^t of the in­
side length of the cylinder. It is fitted with hollow trunions 
on both ends or with other f rrPnferient for continuous operation 
Ill "^ IVld 
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end rotBfces on its longitudinal axis Pt r slow speed. The rods 
loll over eeoh other continuouly, crushinp: rnd rcfininr' "by this 
action. 
The rod mill ms first developed in C-errn ny rbout thirty 
seven yecrs ^^go* It w £ first used f nd developed for use vs p 
method of reducing ores in the mining industry where its rrppli-
cation did mch to reduce the coat of this operstion* 
Its use in the pulp t-nd p&per industry wi^s pionered by the 
Porest Products L^^hoi^toiy ^^t iI«idison, V/isc« Ethout six or seven 
yeJixs ^go (54)« Its use here hoth th^'t of £• refiner find 
Toettter e-nd especiJs^l mention is mtide of its use with special types 
of cooks with the prime object of developing a stronger piper 
with a, hi^er yield of pulp from the irood. The first commerciel 
installation of this mill was to h licnsee of this process. At 
present some forty conunerci^^l insti^lls-tions £re in operation. It 
M?es first used on insul&tion lumber in this Ifbor^tory. All esses 
report a considere'ble power saving over berter instf^llPtions. 
With mills of this type the crp^city is reported to increase three 
times as fest f-s the povser. 
The rod mill £s used in the ppper industry is essentif'lly 
the st-me &s the one designed for ore reduction. The experience 
gelned in the design of mills for ore grinding r7if.de possible the 
design of a mill of exceptional long life tnd loia .ai&intenence 
cost. 
The J?-Gtion of the rod mill in pulp production is entirely 
different from i^ny other ty^e of equipment now in general use for 
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fehe raiimf&ctttre of ptiper. !i?he principtil acbion of the mill is a 
ahreddiug, ra.h'bing «ind raBcextvtioa, very similar to feiiHt of the 
"Edgeraancr" or "Kollc3rgt.ng" used so extensively in Kurope, This 
fc-otion sepaiutoa all the lihrilli^e, fltittena, frfcye ^nd dx«iwB thera 
out ond by this s.ofcicn vdli, if. desired, imps-rt an exception^^l de­
gree of hydrfition i^nd yet will not shorten the fihers, Ttrs use 
^lould be pi^rticuli^rly well tdf'pted for the production of •«?et 
stock and of insuletion lumber stocic vihcre'. the prinorprl object 
is sep{;rJ^tioo of fiber. 
The Mrrcy mill especially deoifrned for this: Irbor?-tory ^'~s 
equipped with two screw feeds of different di;;!ietcrs. These op­
erating on inechsnio£'.l atocli mowed two hundred ^nci seven hundred 
pounds of cornst&llcs thru per hour. It we a used to pre pi; re both 
Riechfcnicul end oheiuict^lly digested pulps. When aaed to prepire 
mech&niGta puipa, the cornsttiliis received no preli.'ainif-:.ry tflfeat* 
ment suve tlx-t of shredding. 
6« Roll aill 
i?he roll mill studied w&s raaxmf:-ctured by the Sturtevsnt Go. 
of Boston, il''as. It wms fc two roll mill operfcting f t a speed of 
100 r«p ,ra» fhe dit-rneter of the rolls wt.s eight inches. The roll 
mill consistti of two oylindriot;i rolls equal in dif^meter operat­
ing fece to faoe and with centers on t- hoilzontfl plane, ^ith e 
meJ'na of rujusting the ap^.ce between bhem» 
Darinj? ptirt of the woife the speed of the one roll wf s changed 
to double thftt of the othe^r roll co th-'-t rubbing ':^ction should 
tf;lcG plr:.ce upon the of the mJ"teriS'.l between the I-a^o rolls. 
CLAFL-tN ^  :v Refiner 
J U S T I N G  
Wheel 
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She action of the mill when operrted with equPl speed for the 
two rolls is mainly one of fiber sepr.rr tion "by compression. This 
was QombiJied with a lubbing action when the two rolls operisted st 
different speeds, due to the large amount of slipp&ge involved. 
It w^is used here to produce a mechanical pulp, by allowing the 
shredded cornstalks to stand in water for a few minutes and then 
passing them thru the mill continuously with increasing close ad~ 
justment and with water xmtil the fibers were sepfcrated and in a 
"pulpy" condition* !I!his wts never satisfactory even with as many 
as six passages throu^ the mill although this number of pesseges 
would reduce the cornstalks to a harsh fibrous condition* 
Much better results were secured when the speed of the two 
rolls was changed so that the one would operate st twice the 
speed of the other. A pulpy condition could be realiged here 
after several pr-ssages through but the pulp stock produced w^s not 
iiniform and wes still "hcrsh". The term 'Tirrsh" fs used here re­
fers to a condi tion of the pulp, vi'hich fee]5, vtien the w' fcer is 
pressed out, cs though no softening j-ction hrd t^^'ken olrce rt ^^11. 
It feels very similar to wet sawdust, 
Claflin refiner 
The claflin refiner consists, as the jordt^n, of two cones, 
the only difference between the two feeing the angle of the cone. 
Kie cone of the Claflin is not truncatedt and m&kes a 45 degree 
aiigle witth the shaft. This gives it a much decreased power re-
quire®ent. The effect of the tv/o on pulp stock is essentially 

tlie same. 
The mill in this laboratory opeifetes at a speed of about 
750r.p.m. and is directly, connected to the motor. 
8. Swing HiAjiiiaer mill 
The swing^hfe-nuaer type of machine consists ordinarily of s 
oentrtil shaft to vAiich nre connected a number of hemrners pivoted 
&3 to swing freely* In opeifttion, this central ^sft revolves 
at hi^ speed, the h&nmers svangine: straight out through the 
effect of centrifugf'l force. 'I'he material to be shredded is fed 
over & bre£?king plete so set thrt the swinpinfr hammers ^ust miss 
touching it. The hanwers strike the mrteri^l f blow ^^nd the im­
pact of it while it is still resting on the brerker pi-- te shreds 
it to pieures. The under part of the mf^chine , concentric with the 
shaft, consists of t screen of perforated metf-l. If the first 
blow of the hiimmer does not shred the materiJ^l into pieces fine 
enough to ptiss throu^ the apertures of the screen, the hammers 
continue to give it J dditional blows, when either in the air or 
on the grid until it finally is reduced and passes throu^. 
The mill studied wt-s equipped with screens of various size 
and type of perfoititions. a pipe was arranged with perforations 
and water connection made so as to throw a spiay of water a own 
the breaker bar. This was also connected with stef:m so tht t 
steam could be used alone or in conjunction with the water. The 
speed of the mill varied from about 1200 to 2700 r.p.ra. (without 
slippsge) 'Tlie machine w^-^s equipped with two types of hGm:ners: 
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one w<iB i- broi- d ended hi^mraer and the other VX B nc rrow End of the 
game width throiigjiout. 
The ECtion of the hammer mill corresponded to v wet shred­
ding alone. Tlie fibers were well seprrEted md to so^e extent 
hydrfcted but in general, v>'ere the le? st hydrrted of f].1 the 
vs ri ous types of fibers produced. 
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IX, PREIIivIIIIARy TRJiATivlEKT 
The maohines studied for preliaiinary fiber traatruant were 
those for preliminary disintegration of the cornstalk* These in­
clude two types of Badger shredders aq-uippsd v/ith various type 
perforated screensj and a .Smalley ensilage and fodder cutter 
equipped with a device for further disentsgratIng the chopped 
stalk* 
The adger shredder consists of a shaft to which is attach­
ed, concentric with it, a cylinder covered with teeth at re-* 
gular intervals. One section of a "concave" fitted similarly 
with teeth is also placed, concentric v/ith this cylinder so 
that whan in operation the revolving cylinder teeth will he 
aided in disintegrating the material by the similar teeth of 
the concave* The machines were also equipped with various 
size, perforated metal screens placed below the cylinder and 
cnncontric with it. At times the mills were operated without 
this screen in which case the resulting product was much 
longer (about 3 inches) than the material obtained by use of the 
aiill with screens in position. 
The "Giant" shredder had anjadditio .al small cylinder plac­
ed above the main one, for the purpose of further aiding the 
disintegration of the material, ^rhese shredders were equipped 
with a table feed, driven b an adjusta,blQ governing device 
and with an elevator for the shredded material. 
The Smalley ensilage cutter consists of a rotating cylin­
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der fitted v/ith a sat of knivas so fastened as to form the 
same type of arrangement as an ordinar;y lawn mower. The mater­
ial is carried to this arrangement by a traveling feed tahle. 
Below the cutting knives was another shaft equipped with fixed 
hammers that were bent at right kngles and formed an and about 
an inch long parallel to the shaft. This shaft was driven by 
direct connection to the other. At times a screen was used, 
placed in a position concentric '.7ith this lov/er cylinder. The 
effect of this lower cylinder was a shredding action in con­
trast to that of the upper one which was that of cutting alone. 
The stalks as received were in bales. These bales were 
opened and shredded in one of the machines described above, 
equipped so as to give the fineness of product desired. This 
shredded material ?/as then subjected to the action of any of 
the previously described machines if a mechanical pulp was 
desired. The action of these machines has been discussed. If 
a cooked pul|) was to be prepared the next step would be that of 
cooking, tii th chemicals or without, with steam pressures varying 
from atmospheric to 50 pounds and v/ith corresponding variation 
in length of cook, but most usually about two hours. 
The pressure cooks were made in a live steam heated diges­
ter. The atmospheric cooks were made in steam heated, jacketed 
open kettles. 
The nest step in the procedure was that of fiber treats 
ment, the various methods of which have been discussed. After 
this the fibrous material was washed on a dewatering screen and 
^Perforated p/ate -{holes CzD/ers: 
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and sized with the usual amount of rosin and alixra If a sized 
board was to be made, lo other sizing aiaterial 7/as used in this 
study as the rosin-alum wa.3 toown to giva good sizing effect and 
a separate study has bean made of this problem,(88) 
A« Forne-tion of tho Board 
The boards were made,, usually in a small board-forming 
machine, 7" by 9|-" in size. This consisted essentially of two 
portions: the lower suction bos with a flat perforated top and 
the dockle box or upjjer container which served to hold the pulp 
suspension until the latter v;as formed into a mat upon the 
screen. Thi^pper container was a brass box without top or 
bottom but fitted on the bottom side with a flat collar which 
sets on the corresponding collar of the lower suction box. Be­
tween the two was clamped a fine mesh braas screen ^ — either 
sixty or eighty meshes to the inch - ~ the whole assembly being 
made watter tight by the use of rubber gaskets. Connected to 
the lower suction box was a one inch pipe leading to a steam 
exhaceter with a controlling gate valve between. A small 
v/ater pipe equipped also with a gate valve supplied v/ater 
direct to the machine for filling. The board was formed by 
first filling the lower suction box with water. The pulp sus­
pension at a consistency of about 5^ dry fiber was poured into 
the upper deckle box in the necessary amount to give a board 
of tho required thickness. The pulp suspension was now 
thoroughly stirred to producs a uniform suspension. The steam 
? ?  
was now turned on in the exhauster and tha gate valve lead­
ing to it was opened. The water was removed froai "free" stock 
very rapidly, but with "slow" stock a longer period of time was 
required. 
After the mat has been sucked "dry" it was removed from 
the board machine, placed in a pressing frame and subjected to 
mechanical pressure. This was done in order to compact the 
mat, and remove ezcass water. The more compact the wet mat 
is, the stronger the resulting board will be if all other fac­
tors remain constant. The removal of water in this manner 
leaves less water to be removed by drying, a process consider-
more expensive than the application of mechanical pressure. 
The removal of the wet mat is accomplished by first lift­
ing tha deckle box from the assembly. This leaves the mat on 
a screen on top of the lov7er suction box> A fait mat is now 
placed on top of the mat and on top of the felt , a metal plate 
with perforations l/s inch in diameter. The felt and metal 
plate, placed on top of t]je mat, are of the same dimensions 
as the mat. The female portion of the pressing frame is now 
inverted into place over the mat, felt and perforated plate. 
The fernale portion of the presalng frame consists of a wood­
en frame v/ith a perforated, iron plate bottom. The male por­
tion consists of a v/ooden block, which fits v/ithin the female 
portion. 
How by drawing the screen, on which the mat and other 
assembly rests, partially off the suction box it is possible 
?XJLP Max 
IRON 
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to place one hand underneath the screen and than with the oth­
er hand on top of tha female portion of the pressing frame it 
is possible to invert tha whole assa:ably« This leaves the laat 
in place in tha pressing frame, Tha scra-^n is now removed, and 
a fait mat is placed on top. The two felts used, one on either 
side of the mat are of tha same size as the mat. The mala block 
is now placed on top of the mat and the whole assembly is placed 
in a letter press and subjected to pressure. The assembly is 
shovra in position in the figure. The final prasaure, to which 
the board is subjected, is measured by the amount of dry fiber 
laift in the mat at this point, 
Tha effect of pressure on the strength of board is closely 
eonnectad with the time to which the board is subjected to this 
pressure. In considering the affect of pressure, it is n'ces-
sary to know to v/hat extent the increase in prasaure applied 
changes tha v;eight of the final board. This is necessary be­
cause an increase in density lowers the yield expressed in 
board feet but does not aljyays show an increase in strength 
as a direct result, Tha incrQase in density in general cor­
responds to a decrease in insulation value, 
B. Drying 
Tha final operation is that of drying. For this opera­
tion the board is removed froia the pressing block, placed on 
a perforated metal screen and drie;l in a steam heated oven at 
atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of about 65°C., for 
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eight to ton hours* This left the "boardc in bone dry condi­
tion hut made more corivaniant the cheeking of yield data. 
The over drying of the board produces brittlenesa of fiber; 
accordingly the boards after removal were aged at least three 
weeks in the air before any tests were made. It was thought 
that such treatment v/ould completely restore the moisture and 
fiber ec^uilibriuiii and thus any effect caused by over drying 
would be overcome. 
After the boards were reraovod from the oven they ware 
triiQuied to a 6" by d" sample and set aside for future testing, 
C. Testing 
The testing of these board samples was accomplished by 
machines and methods developed in this laboratory. The tests 
consisted of a determination; of the breaking stangth; of the 
weight of 1000 square faot of lumber fr" thick; and of the qual­
ity of sizing. Each of these determinations will be described 
in detail, 
1, The deteriaination of breaking strength 
The machine designed to measure the breaking strength is 
shown in plate IV. This consists merely in deterrairiing the 
load a board will carry as a beam, and from the dimensions 
determining the strength, i.e., the modulus of rupture, A 
transversa load is applied by a lever arm with a shot bucket 
on the end. The shot are added slowly at a uniformly con­
stant rate and the breaking load determined. The machine has 
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been calibrated, and curvaa prepared whicb. for a given tbick-
nesa of b.oard show the modulus of rupture for varying loads. 
This facilitates the matter, for the modulus can be read di­
rectly from the curves after the v/fiight of the breaking load 
has been determined* A theorectical discussion of the affect 
of loads on beacas can be had in any treatise on strength of 
materials. 
The formula for the modulus of rupture is;(l) s-
vTliere £ is the modiaus of rupture, M is the moment, c is 
the distance from the outer fibers to the neutral axis and I is 
the radius of gyration. 
Per a beam of rectangular section, with a concentrated 
load at the center of the span; 
M s pi f£_ is th*^ load, 3^ Is the length of beam between 
4 
supports). 
0= ^  is the depth of beam) 
M.* v/idth of the beam), 
IZ -
Substituting in eqiuatlon fl) wg have: (2) s- 4pl 2 
** m 
This was the formula used for plotting the curves previottS* 
ly described. 
In the nEichine designed as seen from plate iv the span be-
tweent supports is 5", the load beir.g applied at the center. 
The width of the test strips is three inches, and the thickness 
is most usually inch. 
Record (44) discusses failures In timber beams and suggests 
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a possible olassificatioa according to the way in which they 
develop, as tension, compression, and horizontal shear; and 
according to the appearance of the broken surface as "brash" 
and "fibrous". These considerations are of value in determin­
ing the pulp most suitable for insulation lumber in addition to 
those requirements which ware found necessary frora a definition 
of "insulation lumber". Because of the recent development of 
this class of lumber not much engineering information is avail­
able. 
He further brings out the consideration that since the 
tensile strength in wooden beams is about three times the com­
pressive strength, a beam should be expected to fail b.v the 
formation in the first place of a fold on the compression side 
due to the crushing action followed by failure on the tension 
side. This is usually the case in grecm timber but in dry lum­
ber the first visible failure is not infrequently on the lo^/er 
or tension side. 
Within the elastic li jit the elongations and shorteziings 
are equal, and the neutral plane lies in the middle of the 
beam. Later the top layer of fibres on the top or compression 
side fail and on the load increasing^ the nest layer of fibres, 
and so on, even though this failure may not be visible. As a 
result, the shortenings on the upper side of the beam become 
considerably greater than the elongations on the lo'/iTer side. 
The neutral plane must be presumed to sink gradually toward the 
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tension side, and 7/hen the stresses on the outer filjres at 
the hottom have becoiaa sufficiently great the fibers are rup­
tured, the tension area being much smaller than the compression 
area. The rupture maj/ be irregular as that caused b;, simple 
tension. Failure may occure partially in single bundle fibers 
some time before the final failure takes place. One reason why 
the failure of a dry baa/a differs from that of a moist one, is 
that drying increases the stiffness of the fibers so that they 
offer much greater resistance to crushing while it has much 
less effect on the tensile strength.. From the above it is 
obvious that a board stronger on one side would bo better for 
tensile use and such can be shov?n to be true* 
There is considerable variation in tension failures depen­
ding upon the toughness or the brittleness of the wood, the ar­
rangement of the grain defects etc., making further classifica­
tion desirable. The four most common forms are; 
a. Simple tension, in which there is a direct pulling in 
two of the wood on the under side of the beam due to tensile 
stress parallel to the grain. This is common in straight 
grained beams, particularly when seasoned. 
b« Crossgrained tension in which the fracture is caused 
by a tensile force acting obliq.uo to the grain. This is com­
mon where the beam has diagonal, special or other form of cross 
grain on its under side. 
C» Splintering tension in which the failure consists of a 
cnnsiderable number of slight tension failures producing a 
ragged or splintery break on the imder surface of the beam,. 
This is common in tough woods. In this ease the surface of 
fracture is fibrous. 
d, Byittle tension in which the beam fails by a clean 
break extending entirely through it. It is characteristic of 
a brittle wood which gives wajs suddenly. In this caee the sur­
face of fracture is described as brash, 
I ir I • 
e, Coiapresaion failure has few variations save that! it .ap­
pears at various distances from the neutral plane of the beam,. 
It is very common in green timbers. The compressive stress par­
allel to the fibers causes them to buckle or bend as in an'en­
dwise compressive test. This elastic lirait is reached.; and ex­
tends downward, sometimes alnost reaching the neutral plane, 
before failures develop at about the same time. 
f. Horizontal shear failure, in which the upper and lo^er 
portions of the beam slide along each other for a portion of 
their length either at one or both ends, is fairly/ common in 
air dry fuater-ial and in green material when the ratio of the 
height of the beam to the span is relatively large. 
breaking toata, arnployad a bea.-a 5" in lyngth», ;i'ith 
this type of Iniabei* laoat broake were thosa of splintering ten­
sion, v7ith qultu a nuoib-ai* of tjio brittle tenslo/. t^'pu described 
above*. The particulai' tvpc of inculatlon lu-abar desired waa one 
which alight dovelop a siaiile tension break or a upliaterlng 
tanalDn breal: but -Tiust be pai*ticulai'l,v toixfjh# 
'iToagtoess is a terai "rltli ceTOi*al raGaniri£ii. It aiay refer 
to a board that v/ill not rupture mitil is has deforaied consid­
erably ander lo^ids at or near its mxiama atrtingth, or one whii 
which otill hangs together after it has bovjn ruptured and may 
be beiit back and forth without breaking amrt, It corresponds 
in thiQ ;aannur to folding enduranoe in paper testing* I'.'ough-
nesG includes flaxibillty and is the ravoroe of brlttleaqas, 
in that toug};. boards break gradually and giva warning of fail­
ure, tough boards apjjear to haya a eonsldarabla x^ortiors 
of their strength duo to thQ str^ingth of th-3 individual fibers 
•ffhereas.j brittle boards dH^''elop another conoldarable portion of 
strength by tha csfaantlng actlori holding tho fibres toguthor 
as a rigid raiSL;, 
?ha effect of la;alr.ation la this tvrjij of lurabor is easily 
seen, when upon -'aaking tho test the apeci.ien always,>alls in 
horisontal shtr.ar before it falls in t^insion. This alviaya c-ivi ism 
the tc^at to be much lower tlian It ivould be other vj1s«, Laaln-
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ation is caused most usually b^y tha aiathod of foraiation. They 
are produced in at least two laj/ers and because the mat is too 
dry at the ti;ae of joining they do not weld together complete­
ly. The only remedy is the choice of a proper forming machine 
This would he naturally one that formed tha "board in one con-
tinuoxis sheet of single thickness. 
S. V7aight of the board 
A curve was plotted with the weight of 1000 aq. ft. of -g-
inch board in pounds as ordinate against the wieght of a 8" by 
8" sample in gms. as abscissa for varying thickness such as 
l/4", 3/8", l/2", 5/8", 3/4" etc. The determinatioa of the 
weight per 1000 sq,. ft. thick was made by weighing a 6" by 
8" sample, converting this weight to that of a similar board 
8" by 8" and then^ after determining the thickness (usually 
by means of a gauge), reading from the curve the weight per 
1000 sq. ft. of (Daterial. 
This was a convenient method of determining the relative 
weight of the board and was used thru-out this study. 
5. Determination of sizing effect 
The determination of sizing effect was made, employing 
the immersion test describe.;! b^; Richardson (88). In the de­
termination, 3" by 3" samples are out, weighed and then im­
mersed in distilled water. The pH of the water must be adjust 
ed to neutrality, (7.0) as elosely as possible. The samples 
are removed after a half hour, allowed to drain resting at a 
45° angle for 30 seconds, shaken once and weired. The per 
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cont Ineifaase in io now notad« The aamploa are thOi-; 
raifaiatJrsod i.n the water for thy reaiainder of tv/enty~four houfs 
v/han thev tira again retjiovod, allovved to drain a.nd weighed in 
siiillar rnannfit'e Tlie pei' cent inereaae ir/vvei^.t for tha total 
parlofi la noted au before, 
Thia dQterjainatLor, v/a^ aada only in a co.uparatlvelj; few 
ea£3(3G, bdcause the oroblJia of the sizing of insi i lai ioa lurnbti i* 
had biiazi -uide tlio subject of a B^apai'acu inv;.;i3tigation, 
Q* Analytical Data and Control i&tliods 
l.Yield data 
Tho yield p'jrcentafi:Q given Ln this stiid^; arc calciilatcd by 
the following formula; IQO x P^^'P.. = ^  jn aoot 
Bone dry sornataljcs ' 
casao the yield of pulp vmi3 obtained by actually drying all to 
a bons dry dagroa but in ;3o^a2 CMSoa tho yield of pulp was ob-
tainad by 7;eighi.!ig a:a aliquot portion and dtstuiMjining the per 
cent dry fibar in this.- '"no yield of bono dry fiber was deter-
iiinQd by ?Qultiplying this va'jue by the totcil weight of wot 
pulp • 
8« Detoraiination of aoiature in the cornstalks 
Tl'it! doter aaiation of raoisture wa.- aiade by placing a largo 
iua^nplG of the Shradded comtstilke (about 400 gas,) irx a shallot? 
pan and drying thoai in a 3teainhoatssd oven at a teiap^irature of 
0 
about 75 C« for twenty-four houru, lha parcunt ajoisturo is fj 
'uoistuvo « 100 Loe-f In ?/cight (of aaapla) 
••/eight of SikdiilG 
The ao.istUTQ content of the stalks varies a gre.-it deal and 
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because of this it was necessary to make frequent mo istu^ede­
terminations, through-out this rasa,arch. 
5. Consistency determination 
It was frequently necessary to determine the per cent of 
fiber in pnlp stocks. This was accomplished by mixing the pulp 
thoroughly to put the pulp into uniform suspension and than re­
moving a sample. Tlie saraple was placed in a shallow pan and 
dried at a temperature of about 75°C. until at constant v^aight. 
This required several days depending upon the state of fineness 
and hydration of the piap. The par cent of fiber is then cal­
culated by the use of the following formula; $ consistency= 
Final weight of sample ^ inn. A ranid method is in use in 
Initial ^ ght of sample " 
this laboratory for control work but will be described else­
where. 
4. Ash 
The ash determination wis made using material ground to 
•pass a 65 mash screen aind dried to constant weight at 105 de­
grees C. in an electric oven. One gram samples of this mater­
ial were weighed into previously heated and cooled porcelain 
crucibles. These crucibles and contents were heaxod very slOvV-
ly until the material was completely' burned or charred, The 
heat was then gradually increased mitil there was no change in 
the color of the remaining substance. The ash when burning is 
light gray in color. The crucibles and contents were brou^t 
to ccnstant weight before making a final weighing* The per­
centage ash in the sample was calculated by the following 
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5. pH detertalnation 
5he pH detarmination of the pulp stock was made on a 
major portion of the pulp samples. These were made with a 
quinhydrone-electrode-potentioraeter sat-up which is well des­
cribed Dir Richardson (88) and will be only briefly mentioned 
here. The quinhydrone electrode is a convenient method for 
determining the acidity of pulp stock, ^liis is particularly 
true as it comas quickly to equilibrium. As a note of interest 
it should be noted that this technique is being adopted In pa­
per and insulation board mills in nearly all the commercial 
pi suits • 
In a f6-.7 cases a La Ilotte Comparator set was used. Its 
use was not as convenient as that of the quinhydrone electro-
'metric set. It has bean described by Richardson (88) and so 
?;ill not be discussed here. 
The. complete set-up of the quinliydrone electromatric 
titration outfit is given in plate 7. The resistance A is a 
variable resistance made by Leeds and Horthrup Co., Philadel­
phia, Pennsylvania, (No. 33515). Hesistance A' is a fixed re­
sistance of 10.000 ohms. Resistance a' ' is a variable resis­
tance of the slide wire tyj)e with 500 ohm resistance and capa­
city of one ampere, The potentiometer,C, was made by Leads 
and Korthrup, (Ko. 146,208). The standard call.G, is of the 
cadmium type made by the Eppley Laboratory, iiev/port, ishods 
Island. The key E is a ^  ngle contuct, short circuiting key 
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of the Lead and Sorthrup type llo, 3100. The bottle K contains 
the supply of saturated potassium chloride solution and is con­
nected by glass and rubber tubing to the st':tndard calomel half 
cell or alctrode at J. The glass outlet tube from this cell 
dips into a test tube of the solution into which the agar bridge, 
], also dips. The agar bridge is a glass U tube of small bore 
filled with a solution raada by saturating a hot one per cent 
solution of agar with potaasiuoi chloride. A platinum electrode 
dips into the left hand side of the H tube, H. 
The glass H tube, H, is filled with the solution to be 
tested. An excess of quinhydrone is added to the left hand side 
and in this is iimersed the platinum electrode. The agar bridge, 
I, is put into place. The two way switch,F, is first thrown to 
the standard cell side and the voltmeter set at the standard 
voltage fl.0183 volts when the standard cadmium cell is used). 
The slide wire resistance is next varied so that there is no 
deflection at the standard reading. The switch is then thrown 
the other way and the reading of the unknown cell taken when 
there is no deflection. This time only the setting of the po­
tentiometer,C, is varied. The hydrogen-ion concentration in 
terms of pH may be read directly from the curve in figure (IQ). 
This curve holds only when using the standard cell specified. 
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X. PAPER 
A part of this study involved the production of a mechan­
ical pulp suitable for a su'bstitute for ground wood pulp in the 
manufacture of newsprint, newsprint most usually consists of 
a mixture of ground wood pulp and sulphite wood pulp in the per 
contages 70 to 80 and 30 to 20 respectively. 
In these studies the pulp was produced by beating the 
shredded cornstalks in the 100 pound beater, jordaning and then 
screening thru the screen used in the preparation of paper pulp 
This screen was of brass with slots .018 inch wide, [ijhe pulp 
was agitated by oiwans of a device placed below the screen and 
arranged to give a pulsating effect by means of a spider which 
was driven from the lino shaft. The pulp stock, after passing 
thru the screen, passed over riffles containing four dams be­
fore it collected on a dewataring screen. 
In some cases the burr stone mill was used eliminating the 
beater entirely from the process. In this case the shredded, 
dry cornstalks were passed directly thru the laboratory burr 
stone mill with a constant stream of water. This process gen­
erally was repeated at least once, increasing the closeiaess of 
adjustment of the stones after each passage thru. The rest of 
the procedure was the same as that described above. 
After the pulp was screened and collected from the dewater 
ing screen it was bleached. The bleaching v/as the most diffi­
cult part of the entire process. The case at hand is not anal-
9G 
ognouu to vfood 'pulp beoause thia is unolaaehod eX" 
cept for special pajsers (27), Tlia color of tha aioohanical 
cornst.'ilk pulp, that of a yollbw broivn, i70iild prevant its incor-« 
noration Into no'^rsprint paper -.vithout bleaohl:ig» Thia rjas at-
tampt(2d b;, the uso of fitarjclard ble-iching pcMar In the usual 
(nannar and bj? the uas of sulphur dio^^ida. The latter agent is 
:aOBi genorallj; mod. as a soliition of IJallSOg* 
•ThG action of bles.ching pov/dor is that of oxidation ivhile 
SOo or ilaHSO^is opioosite In affect, 'lila would load to the 
conclusion that a rjoohanioally prepsiraa pulp should be bloachad 
with SO2 instead of with bleaching powder, bcseause the SOg 
theoretIcallj/ should causa no loss of ribQr» 
In the jpraaQncQ of auboLrxnoeD that can be oxidized, such as 
©any coloring saatt-ira, caleiusa }i;ypochlorite gives up its oxygen 
in. accordance v7itb the follov/ing: CaCocDg^ CaCl+-:^« 
The presence of an acid aiay cause liberation of chlorine; 
as ca{OCl)c.+• 4IEC1———cacipSClr^and the loss in 
chlorine is greatax* as the tasao^Jratura ris^s. On the other 
hand the prasc-nce of a smll aaount of -j-eid is often helpful as 
catalyaer: Ca{0Cl)2-f 2HC1 —caci^ + 2HC10 
8HC10 BHCI f 2.0 And the acid then rQ-o^ats 
'•••—> "T: 
its work* 
After the pulp io bleached to the dtislrad degree of wMte-
n«ss, it is washad r/ith tap water to reiaove ay rauch of the GX~ 
cesE bloach as poscibla, ^he blaach is co aplctely re-iaoved by 
tha UB3 of an antichlor such -.iS The rcaetion in thia 
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case is; 2ca(001)g-MJa^ SgO^  y- HpO i.2CaS04 ^  2ilaCl 2HC1. 
This loaves the stock in an acid condition which is diadvan-
tageous especially because of the effect on the machine wires. 
Other antichlors used are sodiuai sulphite and sulphite cooking 
liquor, lIa2S04 and CafHSOgjg. The reactions heij^re; 
CafOCDg^ 2Ha2S03 ^ >-CaS04 + Ha2S04 2lJaCl 
Ca(0Cl)g V- CafHSOglg  ^2CaS04-^  2HG1 
After the antichlor has been used it is removed by careful 
V7ashing. 
It was found necessary to apply at least two bleachings of 
mechanical pulp stock before the degree of whiteness desired 
was permanent, 
The bleach was prepared by adding t^p 7/ater to cominercial 
bleach in the ratio of about ten gallons to the ten pounds. 
The bleaching powder was well stirred so that no lumps were pre­
sent and then allowed to settle. The bleach was decanted off 
and any solid material was removed by filtering thru several 
thickness of cheese cloth or thru a laboratory towel. 
The pulp to be bleached was placed in stone ware jars and 
an amount of bleach solution added which v/as thought sufficient 
to give the desired degree of whiteness. The whole v/as then 
diluted to about 0,7^ consistency and stirred by a laboratory 
stirrer of the "Alsop or ''Liglifcin" type, l\ few drops of Hcl 
were sometimes added to hasten the rcactiou or soflatiaes the 
same effect was secured by use of heat. \'{h.en no further im­
provement in color occurred the pulp was washed on a screen 
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and all excess bleach removed by "antichlor", and then rasiib~ 
mitted to the - the action of the bleaching agent. The second 
applicatioii usually gave a white colored pulp and th some 
degree of permanency. 
The use of SOg should, in theory, be practical. How­
ever, as used here , it w.;-s found almost impossible to secure 
any beneficial results. A color change took place resulting 
in a final light yellow colored material upon drying. The 
bleaching was not permanent as the color compounds were re­
duced and upon axposure to air were oxidised tU their origin­
al color. 
The method of applying the SOg to the pulp was to apply 
it directly into the stock which was in stone ware jars. The 
gas , which was contained in cylinders, was lead to the bot­
tom of the jar and allowed to bubble slowly through, the flow 
being regulated by a needle valve on the cylinder of comprees-
ed gas. The bleaching v;as carried out under a hood and contin­
ued for several days. The temperature was about 25°C. The 
pulp was made alkaline with soda ash but under no condition was 
it possible to produce a "white" stock. The only improvement 
in color occurred almost immediately upon saturation of the 
pulp with sOg when the color changed from a brown to a dark 
yellow. 
A. ]iS:perlfaental 
1. Fifty five pounds , 90fa dry, of Gornstalks|/;er8 shredded 
as ooarsely as possible in tha Badger shredder equipped with a 
screen having 1^^" square openings. They wera beaiten in the 100 
lb. beater for a total length of time of thirty hours, 'ivo 
pounds iJaoH were added just before beating began and during boat 
ing staarn was turned into the boater to keep the pulp stock at 
a temperature of about 90 to 95°C* 
The length of be iting was excessive but the pulp produced 
was soft and ver.7 well hydrated. The beating could have bean 
materially shortened and the same effect gained, with a roll 
of sliglitl^,' different design; as the narrow bars of the roll 
did not give a good "brushing" effect on the fibers. 
The pulp was removed from the beater, dewatered and a con-
sistency determination of the dewatered pulp was made. The 
net weight of the dewatered pulp was 641 pounds, 8,Zfo consis­
tency, A portion(10.725 kg) of this was reaoved and run thru 
the ;jordan and screen. The pulp left on the dewatering screen 
was 10.173 kg., 5.9^consistQney. The yield w..s 72fo, This pulp 
was bleached v/ith two applications of bleach; the first after 
two hours gave a yellow white color while the second gave a 
pure white pulp after fifteen minutes. The bleach was re­
moved completely after each application. 
The yield of bleached pulp expressed as bone dry m.terial 
from bone dry cornstalks was 66.5'^, This value may be some 
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what high hecausa only a portion of the inatorial entering the 
experiment waa used in the final part and socae error waa necess­
arily introduced here# 
Soma 1927 (new) -this axperimsnt was performad in January, 
1928- shredded cornstalks were beaten in the lOOfll), heater to­
gether with about \'Jo soda ash and V7ith the application of steam, 
for 30,5 hours. A portion was than jordaned, screened and bleach­
ed. An attempt was made to use sodium hypochlorite for bleach­
ing but was unsucoessful. 
Sample sheets were made using a mixture of 90^ of this 
pulp with 10^ sulfite wood pulp. These sheets appeared very 
promising. 
Sample sheets were made using a mixture of 15^0 sulfite 
wood pulp together ^vith 85^ of the above mechanical cornstalk 
pulp. 'H Gse sheets appeared especially promising. They 
possessed strength comparable with the usual grade of "nev/s". 
3. A sample of 1.086 kg. (91.8^ dry) shredded cornstilks 
were run through the burr stone mill twice v/ith a stream of 
v/ater. The mill was adjusted closer after the first passage 
of the cornstalks through xhe mill. The pulp waa then jor-
daned, screened and bleached V7ith SOo* This attempt was A/ 
unsuccessful; the final color was a light yellow. The sheets 
made from this pulp were not as strong as other sheets made 
from mechanical cornstalk pulp. The yield was 60^ . 
4. A sample of 1.135 kg. (91,8fo dry) shredded cornstalks 
were moistened and run through the burr stone mill once, jor-
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aned,and scraened. An attempt was made to again use 3O2 as a 
bleaching agent. This time 50gni, soda ash was added to the 
pulp stock before the SOg was lead in, so as to increase the 
concentration of SOg in the bleaching pulp. The results 7;ere 
negative as before. The yield was 54,,!%, The resulting sheet 
was no stronger than the sheet of #3, 
6, A sample of 1.135 kg. (91,Bfo dry) shredded cornstalks 
were run through the burr stone mill t\?ice, aiid Jordaned. This 
pulp was suitable for paper pulp. Yield 51.455. 
Conclusions" These experiments show to some extent methods by 
which a mechanical pulp suitable for news print may ba prepared 
from cornstalks. Tliese results indicate that the pulp will 
give a sheet satisfactory for newsprint purposes when combined 
with about one part sulfite wood pulp to four parts cornstalk 
mechanical pulp. 
The most successftil method of producing the pulp was with­
out doubt by tiia use of the beater and jordan. The grinding 
effect could not be eliminated in other methods and because of 
this, much less hydration of pulp resulted. The effect of 
grinding is to produce smallness of particle size -without cor~ 
responding hydration. The reason is obvious-in the use of the 
burr stone mill the cornstalk had received no preliminary 
treatment other than that of rough shredding and the treatment 
was much too drastic and short- it corresponds roughly to the 
wet grinding, of a friable material. 
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The only sucoessful method of producing the required 
whiteness in color was "bj tne use of bleaching powder. It is 
possible that ajQiachanical papar pulp such as this may be treat-
6d with dilute HOI or HHOg acid solutions and then bleached 
with bleaching powder in the usual manner. Some work done by 
Mr, W.P. l7ood in this laboratory would indicate that such 
possibility exists. The method of applying the 30.^ gas to the 
pulp might be effected wherein its use would be successful. 
It should be applied in closed chambers and perhaps under press­
ure . 
The production of a mechauical pulp suitable for newsprint 
hinges upon the development of a suitable raethod of bleaching. 
Other uses can be suggested for the pulp such as a filler in 
certain cases where color is not inportant. 
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XI. PAUHCH PRESS OAKL BOAEDS 
paunch press cake, the material taken from the stomachs of 
slaughtered cattle, is a refuse from meat packing plants. It 
consistB largely of the feed, haj? and grain, the cattle have 
eaten andl^arious stages of digestion. The odor is not vary 
objectionable in the dry state hut as soon as the material is 
raixad with water the odor becomes extremely nauseating. 
The paunch press cake used in this preliminary study was 
received in the dry form from Armour and Company. 
The procedure used in mking these boards was that of the 
other type of boards studied in this research. 
It would be expected that this type of material shoiald be 
unsiji.taa for the manufacture of this type of board as the high 
per cant of starchy material such as oats and corn would en­
courage gnawing by rodents unless measures were taken to pre­
vent this. It v/as noticed that this was very objectionable in 
the sample boards prepared. This would be partly explained by 
the fact that large aumbers of mice were present but their 
presence has not been objectionable to the storage of insula­
tion lumber made from other materials, 
A Ifixperimental 
1. A sample of 1000 gms. paunch press cake was put into the 
small 1 lb, laboratory beater and beaten two hoiars with the roll 
set progressively closer to the bed plate as the beating pro­
gressed, The material had to be continually stirred v/hile in 
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trie baater as the "draft" of the baater was Insufficient to 
prevent settling. The odor was verj/ pronounced during the 
beating period. Much foaming occurred during the beating, 
causing further inconvenience from this standpoint. 
The pulp was sized with 3^ rosin and SjS alum, the pH of 
the pulp was adjusted to 4.5 before forming the board. Four 
boards A,B,C, and D were made from this. Those were pressed 
to approximatily 73,5^ moisture before drying. The avtarage 
modulus of rupture was 250. The yield (based on bona drjf pulp 
from the air dry material) was 80.25^ . 
2. A sample of 1000 gras. paunch press cake and 250 gias. 
newsprint ware beaten together until both had been thoroughly 
incorporated with water. The pulp resulting from this treat­
ment was then run through the Jordan with the plug sat medium 
close. The material was sized with 2fo rosin,^  alum, pH 4.6. 
Boards were formed and pressed to varying degrees (meas­
ured by per cent water carried in the board before placing in 
the oven). 
Board Per cant dry Weight of 13)00 iviodulus of 
fiber in vvet mat. sq.ft. i-"thick rupture ^^
B. 18.5 670 188 
C. 18.1 530 200 
D. 19.8 660 260 
E. 2200 2540 
P. 2350 2000 
Ji and F were made as the previous boards save that they 
were subjected to heat and pressure in the hydraulic press in 
the /aanner in which "presdwood" is made. 
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TiQia (based as before on bone dry yield from air dry 
inatarial) • 82.7%. 
Conclusions-this work indicates that only a low grade of 
insulation lumber can be made from paunch press cake. It has 
low strength and is attach«rf-by .mice. During the process of 
pulping, f :e material does not handle easily in the beater and 
the odor incurred upon manufacture make it objectionable. 
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XII. STUDIES OH lEE PREPARATION OF A CORK SUBSTITUE 
Kaffzxger (86) reported the preparation of a very satis­
factory substitute for cork. His procedure was essentially as; 
follov;s; the cornstalks were shredded and a mechanical pulp 
prepared hy means ox any of the methods useful for thfes pur­
pose. This pulp w is then pisured into a suction box in aieh 
quantity that a .•nat 2|-" to 3" thick would be left on the screen 
upon removal of the water. The water w .s removed from the pulp 
by suction and the resulting inat was dried in an oven, without 
any application of pressure to further remove water. Kaffziger 
made boards 3' by 3' and 2^" to 4" in thickness, in v/hich case 
he obtained the best results using a steam heated hydraulic press. 
The function of the press was to keep the boards from warping 
while drying, but at the same ti.ae better drying efficiency was 
secured than with the use of a r^toam h«atea oven. 
There are objectionable features tothe above procedure. 
It is intermittent, the boards contain a • jry large percentage 
of water that must be removed by drying, (in most cases the per­
centage of water in the mat ie above 90), and because of the 
thicknesL' of the mat other difficulties occur during drying. 
In order to elimiriate most of trie afor(^raentioned difficultlea 
it was thought possible to incorporate with a board prepared in 
the usual manner a leavening agent of some sort which would 
give a porosity and density equal to those naffziger obtained 
in the procedure he used. 
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A« Experimental 
1, The pulp waa prepared by passing the shredded cornstalks 
through the Maroj/ rod mill twice, and the Jordan engine three 
times with increasing closeness of adjustment* The pulp was 
then poured into the board maohine, allowed to drain v/ithout 
suction, and dried. The final density was 0,00447 pounds par 
cubic inch. This board was made as a cheek run. The pulp was 
much too finely ground to give a very low density* 
2* The piilp stock for this runwas prepared as for run #1, 
Then 200 gms* of this pulp(on the bone dry basis) were taken 
mixed thoroughly with 4 gms. of finely ground CaCOg and 20 gms, 
finely ground Alg(S0^)g* ISHgO. This mixture was then poured 
into the forming machine, allowed to drain without suction and 
dried* The final density was 0i00435 pounds per cubic inch. 
The results here indicate that some "leavening effact" was gain­
ed as the procedure for runs ^1 and #2 was identical save in 
this respect. However the porosity was not uniform. This was 
no doubt due to the fact that it was very difficult to secure 
a uniform admixture of the calcium carbonate with the pulp 
stock. 
3. A mechanical cornstalk pulp was prepared by beating 
shredded cornstalks and thenj^Dflaaaisigg this three times 
successively, with increasing close adjustment of the cone. 
The board was then formed without suction, removed and dried. 
The density was 0.00521 pounds per cubic inch, 
4. A mechanical pulp was prepared by passing shredded 
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cornat'-ilks through the Marcy rod mill, and then through the 
swing harnaer mill and Jordan. A mixture of compressed yeast, 
flour and water was addsd to this pulp stock and the whole 
formed into board without re.'aovins ar.j' -aora water from the pulp 
then the steam exhauator would remove. The final density v;as 
0,0066 pounds per cubic inch, ^his was rather high but on the 
other haM the porosity was vary uniform and the board was very 
firoii The high density was due to the addition of flour to the 
yeast media* Rodents attacked this board to a small extent 
because of the flour it contained, 
5, A sample of 140 gms. (bone dry basis) of pulp prepared as 
in #4 was taken and mixed with 10 gms., finely ground, Alg(S0^)2* 
I8H2O and 5 gms* finely pulverized ivlgCOg. The pulp mixture was 
made into board and pressed as much as possible as in the pre­
paration of the ordinary insulation lumber. The density was 
0»0049 pounds per cubic inch. This indicates that some results 
aong the desired direction wtjre obtained. 
6. A check run^made using a mechanical pulp prepared by 
passing the shredded cornstalks through the ivKtroy rod mill, 
swing hammer mill and the Jordan, The pulp was ooured into a 
board machine and sucked ac dry as pooaible. The final den­
sity was 0,00339 pounds per cubic inch. 
'7, This pulp received the same treatment as #6 save that 
the stalks were cooked with dilute alkali. The board was 
formed as #6 and the final density was 0,00485 pounds per 
cubic inch. 
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8. a sampla of 145 gms. of the sarae pulp as #7 (bone dry 
basis) was taken and thoroughly mixed with 11 gms. finely pul­
verized GaCOgt A board was formed from this raixture and press­
ed as much as possible as usual in the preparation of insula­
tion luraber. The board was removed from the pressing blQcii and 
a solution of 22 gras. « ISH^O in 200 oo. distilled 
water was sprayed onto both surfaces of the board* The board 
was then dried. The density wat; 0*0051 pounds per cubic inch, 
The above procedure was used to determine whether it would 
be possible to add an insoluble carbonate to the pulp* press aa 
much water as possible from the mat and thenspray an acid solu­
tion on the board to give the leavening effect. The solution 
of 112(304)3 did not penetrate the mat and the leavining effect 
was limited to a nmall portion close to either surface. 
9. About 175 gms. of the same pulp as #7 was taken and made 
by the usual method into an insulation board. Than a solution 
of lO gms, NagCO^ in wuter was sprayed on both surfaces, lihort-
ly aftervvard a solution of 22 gms. 113(30^)3. ISHgO was sprayed 
on in siiiilar manner. The board was now 90fo water, it was 
dried and the density was 0,0056 pounds per cubic inch. 
This board was made with the same objective as #8. The 
experi'iient showed that it would be impractical to spray the 
leavening agent on the board surface because it did not pene­
trate rapidly enough, and even if good penetration were secured 
the amount of water to be removed by evaporation was approxi­
mately the same as when no pressure v/as used to remove excess 
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water and corapact tha mat, 
10. A aech-aiiical pulp was prepared b3/ use of the rod mill 
and swing harmner mill. TVas was then ooured into the forming 
tnachine and ass lauch water reraoved as was possible by use of the 
exhauster. The mat was removed and dried. The percentage of 
water held by the mat before drying was 90.6. The density of 
the board was 0,00415 pounds per cubic inch, 
11. Some of the pulp of #10 wa. taken, pressed as dry as 
possible and then oiixed thoroughly with a small atnount of yeast 
and glucose mixture. The pulp mi/iture was now formed into a 
board and dryed. Chs per cent water c-irrled by the mat before 
drying v;a:; 86.2. The density of the dryed board was 0.00584 
pounds per cubic inch, 
18. Some aechanical ,oulp prepared b,; passage through the 
rod niill, the swing hamner mill and the jord-in, once each, was 
taken .ifld allovrud to stand at a ternperature of about 35°C. in 
contact with a glucose, yeast culture for eight days. The pulp 
was then beaten four hours and formed into board without the 
use of presi:ur6 to remove exceso water froa the mt. The per-
centa.';:e water carried by the mat before drying was 93.7. The 
density of the board waii 0.0042 pounds per cubic inch. 
Conclusion --The study wrxs much too short to determine 
any actual best procedure. It appeared iapossible to prepare 
boards of o^ual density frorfl the same pulp. It should follow 
that boards prepared from the same pulp stock and in fne same 
man.aer sliould have very close to the same density but this 
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has not be-an found necessarily true, and unless great differ-
enc«s in densities '.vero noted no real value could oe assigned 
to a specifG preparation. 
Because this type of raaterial will have application only 
in positions where little or no strain will be incurred, the 
acutal strength is of tainor consequence. It would be logical 
to assuine that a "free" stock would give the best results from 
the standpoint of low density, and because it is the cheapest 
pulp to prepare and will carry only a small amount of "water of 
liydration" it should be used. 
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XIII. SUGAR BiiiiT WASTiiS 
The disposal of exliaiistad cossattes from the e.xtr--iction of 
the sugar beet is a huge problatn for tha manufacturer of baet 
sugar. In t?ie past It has baon sold in both the wet and dry 
state for cattle food. len allowed to aceurnlate in huge piles 
near tlie factory it becom-^s a nuisance. 
The dried cossettes ccnsist of fragments, about an inch in 
length and light grean in color. They are rather resistant to 
the touch but break readil? between the fingers, especially 
when soflievvhat over dry. 
The following table givcis a co'aparison of the analysis of 
beats from different provinces: 
(Wate) (Herzfald, Yereinszaitschrift 1898 3.828) 
TABLE YII 
Average ; Hatio 
v/t. in of lea­: Composition per cent 
graras ves to 
One :Lea- beet. ;Sugar:Total ash ;Soluble :Hitro: Marc 
beot ; ves t 4 
«  
4 
4 ash : sen ; 
Silicia 416; 516 1.24 ; 12.9 .95 0.83 : 0.24: 4.95 
Poaierania 540; 217 0.54 ; 16.7 .72 0.45 ; 0.20: 4.37 
Saxony 1 458: 363 0.71 : 16.6 1.01 0.82 : ffi.El: 5.15 
Saxony 2 320; 300 0.94 : 14.9 0.82 0.60 ; 0.16: 5.23 
Hanover 412; 321 0.78: : 15.2 1.03 0.48 : 0.17: 4.84 
Rhine 352; 428 1.22 ; 13.7 1.12 0.59 : 0.18; 4.71 
The above table shows the i^arcentage of bone dry pulp to 
bo approximately one third that of sugar. It would be there­
fore expected that the tonnage of bone dry waste pulp prodiiced 
would be one third that of sugar produced. 
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The following table shovva the production of beat Gu^ar in 
the United States and fby the above est iiiiat ion) that of bone dry 
pulp. Ti-:e data is from estinates of the Bureau of Ag. Itc. U.S. 
Dept. of Agri. 
(TABLE VIII 
"" Bugar ^TonFT ~ Bone dry pulp (tons) 
HS8 1,061,000 . 253,670 
19^37 1,093,000 364,340 
1926 997,000 332,340 
The tables "below give the composition of cosaettes: 
TABLli IX (67). 
Analysis of Analysis of 
Substances Konig 1?ott 
Water 15. 57 10 .0 
Nitrogenous substance 7. 63 7, .5 
Fatty substance 1. 09 1, .0 
Non-nitrogenous substance 49. 65 58< .4 
Fibre 18. 28 17, ,1 
Ash 4. 19* 6, .0 
*of which 1.398 is oxide of pot assiutn, O.Jil phosphoric acid 
The above table is taken from an analysis of dried cosset-
*t/ s s 
TABLi X (42) 
Analysis due to Maecher 
'FresE Fermented Dry 
per cent per cent per cent 
Albumen 0.89 1.07 6.54 
Crude fibre 2.39 2.80 18.57 
Pat 0.05 0.11 56.29 
nitrogen free substance 6.32 6.41 6.29 
Ash 0.58 1.09 .2.58 
l^ater 89.77 88.52 
The above tables check each other as closely as can be 
expected. 
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A. The production of Insulation Lumber frofn a Mixture of Corn­
stalks and Dried Coss^ttes 
The study of sugar "beat waste was entered upon with the 
idea of substituting sugar beet pulp for a part of the corn­
stalk pulp in insulation lumber. It was thought that a small 
portio I of sugar beet pulp added to a cheaply prepared oiechan-
ical cornsta.lk pulp would serve to bind the cornsta,lk fibers to­
gether and thus give a great increase in the strength of the 
insulation lumber, using this pulp combination, over that obtain­
ed from a siaiilar pulp prepared from cornsIcilks alone, 
1. .experimental 
A cornstalk pulp was prepared by passing shredded corn­
stalks through the rod mill once continuously and the by beat­
ing for hours, A series of boards were made using this pulp 
with varying per cent of beet pulp prepared ta;v beating and jor-
daning the dried cossettes. They are tablulated below: 
O . 
O per cent of : Weight of :Actual: Modulus of 
board in lab. dry fiber ; 1000 sq,ft thick-: rupture 
note book. in wet raat,: thick : ness ; 
#1. 105 A ^5,6 500 : 1/2": 175 
B 14.1 ; 470 : 9/16: 145 
e 15.8 510 : 1/2 : 160 
Z% ros in size, dfo alum-pH adjusted to 4, 
#2,110 A : 15.0 ; 293 : 5/8": 110 
B : 18.1 : 520 ; 1/2": 225 
dfo beet pulp, 95% corn stalk pulp (the 
same as in #1 above.) Sfo rosin, 5% alum-
pH 4.7. 
I 111 I • -
\ n 
Ijo • 01 : per cent of:'<7eight of : Actual: Modulus of 
board in lab.; dry fiber :1000 sq.ft.: thick-: rupture 
note book. : in wet mat.; •|-"thick : ness ; 
"3 112 A : 15,7 ; 500 ; 7/l6: 240 
B : 14.6 : 466 : 7/16: 230 
e : 13.4 : 441 ; l/2 : 170 
25fo beet pulp, 75^5 cornsxalk ' the same pulp 
as above), rosin, 5^ alum-pH 4.5 
#4 113 A : 17,0 ; 573 ; 3/8 : 885 
B : 16.8 : 553 ; 5/l6: 290 
C ; 17.5 ; 524 : 1/2 ; 240 
35^0 beet pulp, 65% cornstalk pulp (from the 
same stock as numbers 1, 2, and 3), 3^ rosin, 
5fo alum~ pH 4.1. 
The percentage of each pulp used is that of the bone dry 
fiber. 
Conclusions—The results here given indicate that the ad­
mixture of beet pulp with mechanical cornstalk pulp has a real 
advantage, as the modulus of rupture increas^a considerable with 
increase In the per cent of beet pulp. However, the study was 
much too short to show the -nost advantageous use of the beet 
pulp. 
B. The Preparation of a Cellulith Like Material 
It was noticed that the beat pulp took on an excessive 
degree of hydration after the passage through the jordan engine 
and it was thought that this might be a possible use for this 
material. Gallulith is a hard, horny substance siailar to vul­
canized fiber, produced by drying gelatinized cellulose. The 
means of gelatinization is raechanical whereas the means of gel-
116 
atinizatio I of the cellulose in tlie taanufacture of vulcanized 
fil3Cir is cheraical. Cellulith refers to the nanae of a product 
made froia sulfite wood pulp, l.laizolith is a name suggtsated for 
a similar material prepared b., the golat inization of the cell­
ulose prepared from the cornstalk or the corn coh. 
The method of procedure in the preparation of maizolith 
from cornstalks is as follows; The shredded cornstalks are 
washed thoroughly to remove all "dirt" and are then cooked with 
a solution of ten per cent of their dry weight of sodium hydrex-
ide at atmospheric pressure for threu houss. The cooked stalks 
are nov/ thoroughly washed to remove all trace of ali^ali (it is 
assumed that this has taken place v/hen the wash water has a pH 
of about 6.7) and then beaten for a short length of time. Dur­
ing this process a small amount of formaldehyde is added to the 
pulp to prevent fermento.tion fro!:i taking place. The pulp is now 
passed through the jordan, continuously five or six tines, with 
the machine sat to give the highest degree of hydration, and at 
a consistency of approximately lfa» The pulp is now concentrated 
by evaporation in steam heated jacketed kettles until a consis­
tency of 3 to 4% is reached. It is removed, placed in molds, 
with a screen bottom, packed well and allovred to drain for some 
time before placing in an oven to dry. The drying operation is 
slow. Tlip best drying temperature has been foxmd to be about 
65 to 70°C. The pulp requires several days to several weeks 
(perhaps months to gain maximum strength), depending upon the 
size of the piece. 
J. 17 
The procedure -used here was essentially the same as that 
used in the manufacture of maizolith, save that only mechanical 
treatment of the sugar heet was employed. The dried cossettes 
were washed, and then run through the Jordan continuously five 
times with the Jordan engine arranged to give the best hydra­
tion possible and at a consistency of about 1^. The pulp was 
then concentrated to about Zfo consistency, a few drops of 
formaldehyde were added and it was then placed in small molds 
with screen botioms for drying. 
1, Experimental 
a, A 500 gm, sample (90.6^ dry) of dried cossettes was 
beaten about a half hour in the one pound beater and then jor-
daned, after which it was sent through the Jordan and beater 
acting as a unit. The pulp was withdrawn from the beater con­
tinuously b;; the Jordan and re-entered the beater after passing 
through the Jordan Just i front of the beater roll. In t'r.is 
mani'ier the pulp passed under the boater roll several times to 
each passage through the Jordan. After fifty minutes of this 
treatment the pulp was removed and washed on an eighty aeah 
screen and then evaporated to a consistency of 5fo* The pulp 
was placed in several small molds and dried (for several days. 
After it was thought to be dry, an attempt was made to machine 
a piece. The results of this attempt indicated that it was not 
completely dry and upon replacement in the oven, it blistered. 
The material produced showed promise and for this reason fur­
ther research was attempted. 
j 1 s 
b, /i 1.530 kg. sample (90,6^13 dry) of dried, cossettes were 
put through the Jordan five times, v;ithout washing or preliinln-
ary beating. The "beater was not used at all. The pulp was 
then concentrated as before, placed in molds and dried. This 
run v/ae lost because faraentation set in, in the drying pulp 
and caused blisters to forra. Tne forms used wore so large that 
farmentation set in before the dryiiag was complete and thus no 
good samples v/ere secured. , This could have been avoided by 
adding more formaldehyde. 
e .  Some cossettes vyere put through the Jordan five times 
continuously as before. The results were those of #2. 
Conclusion- This research indicates that a satisfactory 
cellulith like material may be prepared from dried cossettes 
by using a mechical treatment alone. The absence of conclubivo 
proof of this is due to the Sfmll amouJit of research applied 
to this problem, 
C. The Production of An Adhesive from Dyisd Cossettes 
I'ftffziger (8G,) made a study of the produetion of adhesive 
from corn cobs b,v hj'drolysis v/ith super heated water. Because 
the exhausted cossettes are knovvn to contain pectin bodies, it 
was thougPit that they should be a very good raw material for the 
preparation of a similar adhesive, 
1. iixperlmental 
A sample of 3.075 kg, f90.5^o dry) dried cossettes were 
put in the small digester and covered with tlaree times their 
J. 19 
weight (9«225 kg«) of tap watar. The ratio of three parts 
water to one of corn cobs was found to be most effective in the 
preparation of adhesive from that riiaterial (86) and for this 
reason was used hare. The cossettes were digested with a 
steam pressure of 50 pounds for one hour* The weight of cos­
settes and liquor after digestion was S6.582 kg. The liquor 
V7as drained from the cossettes and concnetrated in an, open 
kettle until it reached a ESpeclfic gravity of 1.20. 
At this concentratiCL- 2,040 kg. of adhesive material 
remained. The determination of solids in this material gave 
a value of 26.4^ , The yield (based on the bone dry adhesive 
material from the bone dry cossettesi was determined from the 
above data to be 19 
iiar. Haffzigar, who was vjorking on the preparation of ad­
hesive from corn cob, after examining this material d^jclared 
it to be of equally high quality as that he prepared from corn 
cobs. The Mechanical lingineering Department pf Iowa state 
College has found this corn cob adhesive a very excellent ma­
terial for use as a binder. Some of the very best casting 
work w;is done using foundry cores having com cob adhesive as 
a binder. 
The pulp remaining from the water hydrolysis was treated in 
the Jordan in the ordinary manner for the preparation of cellu-
lith like material. This consisted in the passage through the 
Jordan five times at a consistency of Vfo^ washing on an eighty 
mesh screen and coneentrating to consistency in an open 
L20 
kettle. The resulting pulp was then placed in the molds wiih 
etjnd 
the screen 'bottoiii^ried In the usual manner. The resulting 
pieces of cellulith like material were very simlar to those pre­
pared from the sugar heet wastes V7hera the pulp received nothing 
other than mechanical treatment. 
Conclusions- This work has shoivn that a high grade adhe­
sive can be extracted from exhausted sugar beet cossettes with 
a good yield. It has further shown that the pulp remaining 
from this water hydrol;ySis may be treated in the usual manner 
to produce a good grade of a cellulith li:e material. It is 
possible that a pectic substance may be extracted from 6x~ 
hausted cosstettes^ tlion an adhesive and that finally a cell­
ulith like material may be made from the residue. 
i . 2 i  
XIV. TiiK OF M ADLlIXTUHis OF Ffflii- AND COAJJSE 
iiEOHAIJICAL PULPS 
A. Experioiental 
1, TWO oBchanical pulps ware preoared: pulp A, possessing 
relatively coarse fiber with a low degree of hydration, was pre­
pared by passing shredded eoriistalks through the rod mill twice, 
pulp B, a relatively highly hydrated pulp, was prep.ured from 
pulp A by use of the Jordan# Some of pulp A was run through 
the Jordan three times with the plug set progressively closer, 
to give pulp B« Two series of boards were made varying the 
per cent of each pulp; the one without and the other with roain 
siae. 
The data concerning those boards is tabidated below; 
• TABLE XI' 
Lalj.note< 
both no. 
per 
:cent 
'Pulp A 
pH of-
pulp 
stock 
% dry 
ifiber in: 
wet mat; 
Thicti-' 
ness in' 
inches 
V/t, of 
1000 sq, 
ft. 
tttodulus 
of rupture 
132 A 
B 
C 
0 
» 
• 
• 
4.^ 5 l2«9 
13.2 
13.2 
5/S 
5/8 
5/8 
; 440 
460 
470 
180 
190 
195 
134 A 
B 
C 
20 : 4.6 18.9 
12.8 
12.4 
5/8 
11/16 
5/8 
425 
370 
420 
150 
155 
150 
136 A 
B 
C 
40 4.9 12.4 
12.0 
12.8 
9/16 
11/16 
11/16 
450 
410 
415 
100 
115 
110 
138 A 
B 
C 
60 4.9 12.3 
13.0 
13.7 
5/8 
3/4 
11/16 
490 
380 
410 
105 
90 
SO 
140 A 
B 
C 
80 5.1 
4 
* 
•  4 
12.0 
12.9 
13.4 
11/16 
11/16 
11/16 
380 
390 
375 
95 
85 
70 
(Continued next page) 
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TABLE XI (continuad) 
Lab,note 
book no. 
per :pH of; io dry ;Thick- ;Wt. of 
cent :pulp : fiber in-.ness in; 1000 sq. 
Pulp A:stock;wet mat ;inches ;ft.-|-" 
Modulus 
of rupture 
142 A 
B 
C 
100 : 4.6 : 13.3 ; 13/16; 350 
; ; 14.5 ; 13/16: 310 
: ; 13.9 : 3/4 : 340 
70 
55 
45 
The boards tabulated below are of the sanaa pulp inixtiires 
as those above save that they war a sized with 'o'fo rosin and 5$o 
alum. The pH wis adjusted to that given in each case* 
120 A 
B 
C 
0 : 5.0 
• « 
• 
• 
13.9 
13.4 
15.3 
1/2 
1/2 
9/16 
490 
490 
460 
420 
350 
280 
128 A 
B 
C 
20 : 5.0 
• 
• 
• 
• 
17.3 
12.8 
14.5 
5/8 
5/8 
5/8 
480 
420 
440 
150 
175 
185 
124 A 
B 
C 
40 • 
• « 
• 
• 
14.3 
18.5 
16.7 
1/2 
1/2 
7/16 
520 
560 
550 
325 
420 
310 
126 A 
B 
C 
60 « 
* 
• 
• t 
17.6 
12,6 
16,5 
7/16 
1/2 
7/16 
540 
470 
460 
215 
190 
160 
128 A 
B 
C 
80 : 4.67< 
« 
« 
*• 
13.0 
10,7 
11,2 
7/ie 
1/2 
7/16 
540 
460 
450 
310 
230 
220 
130 A 
B 
C 
100 : 4.60; 
B 
• 1 
* 4 
11,2 
15,4 
14,9 
11/16 
11/16 
3/4 
390 
400 
380 
45 
65 
40 
E. This study was extended using a mixture of fine fibered 
mechanical pulp • possessing a relatively high degree of hydration, 
and a relatively coarse fibered cooked pulp. The uiechranical 
pulp (pulp A) was prejmred by beating and washing (15|- lb.) 
shredded cornstalks in the iS-g- lb. beater for several houTB 
and then passing them through the jordan three times. 
1 .  ?  
The Jordan was clo^.-cr after each passage, l%e cooked pulp 
{pulp 3) possesBSd, relatively coarse fiber and was prepared by 
passing cooked corns1;alk throng the rod mill twice, ^:he corn­
stalks were cooked under 50 lb. steam pressure with water for 
two hours. 
The data concerning these runs are tabulated below. 
TABLii 211 
These boards were not sized. 
Lab.note 
book no. 
; Per 
;cent 
;pulp A 
:pH of; 
;pulp 
: stock: 
dry : Thlck-
;fiber in: ness in 
7/et mat.: Inches 
V.'t, of : 
:1000 sq,: 
.ft. 
iio dulus 
of rupture 
144 A 
B 
0 
: 0 
• 
• 
• 
: 5.1 
« 
• 
» 
12.0 
12,0 
12,6 
11/16 
13/16 
13/16 
370 
320 ; 
: 360 
115 
90 
115 
146 A 
B 
G 
: 20 
• 
• 
• 
« 
; 5.1 
• 
« 
« 
11.5 
18.6 
13.2 
1/2 
5/8 
3/4 
490 ; 
480 : 
450 : 
220 
175 
170 
148 A 
B 
C 
: 40 
• 
• 
• 
; 4,6 
• 4 
t 
• 
• 
18,2 
13.7 
13.5 
3/4 
9/16 
9/16 
470 
510 : 
480 
275 
215 
280 
150 A 
3 
C 
: 60 
• 
• 
• 
; 4,6; 13.3 
; : 12.7 
: : 12.4 
9/16 
9/16 
5/8 
470 : 
500 : 
470 : 
220 
240 
15a A 
B 
C 
: 80 
* 
« 
• 
• 
: 4,6 
• 
* 
• 
• 
13.S 
12,4 
14.7 
1/2 
7/16 
1/2 
550 ; 
550 : 
500 
160 
180 
290 
154 A 
B 
0 
; 100 
N 
• 
• 
• 
: 4,7 
• 
4 
» 
* 
; 13.4 
13.4 
12.5 
7/16 
7/16 
7/16 
610 : 
610 : 
600 
425 
375 
385 
(Concluded on next page) 
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TABLii XII (concluded) 
The "boards below were made as the previous boards in this 
run. 'The only difference in procedure was that the pulp was 
sizad with 3^ rosin and 5^ alum and the pH was adjusted to the 
value given before the boards were formed. 
Lab.note 
book no. 
; Per :pH v0f-
:cent tpulp 
:Pulp 3:stock 
% dry 
fiber in 
wet mat 
; (Dhick-:Y/t. of 
:ni3ss ln:1000 sq. 
,: inches:ft , 1-" 
Modulus 
:of rupture 
156 A 
B 
C 
; 100 
• « 
* 
• 
4.6 
» 
» 
12.8 
13.8 
••11.9 
; 5/8 ; 475 
: 9/16 ; 530 
; 5/8 : 450 
175 
250 
175 
158 A 
B 
C 
80 
• 
• 
4.65: 12.2 
; 13.0 
: 14«1 
; 1/2 : 510 
: 5/8 ; 4S0 
: 9/16 ; 510 
260 
125 
265 
160 A 
B 
C 
; 60 17.6 
18.5 
14.6 
; 1/2 ; 560 
: 7/16 : 570 
: 9/16 : 460 
325 
340 
200 
152 A 
B 
C 
: 40 
• 
• 4 
« 4 
» 1  
17.5 
18.6 
26.3 
: 1/2 ; 590 
: 3/8 ; 610 
: 7/16 t 710 
320 
330 
500 
164 A 
B 
G 
; EO 
• 
• 
18.1 
16.6 
15.6 
; 9/16 : 570 
: 9/16 : 540 
J 5/16 ; 650 
290 
320 
260 
166 A 
B 
C 
: 0 4.85 16.5 
13.5 
13.3 
: 7/16 : 620 
: 7/16 ; 610 
L 9/I6 ; 480 
420 
410 
225 
Ik'5 
3« (I?wo mechanical pulps ivere prepared, each at about the 
same 
^degree of fineness of fihe r hut by different OBthods. Pulp A 
was prepared by passing the shredded oom stalks through the rod 
mill onoe and then throuj^ i the swing hammer mill. Pulp B was 
prepared by beating the shredded cornstalks in the 12I pound 
beater for six hours. The stalks were continuously wtshed dur­
ing this time. Pulp B was slower than pulp A but the fibers 
were of about the same degree of fineness. 
The boards made from these pulps are tabulated below in 
the same manner as previous runs. These boards were not si2ed. 
TABTiE XIII 
Lab.note 
book no. 
Pe r 
:cent 
Pulp 
:pH of 
: pulp 
A:stock 
°k drj'-
fiber in 
wet mat 
:Thick- : 
:ness in: 
:inches : 
of 
1000 sq. 
ft. ^ 2 
Modulus 
of rupture 
180 A 
B 
C 
0 
* 1 
> 
: 5.0 
• 
• 
4 
14.3 
IS.7 
18.4 
9/I6: 
5/8 : 
1/2 : 
470 
450 
540 
190 
125 
220 
182 A 
B 
C 
20 ; 4.72 17.5 
16.2 
15.S 
7/I6: 
; 
7/I6: 
570 
550 
550 
240 
220 
200 
184 A 
B 
G 
40 ; 5.0 
• 
* 
4 
17.3 
17.4 
17.6 
1/2 : 
9 fib'. 
1/2 : 
540 
510 
530 
195 
180 
210 
186 A 
B 
C 
60 : 4.7 
• 
«> 
• 
18.3 
16.9 
14.5 
1/2 : 
7/16; 
1/2 : 
550 
590 
530 
220 
210 
190 
188 A 
B 
C; 
80 : 4.65 
• 
• 
s 
16.9 
17.7 
14.8 
1/2 : 
1/2 : 
9/I6: 
520 : 
520 
480 
190 
150 
150 
(Concluded on next page) 
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TABLE XIII (eonoluded) 
Lab.note: Per :pH ot:  ^dry :Thick- :V/t, of : ?^odulus 
book no.:cent :pulp : fiber in:ne3S in: 1000 sq.: of rapture 
;Pulp A; stock: wet mat :inches ; ft«^" : 
190 A : 100 : 5.95: 15.9 : 7/l6: 460 ; 175 
B : :: : 15.5 : 7/l6: 560 : 210 
C : : : 15.0 : 1/B : 520 : 210 
The boards tabulated below are of the sane pulp mixtures 
as those above save that the^ were sized with 2fo rosin and 5% 
aluia. The pE was adjusted to that given in each case. 
168 A 
B 
G 
0 4.65 16.2 
16.6 
16.8 
7/16: 
7/16: 
1/2 : 
510 
540 
510 
220 
200 
220 
170 A 
B 
C 
20 
• 
4.6 13.7 
17.9 
16.5 
3/8 ; 
7/I6; 
7/I6: 
520 
580 
540 
285 
290 
220 
172 A 
B 
& 
40 4.83 18.8 
17.8 
16.5 
1/2 : 
1/2 ; 
3/8 : 
600 
560 
630 
220 
240 
300 
174 A 
B 
C 
60 
< 
4.6 
4 
4 
18.2 
15.7 
16.6 
1/2 : 
7/I6: 
7/I6: 
600 
570 
610 
280 
330 
300 
176 A : 
B 
G 
80 4.6 17.8 
18.3, : 
18.0 
3/Q : 
3/8 : 
7/I6: 
650 
640 
570 
350 
290 
290 
178 A 
B 
C : 
100 4.6 17.0 
18.4 
16.6 
7/I6; 
7/16: 
1/2:: 
550 
570 
510 
260 
230 
127 
Conolusi onS- The fellowiiig oonolusions may be drawn from 
a study of the tabulated data. In the first run(Table XI) the 
strongest boards were those containing a 100^ fine fiber. 
These boards were weak enough but this is partially explained 
by the low per oent of dry fiber in the wet mat. The sized 
boards in this series ^owed the boards containing about 40% 
coarse fiber to have a strength equal to those containing a 
100^ fine fiber. The strength of the strongest boards of this 
run was almost double that of corresponding unsized boards. 
The boards of series 2 sized and unsized substantiate 
those of serief 1. This indicates that 40 to 50^ fine, well 
hydrate^ fiber may be mixed with coarse, poorly hydrated fiber 
to give a strength equal to that of the fine fiber siLone, if 
the boards are sized but not if no is used. 
The boards of series 3 did not show enough variation 
between pulps to permit generalization. The strength of the 
sized boards ?/as in general slightly higher than that of un­
sized boards. 
These runs have as a «iiole shown that the strength of the 
board has no general relationship with the per oent dry fiber in 
the wet mat and that no relationship exists between the density 
of the board ajid the per oent dry fiber in the mat. 
MANHOLE, 
MANHOLIL 
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XV - COOKLlj Com^iSTiiLK PULPS. 
!l?he object of tliis study was to determine the optimam con­
ditions od! Ghsiai^^sl liif'tt;of cornstulk-s so 8.3 to oscurfi 
the hi^est possible yield of pulp suitable fox the manufacture 
of insulation lumber. 
The procedure used in this study was essentially the same 
as that used in the preparation of boards from mechanical pulp, 
'i^he additional step introduced was that of cooking. The cook­
ing was carried out in the digester shown in the figure. As is 
shown this digester is equipped with s valve at the bottom, a 
large manhole at the side and a S'^ell nanhole rt the; top. It 
is heated by direct steam throurh the inlet "nipes snd cproy 
nozzlen as shown. The valves ab the hot to*:! and sides are closed 
before charginf?: ano then "noBt oi the Tnaterial is ch^.rfred tlirourrh 
the large :;u;nhole at the siac. :i)his manhole is then mt in -^lece 
and the charging is completed by ncans of the smaller l/OO mc-nnole. 
After this is complete the stalks are packea well within the di­
gester and then barely covered with a solution of the chemicals 
to be used in the digestion^ !Uhe top maniiole is now put in 
Dlace and the steam turned on. The incoming steam gave some &-
gitation. 
The standard steam pressure employed was 50^ gauge and un­
less other than this pressure is specified this was used. The 
tiiae of digestion was measured from the time this pressure was 
built up, to the time it was released. The time required to 
13 0 
build up or release pressure wus very short. In some cases 
the cook liquor was saved to be charged by iresh cheaicals and 
reused as raake up liquor for another cook. This was accom­
plished by allowing the pressure upon release to blow the cook 
liquor into a large galvanized can.^ 
!Dhe procedure used in this study was as follows; The 
shredded cornstalks, on which a moisture determination had 
been previously made, were weighed and placed in the digester 
as described above. After the cooking process was complete 
they were removed and washed and then placed in the 12^ pound 
beater and beaten until the usual degree of hydration had been 
reached. The beating proceas was mafle as closely Tjarallel xn 
all cases as was possible. After this was coTnnlete the mln 
was removed and dewatered on a screen. Tbe dewaterinf served 
as a good waohinf: at this point, serving to remove mach "fines" 
and possibly "dirt", ciorae of this pulp stocic was then taken 
and made into board samples as described before. The pulp 
from each cook was made into a series of boards so as to 
check any possible error. 
The shredding ol the cornstalks to varying degrees of 
fineness influences their bulkineas and thus the capacity of 
the digester expressed in this aanner, but does not decrease 
the resulting yield very materially. This would be an im­
portant factor in com-aercial esqiloitation. 
13.1 
A. Experimental, 
1, E.780 kig. coarse shredded corastalks - 18«£ ^ moisture, 
200 gras. lime hydrate. 
At the end of tu'O hours the steara was turned off hut not 
released, the condensation of the stGiiu within served to giacl-
ually decrease the pressure. This puln was very well cooked. 
2, 3.25 kg. coarse shredded cornstalks ~ 18.2^' moisture. 
54 gm. GaO ((95 % pure), unless otherwise mentioned 
this is the lime used throughout all this work) - ffo. of 
the dry weight of the cornstdks. 
Cooked E hours. 
[Dhis cook was very raw. The line did not see:n to hy­
drate well. 
Yield - 76.0 
3, 2.850 kg. coarsely shredded cornbtalks - 18.E ia laoiat-
ure, , 
5 GaO (based dn hone dry vueight oi cornstaits uia 
unless otherwise caentioned the percentage used was ex­
pressed in this rianner.j 
Cooked 2 hours. 
This pulp was very well softened duri.ng the cooking 
process. 
Yield - 62.0 
4, 2.720 kg. coarsfely shredded cornstalks - 18.2% raoist-
l^|.'caO was added to the combined concentrated cook 
liquors of 2 and 3, AS a make UP liquor. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 84 
2.930 kg. coarsely shredded, cornstalks ~ 18.2 '  - moist-
make up ligiior. 
J- 3 2 
'fhis palp was not so well aoitened by the digestion as in 
previous eases and for this reason it \ma thought necessary to 
increase the concentration of GaO. 
Yield - 70 fo, 
6. 2.780 kg, coarse shredded cornstalks - ii5,5 % moisture, 
2 fo CaO. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
This cook was inade heoaase it was thought necessary to 
discontinue the reuse of the cooV: liquor. mold grows on 
the surfacc of the liquor if it is fallowed to stand more than 
a fei7 days. The freshly difrested cornstalks have a distinc­
tive sweetish odor upon dirreation with a cook liquor that has 
heen used ahout three times. 
Yield - 75 
7. 2.710 kg, coarsely shredded cornstalks - 5^.1- % moist­
ure . 
1 % (dry wt.) GaO added to coor liquors of 6 for make 
up liquor. 
Cooked 2 hours, 
These cooks were made to determine the value of reuse of 
the digestion liquors. 
Yield - 77 
8. 2.750 kg, coarsely shredded cornstalks - 25.5 % moist­
ure. 
1 CaO added to cook liquor 7, for make up liquor for 
this run. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 94 f>, This value was much too high and for this 
reason was discarded. 
it''-'" 
J.. 3 3 
9« coi ixucly s^hrtadcfi  oornGtalfcs  -  ZB»v -  moist­
ure  .  
1 >i CaO waa aadcd bo cjooV: liquor Iro'-i B. 
Cooked 2 hourso 
Yield - p, 
10» ri«65!J i-g» coaraely Biireadcd ccraat&lka - 19 p moisUure, 
;iO OaO wt.a tidaed tjo the cook liquor Iroui 9, aa a 
raiJic up iiquoro 
Cool'.€)d Z hours® 
Yield - 94 This figure v.-ajs aiich too hi;«h and therefore 
wt.s diucarued. This hipli '^iold is pt;rhi-.pii due bo an e^ror in 
the nioisfcaro detcr'axnabio/i of the corniJt&lirs. 
11 o 2cti00 Lg, coarsely shredded broom ec rnstal):$3 - 10 p 
moisture* 
98 gt7i» H&gCO^w 
Cooked 2 hours• 
Broo^a oornstalKs v'ere so cured by ^nistalce. Tne a talks v^ere 
but partially Boftcned 13.7 di cost Ion» 
Yield - 7£.4 'f!., 
12m 2*255 Icp:,  GoarBe shre^ddtd corrui t  1 ! :s -  .  
o295 kf, Goarsc; shredded ccrnetCilks, hoae dry. 
60 gr-Ao iiagCe^ * 
Gooi-cd Z hours. 
Yield - 69 ,4 7-% 
lo» E»40ii kg. Goarse ahreddcd oorniitalka - 9.1 p moisture. 
0.i598 i£g-« coarse threaded bono dry come talks. 
60 gpi. lia^ COjj. 
Cooked 2 houra. 
Yield - 66,2 53 
14. 2»370 kg. coarse shredded cornBttillia - 10 % moisture. 
Q.365 kg. coarse ishredde.d bone dry coxiietalks. 
50 grri. aottte ash together with the liquor from 13. 
J. 3 4 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 7E.8fo 
15. 2.463 kg. coarse shredded cornstalks - 11.^ moisture. 
0.3G7 kg. coarse shredded cornstalks- hone dry. 
30 gin. soda ash used, together with the cook liquor 
from 14. 
It was thouglrit that adding fresh chemicals in low per­
centage to the liquor of a previous cook may have merit in the 
production of inscilation "board pulo, heoause it would decrease 
the cost of chemicals. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield- 71.6^^. 
16. E.4S5 kr-;. coarse shredded comsttlks - lO.Gfs moisture. 
0.i565 kg. coarse shredded bone dry cornstalks. 
30 gm. soda ash, together with the liquor from cook 15. 
She pulp upon removal from the digester had a distinc­
tive sweetish odor very similar to that observed upon continued 
use of fresh liue to the liquors of previous cooks. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
^eld - 62.55^3. 
17. 2.800 kg. coarse shredded cornstalks- 12.5^ moisture. 
30 gm. soda ash, together V7ith liquor from cook 16. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield -76.3fi. 
18. 2.465 kg. coarse shredded cornstalks- 10 moisture. 
0.295 kg. bone dry cornstalks. 
30 gm. soda ash, aaaed to the liquor from 17, for 
digestion liquor. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 71.1%. 
19. 2.100 kg. coarse shredded cornstalks- 10% moisture. 
0.660 kg, bone dry stalks. 
30 gm. soda ash together with liquor from 1:8, 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 77.5%. 
20 About 4 kg. (bone dry) pulp was taken for digestion af­
ter it has passed throu^ the Marcy rod mill once. 
70 gm. soda ash. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
The object of this run was to detemine whether any advan­
tage exists upon digestion of a coarse mechanically prepared pulp. 
The pulp appeared harsh upon removal from the digester and even 
upon removal from the beater. It was thought possible to re­
move the harshness of rod mill pulp by this means but was un­
successful. 
21. Some of the same material taken for digestion in fZO 
digested vd.th water alone. The object and results were the same 
as those of 20. This indicates that the harshness of rod mill 
pulp cannot be removed by digestion under pressure with or with­
out chemicals. 
22. 2.500 kg. finely sfliredded cornstalks- 25^ moisture. 
30 gm. soda ash together v.lth the liquor of 1^=19. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Ipield - 59.05&. 
23. 2.500 kg. finely ^redded cornstalks- 25^ moisture. 
20 gm. soda ash with liquor of cook 22. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
yield 55^ 
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25. 2.200 kg. finely shredded cornstalks - 23.9^ moisture. 
0.330 kg. finely shredded hone dry cornstalks. 
40 gra. OaO. 
Cooked 1B" hours. 
It was thought possible to cut the time of digestion, 
^ield- 53.8%. 
26. 2.194 kp . finely shredded cornstalks - 18.1% moisture, 
0.306 kg. finely shredded hone dry cornstalks. 
20 gm. Cae together vd th the liquor of cook 25. 
C coke d It hou rs. 
The sliortened length of cooking did not seem to lessen 
the softening effect of the fibers. 
Yield - 66.8^0. 
27 . 2.500 kg. finely shredded cornstalks- 18.8^3 moisture.^ 
20 gm. CaO together -Alth the liquor of cook 26. 
Cooked labours. 
Yield Vl.lyb. 
28. 2.157 kg. finely sh redde.d cornstelks- 14.7^ moisture. 
0.343 kg. finely shredded bone dry cornstalks. 
20 gm. CaO with the liquor of cook 27 used for makeup 
digestion liquor. 
The object of these runs was to determine whether the 
decrease in length of cookinr had my ne.p^?.tiv6 results. 
Cooked lir hours. 
Yield - 64.7?^. 
29. 2.030 finely shredded cornstalks- 25.9% moisture. 
60 gm, slum was added to an amount of cook liquor from 
a water cook made in the lar^-e digester, equipped with 
the agitator; sufficient to cover the oomstalks. 
pH before digestion 4.1 
pH after digestion 4.59 
It was thought possible by cooking m th an agent such as 
1^7 
elura to precipitate any soluble gum or other material upon the 
liber of the corastallc. The alum also acts as an acid. The acid 
would probably hasten the hydrolysis of the pentosan material, 
thuse giving a considerable softening of fiber. The pulp pro­
duced by this process appeared very soft but not slimy as the 
pulps produced by high concentration of lime. The pH of the 
liquor »as te i^ea as a check on tlx) reaction. 
30. 2.040 kg, finely ^redded cornstalks- 25,9% moisture, 
80 pras. rosin size. 
pH before cooking 7.0 
pH after cooking 5.55 
Oopked 1^ hours. 
Yield - 77Afo. 
It was thought possible to cook ra th roe in Bijr.e, which 
would then be precipitated on the fibers in the berfcer by means 
of alum. It was thought that the hydrolysis of the rosin soep 
would famish sodium and hydroxyl ions v^ich would aid in soften­
ing the stock. The resulting stock upon removal froa the digester 
appeared very harsh but the beater apparently removed all of this. 
The soap did not cause excessive foaming in the beater. 
31. 1.687 kg. finely shredded cornstalks - 21*9% moisture. 
0.313 kg. finely shredded bone dry cornstalks. 
80 rosin size together with a liquor of cook 30. 
pH before cooking 6.2. 
pH after cooking 
Cooked 1-|- hou rs. 
Yield - 78.8fo. 
The results of this run check those of 30. However in 
this run the rosin wes not precipitated on the fiber by raeens of 
13 8 
alum and the sizing principle was lost. 
32. 1.685 kg, finely shredded cornstalks - 21.1% moisture. 
0.315 kg, finely shredded hone dry cornetalka. 
Cooked with the liquor of 29. 
pH "before cooking 5.26. 
pH after digestion 
Cooked li" hours. 
Yield - 69.7f., 
It was thought that the liquor of cjJDk 29 was still of 
high enou^^ concentration in acid ion to give good cooking effect, 
'fhe cornstalks were poorly softened b,v the digestion, 
33. 1.652 kg, finely shredded cornattJLk- 38.2% moisture, 
0.348 kg. finely shredded bone dry cornstalks. 
40 gm. alum were added used with tap water for cook 
liquoi. 
pE before digestion 4,35. 
pH after digestion 4,8, 
Cooked l|- hours. 
Yield - 61.7%. 
This cook was made as a check upon the effect otf the 
pH of the cooking liquor upon the softening of the. stalks. 
However the rise in pH is not due to the removal of H ions 
alone because a dilution of liquor takes place due to conden­
sation of stenm in the dipester. 
34. 2.000 kp, fine shredded cornstalks- 29,7'% moisture. 
25 gm. eluTTi, 
pH of cook liquor before aipestion 5.00 
pH of cook liquor after dipestion 5.55 
• Cooked 1-|- hourso 
Yield - '64.95^ 
It seene probable that a definite pH in ere K so t tikes 
place during the digestion. When alum is used for the niskeup 
liquor this pH rise is about 0,5. 
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35. 1.694 kg. fine shredded cornstalks- 20.9^/^ moisture, 
0»306 kg. bone dry cornstc.lks, 
*50 gm. alum was added to the liquor of S4 for makeup 
liquor. 
pH before digestion 4.5. 
pH after digestion 4,9. 
Cooked 1-|- hours 
Yield - 6o.5fo 
36. 1,656 kg. oornstetlks - moisture. 
0.344 kg. "bojae dry cornsttilka. 
0,344 ^s. of alum were added to the liquor of 35 for 
make up liquor. 
pH "before digestion -4.5 
pH after digestion -4.92 
Cooked if hours 
Yield - k.3^. 
The amount of alum required to lower the pH of the nialce-
up liquor was oon si derahly smeller in th^s case. 
37. 1.751 kg, comstalka. - 56*8'J^ moisture, 
0.249 kg. bone dry cornstalks. 
17.5 cc. cone. HCl was added to tap weter for makeup 
liquo r. 
pH before digestion 2.52 
pH after cooking 4.9. 
Cooked 1^- hours. 
Yield - 67.7fo .  
This was a very satisfactory cook. 
38. 1,738 kg. fine shredded cornstalks.- 38.7^i moisture, 
0 . 262 kg, bone dry fine shredded cornstalks, 
10 CO.  conc, HCl was added to the liquor of 37.for 
makeup liquor. 
pH before digestion 3,1, 
pH after dilation 
Cooked hours. 
Yield - 60,9C 
.1 4 0 
39. 1,733 kg. cornatalka. ~ raoistiire, 
0.E67 kgo bone dry cornstalks, 
10 GC,  conc, HCl vvaa added to the liquore of 38 for 
make up liquor. 
pH hefore digestion 3.45. 
pH after digestion B.Oo 
Cooked 1"^ hoars. 
Yield -66.4 
This cook was also very satjsfaotory. 
40 1.735 kg. fine shredded cornet alks. 
0 . 265 kg. fine shredded jone dry cornstPllcs. 
17.5 cc. conc. HCl was added to the cook liquor of 39, 
pH "before dig:estion- 3.2 
pH after digeiotion - 5.1 
Cooked lir hours. 
Yield - 68,9 
41. A stalk of ainfLower, separated from leaves end branches 
was taken and the outer shell separated from the inner pithy por­
tion. This was very easy t>o accomplish as the shell is very 
brittle and the pith forms a portion quite distinct from it. The 
pith was determined to be about 11^ of the stalk, however this 
determination was only approxL.inate because the pith had been 
attacked by insect borers of some kind and thus a parrtion was 
destroyed. The borers did not attack the outer shell portion, 
•Bie outer shell , 525 gns., was cooked with 5^  CaO for 
2 houis. ^he stalks were still very h«rsh bat after beatinrr 
seemed to separate very roaiHly. 
Yield - 52,7f5, 
42. 1,500 kg. finely shredded cornstalks - 27.5'f- -noi^ -ture. 
75 gra. HagSO^ 
pH before digestion 6,7 
pH after digestion 
j, 4 1. 
Cooked 1-2" hoars. 
Yield -
'Jhis cook wasi rntide to aetennine the value o±' the Raraar 
process ( 9 ) »  T h e  stalks were not especially v.'ell softened. 
43. 710 gras. fine shredded cornstalks - 27»5fo moisture, 
H90 gms, bone dry cornstalke 
7.5 c.c. cono. raitric acid v?aa added to tap water for 
make up liquor. 
pH before digev-;tion 3.47 
pH after digestion 5.1 
Cooked l-g- hours. 
Yield -
This cook was made to determine the effect of an oxi­
dising acid in low conc-entration on tihe disintegration of the 
cornstalk fiber. 
44. 1,500 kg. fine shreddea cornsti.lks— SO.ef, rnoisture. 
15 c.c. Gone, nitric acid was added bo ta.p water for 
make up liquor, 
pH before digestion 268, 
pH after digestion 5,2 
Cooked l-g hours. 
Yield 69,Sfo 
45. 1.500 kg. finely si:iredded cornstalks - 19.4 % moisture. 
10 c.c. conc. nitric acid was added to tap water for make 
up liquor. 
pH before digestion 2.7 
pH after digestion 5.S 
Cooked 1# hours. 
Yield 
46. 1.500 kg. finely shredded cornst elks - 17.4% moisture 
11 o.c. conc. nitric acid was added to tap water for make 
up liquor. 
pH before digestion 2.94 
pH after digestion 
Cooked li" hours 
Yield - 66.7^  
The stalks were not softened nearly so much "by cooking 
•with nitric acid as was the case wd th alii!n and hydrochloric acid. 
47. 1.500 kg. fine shredded cornstalks ~ 25.6 moisture. 
Cooked with water et atmospheric pressure. 
Cooked 3 hours. 
Yield 51.7% 
Kie cornstc;.lks were not 'naterislly softened "by cooking. 
48. 3.526 kg. of cornstalk pulp prepared "b7 one passare through 
the rod mill. 85% moisture. 
Cooked with Thater at atmospheric pressure for 3 hours. 
Yield 64.955 of the bone dry fiher taken after passage 
through the rod mill. This ii'oald "be a yield of 55-59^ loss 
during passage through the rod mill. 
49. 3.432 kg. of cornstalk pulp, prep&red by one passage thru 
the rod mill. 85fo moisture. 
9 c.c. of conc. nitric acid was added to tap water for 
make up liquor. 
pH before digestion S.8 
pH after digestion 5.35 
Cooked 2 hours 
Yield - 60^ of ther material recilved - this is not 60'^; of 
i,he weight of the origirial cornstalk. 
•The rod mill was equipped \Ti th a device for feeding 700 
pounds through per hour, in prepsrinf? the DUID for this and cooks 
48 and 50# 
50. 3,500 kg rod mill pulp - 83% moisture, 
20 grns. CaO 
Cocked 2 hours. 
Yield expressed as before - 69.65a. 
Shis cook wa8 quite staisfactory save that the harshness 
of the stock could not he removed. 
51. 1.500 kg. fine db.redded corxistalks. 
Cooked with water at atmospheric pressure, for 3 hours. 
An attempt was made to prepare the pulp "by use of the 
Olaflin alone. It irun through twice- the first time, the 
resulting pulp still cont&ined much unreduced fiher while the 
second time the re&Tilting pulp v\'as ground too fine hut still was 
not hydrated to avy apprciahle e-xtent. The pulp was discarded 
for this reason. 
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The pulp from the preceding experimental riins was made into 
various series of hoards, The data concerning each series is 
tabluated below. 
TABLE XIY 
lo .01 
Exp, 
run 
Ii&h • 
book 
note 
no, 
: pH of:56 dry 
:stock '.fiber in 
:v/et mat 
;Thi ck-
;nesa in 
:inches 
Wt. of ; 
1000 sq.: 
ft .i" 
Modulus 
of rupture 
1 200 A 
B 
C 
; 5.25: 
• « 
* « 
• • 
• • 
14.7 
16.9 
21.3 
: 3/8 
: 3/8 
: 7/16 
680 : 
660 ; 
780 : 
500 
800 
1000 
1 201 *A 
B 
0 
: 4.6 ; 
• • 
« • 
« • 
• • 
15.5 
14.4 
14.6 
; 3/8 
: 7/16 
: 7/16 
620 : 
585 : 
630 
460 
560 
640 
8 208 A 
B 
C 
: 4.93; 
• • 
• « 
: e 
17.4 
17.4 
16.3 
: 9/16 
; 5/8 
: 11/16 
630 ; 
.680 
510 
640 
420 
320 
2 203 'A 
B 
C 
: 5.2 ; 
• • 
« « 
* • 1 • 
25.7 
25.1 
25.4 
: 5/16 
: 5/16 
: 3/8 
720 : 
750 : 
580 ; 
385 
315 
250 
2 204 *A 
B 
C 
• 
« « 
• « 
• « 
• • 
« « 
17.1 
18.2 
15.8 
: 3/8 
: 1/2 
: 1/2 
560 
470 : 
550 : 
380 
280 
315 
3 205 A 
3 
C 
: 4.84: 
« ft 
* » 
* • 
• • 
14.5 
14.2 
15.8 
: 7/16 
: 1/2 
: 1/2 
740 : 
620 
620 : 
650 
570 
800 
3 206 *A 
3 
C 
; 4.7 : 
4 • 4 « 
4 , * 
14.0 
12.3 
15.2 
: 5/16 
: 5/16 
: 3/8 
700 
670 : 
670 
700 
705 
760 
4 209 A 
B 
C 
: 4.6 : 
; ^ 
15.4 
15.5 
17.5 
: 5/8 
5/8 
r 11/16 
490 
540 ; 
490 : 
320 
315 
215 
5 210 A 
B 
C 
: 4.7 : 16.0 
18.1 
17.0 
: 11/16 
: 13/16 
: 11/16 
520 
490 
480 
225 
235 
235 
{continued on next page) 
TABLE :aY (continued) 
Ho. of 
esp, 
run 
Lab.note; 
book no.: 
pH of; 70 dry 
pulp ;fiber in 
stock ;wet aaat 
•.Thick- ;V/t. of 
:ness in; 1000 sq,. 
;inches :ft. -t" 
iiodulus 
of rupture 
211 *A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
;212" 
213 A 
B 
G 
D 
A 
B 
C 
3 
215" 
216" 
217 A 
B 
C 
D 
214 
218 A 
B 
G 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
219 
4.93 
4.0 
5.03 
4.9 
5.10 
5.20 
4.93 
5.2 
4.15 ; 
19.7 
20.7 
17.0 
19.0 
17.8 
29.5 
17.5 
20.3 
18.9 
17.3 
20.2 
20.4 
19.3 
18.8 
25 .2  
29.4 
2 2 . 2  
23.2 
15.8 
17.0 
18.6 
19,4 
20,4 
18.2 
20.6 
19.4 
19.3 
12.1 
1/2 
7/16 
7/16 
3/8 
7/16 
530 
630 
590 
620 
610 
385 
455 
380 
550 
510 
1/2 790 440 
7/16 
3/8 
3/8 
3/8 
550 
610 
630 
600 
615 
785 
575 
700 
9/16: 
1/2 
9/16 
7/16 
540 
570 
570 
590 
285 
335 
320 
370 
13/32 950 375 
1/2 630 420 
7/I6 
3/8 
3/8 
5/16 
620 
560 
490 
560 
500 
575 
460 
550 
3/8 
. 3/8 
3/8 
3/8 
560 
570 
610 
600 
350 
525 
600 
550 
1/4 
3/8 
5/16; 
1/2 
560 
580 
560 
340 
425 
575 
220 
200 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLit- XIV (continued) 
Ho»of;Lab.note; pH of; dry ;Thick.- ;Wt, of I Modulus 
exp, ;book no«;pulp ;fiber in;ness in;1000 sq,; of ruptura 
run ; ;stock ;wet mat ;lnchQg ;ft. ; 
11# :220 A 
: B 
C 
; D 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
14 
221 A 
B 
C 
S 
222 A 
B 
C 
D 
223 *A 
B 
C 
D 
824 *A 
B 
G 
D 
225 A 
B 
C 
D 
£ 
226 A 
B 
G 
227 A 
B 
C 
D 
3.3 
4.6 
4.6 
4.5 
2 , 2  
5.9 
2.5 
4.68 
19.6 
14.8 
13.5 
16.6 
7/16; 
5/8 : 
11/16; 
5/8 : 
580 
470 
420 
500 
23.1 
16.0 
15.6 
15.8 
1/2 
9/16; 
1/2 : 
9/16; 
620 
470 
530 
490 
16.5 
14.3 
19.3 
23.4 
9/16: 
9/16; 
9/16; 
5/8 ; 
470 
430 
530 
580 
18.9 
12.2 
13.1 
14.4 
7/16; 
7/16; 
3/8 : 
3/8 ; 
490 
410 
430 
480 
20.0 
24.0 
20.0 
21.2 
5/8 ; 
7/16; 
3/8 ; 
1/2 : 
450 
530 
560 
580 
20.2 
21.9 
19.1 
18.9 
17.7 
1/2 : 
1/2 : 
5/8 ; 
7/16; 
5/8 ; 
520 
540 
510 
460 
420 
26.4 
21.5 
21.4 
9/16; 
5/8 ; 
5/8 ; 
540 
510 
510 
19.1 
20.4 
17.5 
21.8 
5/8 ; 
3/4 : 
5/8 ; 
5/8 ; 
460 
400 
420 
450 
290 
200 
175 
250 
440 
S40 
320 
320 
280 
220 
370 
370 
200 
190 
220 
230 
160 
200 
320 
290 
300 
290 
225 
370 
220 
290 
270 
240 
170 
100 
140 
170 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE XIV (0 ont inued) 
B o .  o f  Lab,note 
Exp. book no 
run 
14 228 A 
B 
G 
D 
E 
14 229 A 
B 
C 
D 
15 230 A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
16 231 it 
B 
C 
16 232 *A 
B 
C 
17 :233 A 
< B 
• C 
ID 
18 234 A 
B 
C 
D 
19 ;235 A 
B 
c 
i  D 
• 1 E 
pH of; dry 
stock:fiber in 
;',76t mat 
1.4 
5.37 
5.55 
6.7 
4.15 
5.35 
5.02 
4.5 
16.8 
19.6 
16.8 
19.6 
17.6 
18.6 
20.7 
26.5 
23.7 
19.6 
22.0 
19.6 
19.2 
18«o 
18.2 
17.4 
16.3 
17.2 
17,2 
21.4 
17.6 
20.6 
23.0 
17.8 
21.2 
14.6 
15.6 
12.4 
15.7 
18.7 
14.8 
15.7 
19.0 
Thick- :Wt. o7 
neas ln;1000 sq. 
inches: ft. -I-" 
Modulus" 
of rupture 
Lost- The pH of the stock 
v;a3 made so low with HpSO^ 
that the boards charred 
upon drying. 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
5/8 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
?/l6 
3/4 
3/8 
7/16 
3/8 
3/8 
3/8 
3/8 
1/2 
7/16 
1/2 
1/2 
7/16 
7/16 
1/2 
7/16 
9/16 
7/16 
1/2 
7/16 
17/32 
530 
550 
610 
610 
550 
570 
520 
540 
410 
530 
550 
530 
550 
520 
550 
490 
520 
520 
460 
640 
460 
475 
450 
455 
575 
452 
525 
550 
330 
250 
270 
360 
320 
390 
350 
500 
200 
400 
510 
450 
390 
390 
600 
260 
360 
320 
300 
445 
265 
323 
245 
220 
283 
223 
300 
340 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE -XIY (continued) 
lfo#of;Lab,note: pH of: fo dry :!Uhiok-
£xp» :book no#:stock :fiber in:nass in 
rim ; : : wet mat;inches 
236. A 
B 
C 
D 
237 
238 
239 
A 
B 
G 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
243 A 
B 
C 
D 
240 
241 
242 
: 5.63 24.8 
20.6 
19.9 
: 4.76 27.4 : 
25.9 
26.1 
: 5.2 28.5 
26.3 : 
25.1 : 
25.8 : 
: 5.45 17.8 
15.6 : 
14.1 
14.1 ; 
15.0 : 
15.8 : 
15.2 ; 
: 5.0 18.6 : 
13.8 : 
17.1 : 
16.4 : 
: 5.6 14.9 : 
16.1 : 
17.2 : 
16.7 
: 4.5 18.0 ; 
19.0 • ; 
18.5 • ; 
18.3 ; 
:Wt, oJ 
:1000 sq. 
r 
Modulus 
of rupture 
7/16: 
1/2 • 
15/32: 
1/2 : 
600 
536 
560 
590 
420 
270 
285 
360 
7/16; 
5/161 
11/32: 
625 
590 
550 , 
455 
485 
345 
3/8 : 
7/16: 
13/32: 
13/32: 
650 
620 
630 
540 
520 
550 
460 
450 
3/8 ; 
11/32; 
13/32: 
11/32: 
560 
520 
580 
480 
455 
415 
335 
390 
7/16: 
7/16: 
15/32: 
540 
515 
510 
415 
410 
360 
13/32: 
15/32: 
sya : 
620 
530 
630 
565 
520 
340 
605 
395 
13/32: 
13/32: 
3/8 : 
11/32; 
635 
650 
670 
730 
555 
480 
590 
585 
7/16: 
7/16: 
15/32: 
15/32* 
570 
575 
615 
560 , 
215 
295 
320 
365 
(continued on the next page) 
TABLE XIV foontinuad) 
ijo.of: lab ."note: pH of; dry : Thick-; 
Exp. rbook no«;pTilp :fibsr in;ness in 
run : :stock ; wet naat;inches 
Wt. of 
1000 sq, 
•Pt. 
Modulus 
of rupture 
29 ;244 
30' 245 
31 246 
32 247 
33 
34 
35 
36 
A 
3 
C 
A 
3 
C 
D 
A 
B 
G 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
251 A 
B 
0 
D 
248 
249 
250 
4.8 
5.26 
4.4 
5.0 
5.2 
5.27 
4.5 
4.41 
18,4 
19.4 
19.3 
3/8 
3/8 
7/16 1 
570 ; 
580 ; 
600 ; 
370 
510 
390 
18,7 
20.3 
20.0 
20.1 
l/S 
15/32; 
7/16 
7/16 
525 : 
570 5 
565 ; 
595 : 
380 
380 
445 
495 
18.0 
18.4 
18.1 
18.1 
17/32 
17/32 
1/2 
1/2 
490 : 
515 ; 
548 ; 
535 ; 
400 
340 
380 
365 
18.7 
19.2 
21.4 
20,6 
17/32 
17/32; 
9/16 
9/16 
520 ; 
520 ; 
570 : 
560 ; 
200 
345 
395 
340 
IS.3 
20.1 
19.6 
18.2 
17/32 
1/2 
17/32 
1/2 
515 : 
545 : 
555 ; 
515 ; 
345 
355 
395 
305 
19.1 
18.9 
19.0 
18.2 
7/16 
1/2 
15/32 
13/32 
565 : 
580 ; 
620 ; 
620 ; 
415 
390 
490 
495 
18.3 
18.0 
20.0 
18.9 
15/32 
1/2 
17/32 
1/2 
540 ; 
540 ; 
590 ; 
570 ; 
350 
415 
390 
370 
19.7 
20.1 
20.3 
19.7 
15/32 
7/16 
1/2 
1/2 
605 ; 
675 ; 
630 ; 
610 : 
480 
450 
535 
470 
(continued on the next page) 
(TABLE XIY (continued) 
No •of: Lab .note: pH of; ^ dry ;Thiclc- :Wt* of I Modulus 
jixp. ; bo ok no.; pulp ;fi'ber in;ness in;1000 S(l#; of rupture 
run ; ; stock ;wet mat ;inches ;ft«i-" 
258 A 
B 
C 
D 
259 A 
B 
C 
D 
4.9 
4.93 
37 252 A : 3.95 19.3 
B ; 19.7 
G ; ; 20.6 
D ; t 19.8 
38 253 A : 4.6 21.0 
B ' 18.3 
c i 17.7 
D : 18.1 
39 254 A : 4.4 18.0 
B : 16.4 
C : 19.0 
D : 17.6 
40 255 A : 4.9 18.3 
B ; 17.3 
C : 18.4 
D : 18.5 
41 256 A : 4.5 24.0 
B ; 20.0 
C : 18.4 
42 257 A : 4.7 17.0 
B ; 17.8 
C ; 17.8 
D ; ; 20.1 
23,0 
22.7 
21.5 
28.4 
1/2 
15/32 
lo/S2 
15/32 
15/32 
15/32 
7/16 
15/32 
15/32 
640 485 
670 ; 540 
670 520 
650 550 
700 550 
645 475 
595 i 385 
640 : 440 
585 485 
580 ; 435 
625 465 
655 535 
670 475 
635 500 
670 545 
650 575 
690 505 
620 535 
540 275 
505 310 
550 400 
595 420 
630 565 
585 510 
625 450 
635 5S5 
655 480 
650 495 
650 570 
600 425 
650 570 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE XIV (Gonelud6 d) 
Ko. of; Lab .not a : pH of; 5^ dry 
Iixp, 
;Thick- :Wt, of : Modulus' 
book no.cpulp :fibar inrnass in:lOOO sc[.;of rupture 
;atook ;v7et mat ;inchaa ;ft, ; 
45 260 A ; 5.2 22.6 
B ; 84.8 
C ; 26.6 
D : 25.2 
46 261 A ; 4.85 23.0 
B ; 22.9 
C ; 24.3 
D ; 25.1 
47 262 A ; 4.67 26,2 
B ; 26^2 
C : 26.9 
D : 2 24.6 
48 263 A : 5.2 20,4 
B ; 21.7 
C ; 23.1 
D ; 22.8 
49 264 A : 4.5 22.9 
B ; 20,8 
C ; 21.2 
D : 21.7 
50 265 A ; ^ .7 23.4 
B : 23.9 
C ; 24.1 
: 22.3 
1/2 
15/32 
1/2 
15/32 
1% 
1/2 
1/2 
vtjzz 
17/32 
15/32 
15/32 
7/15 
7/16 
7/16 
9/32 
11/32 
5/16 
13/32 
13/32. 
13/32 
3/8 
3/8 
740 
725 
715 
760 
620 
635 
650 
700 
660 
660 
635 
625 
495 
545 
575 
570 
745 
670 
760 
610 
675 
670 
715 
695 
565 
620 
565 
565 
g?0 
400 
430 
405 
370 
345 
330 
370 
205 
255 
265 
265 
650 
660 
810 
450 
535 
600 
740 
480 
* These boards ware sized with 3^, rosin and 5^ alutn« 
' These boards ware sent through tha Downingtown press rolls. 
# This run was riside using broom corn stalks, 
" These ba!.rds v;ere pressed in the hydraulic press, 
' ' This run was made using rosin size for eheiaical. The rosin 
was precipitated onto the fibers during boating iay means of 
alum. 
** This run was made using the outer shell of sunflov^er. 
TABLE XV 
Water proof tests 
: After 1/2 hour After 24 hours 
Ho.of;Initial;Final:Initial;?inal: 56 in­
board ;thick- :thick; WQight:wt. ;crease 
:ness :nes3 ;in sms,:in graj 
Final;Final; % in-
thick ;wt* ;crease 
neas; 
15/32 : 1/2 
7/16 :15-|32 
15/3S ; 1/2 
3/8 : 7/16 
11/32 :13/32 
5/16 :11/32 
11/52 ;13/32 
3/8 ; 7/16 
5/16 ; 3/8 
7/16 : 1/2 
7/16 : 1/2 
3/8 ; 3/8 
15/32 : 1/2 
15|32 ;17/32 
15/32 ;17/32 
7/16 : 1/2 
1/2 ;17/32 
15/32 ;17/32 
7/16 :15/32 
3/8 ; 7/16 
13/32 :15/32 
7/16 ; 1/2 
13/32 ;15/32 
15/32 :17/32 
7/16 : 1/2 
15/32 ;17/32 
1/2 : 9/16 
1/2 ;19/32 
15/32 :17/32 
15/32 :17/32 
5/16 ; 3/8 
7/16 : 1/2 
14.4 50.6 
13.5 67.6 
15/3 70.5 
15.9 62.3 
14.4 60.2 
12«2 38.8 
12.2 61 
13/4 61.9 
13.8 54 
14.8 68.8 
15,3 68,4 
14.3 17.2 
14.9 66.4 
15/9 76.9 
14.3 70 
14.4 68.5 
15.3 73.6 
16,3 71.2 
16/5 66 .3 
14.2 62 
14.3 65 
15.3 70,8 
12,9 68.9 
13.3 77,3 
15.7 69,6 
16.7 74 
20.2 77.8 
18.2 81 
16.7 73.4 
12,9 71,5 
13.6 32.3 
15.6 66,8 
251 ; 1/2 ;73.2 
407 : 1/2 J 73.4 
360 :17/32;77.1 
292 ;15/32;68.1 
318 : 7/16;67.2 
218 ; 3/8 :52.6 
400 ;13/32;66 
362 :15/32;68.3. 
291 ; 3/8 ;59 
365 ;17/32;75.4 
347 ;17/32:75.2 
16.85 7/16:27.8 
345 :17/32;72.5 
38.5 ; 17/32:82.5 
389 ;17/32;77 
375 :17/32;74.9 
381 ; 9/16:80.1 
337 ;17/32:78.5 
302 : 1/2 :72.3 
337 : 7/16:66.8 
354 ;15/32;71 
362 : 1/2 :77.2 
434 : 1/2 :74.9 
481 :17/32:84.7 
343 ; 1/2 :76 
343 :17/32;80.3 
285 :19/32;86,7 
345 :19/32;85.4 
339 ; 9/16:79.9 
454 ; 9/16:77.4 
284 :13/32:56.5 
3S8 : 1/2 :71.1 
408 
443 
403 
328 
366 
331 
441 
402 
327 
409 
391 
94.4 
386 
419 
438 
420 
423 
381 
338 
370 
397 
404 
481 
537 
384 
381 
329 
369 
378 
500 
315 
355 
* This board was made from pulp digested with a 
make up liquor of rosin size. The rosin was pre­
cipitated onto the fiber during beating by use of 
alum. 
5 
'fhe following series of nins were 'nade by Mr« B.D.Cowan and Mr. 
E.C,irroeger under the direction of the 8.uthor. This VN'orV. •s^as done 
for senior research and ia renorted £s a special nrohlem by them, 
Tlie procedure used is Miat described before. 
The percenttge chemicals used are fiven as the percent of 
the YIFeight of comasLBIICS on the moist basis. The moisture is 
given in per cent. The cornstalks ased were finel,v sliredded by 
means' of the Smalley ensilage cutter. 
'j?he individual runs are reported in detail. 
1, 1.500 kg. cornstalks - E4.955 moisture. 
Cooked Vijith \i'ater for '•d hoars. 
Yield -80.7^ 0. 
These aeries oi runs were made to deteravine the effect of 
a continued use of the liqaor of a water cook for the make up 
liquor of another cook. 
3, 2.500 kg. cornstalks. - 24.9fo moisture. 
Cooked with the liquors forarm cook 1. 
Cooked 3 hours. 
Yield 
3. 1.500 kg. cornstalks - 19.4^  ^^ noisture. 
Liquors ' frooi 2 were used for cook liouor. 
Co-oked 2 hoars. 
Yield 79.0%. 
The cornstallca after dip^estion had a pleasant sweetish odor. 
4. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - IB.l^ o moisture. 
Liquor from 'd made up the cook liquor for this run. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield -62.3 
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She large variation ia yield wua due to mechcnioO. losses. 
5. 1.500 kg. cornstalks. - 18.1% moisture. 
Liquor from 4 made up the cook liquor iflcfr this run. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 7S.£ 
6. 1.000 kg. cornstalks — 21.moisture. 
200 gm, lime was added to the part of the liquor from a 
large water cook made in the large digester equipped with agitator, 
for make up liquor. / 
Cooked 18 hours. / 
Yield - 63.3fo. 
It was thought possible to precipitate any r-ummy, soluble 
material present in these liquors onto the fiber of the cornstalk 
by use of an amount of lime sufficient to clarify these liquors. 
7. 1.000 kg. liquor was prepared as before by adding excess 
lime to the liquor from a water cook. The lime , 300 gms. clari­
fied the liquors completely. 
Cooked o hoars. 
Yield 58.65&. 
8. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - 45.6^  moisture. 
40 gui. CaO added to the liquor of a water cook. 
Cooked hoars. 
Yield 87.2?^. 
;Lo« 1»000 kg. cornstalks - 38% moisture. 
4^ 0 CaO with the liquor of a water cook. 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield 77.45s. 
155 
9. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - 38^  moist-uie. 
ao gffis. CaO, 
Cooked l"! hours 
Yield 7S.5^S, 
11. 1.000 kg. - 38% moisture. 
k solution of of MaCl in tap water maae up the cook 
liquor. 
Cooked ^  hours. 
Yield -62.2% 
!iJhis cook was made to detepnime the effects of the "Hamar'' 
pulping process (9). 
12. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - 28.5% ,'noistare. 
4% MaCl 
Cooked 2k hours. 
Yield 81.8 
15. 1.000 kg. oornstilks. 
4:% HaCl 
Cooked 2 hoa rs. 
pH hefoie digestion 5.4 
pH after cooking 6.7 
Yield 58.^0 
14o 1000 kg, cornstalks — 40.5% moisture. 
4% ^ 2^ ^ 4^ 
Cooked £ hours. 
pH before digestion 7.0 
Yield -76.8 
ya2S04 is another of the chemicsls mentioned in the Bamar 
process patentsi {9). 
15. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - 40.5% moisture. 
S% HagSO^ { com^i.) 
Cooked 2 hours 
156 
Yield -713 
16. 1.000 kg. coxnstallcB - 52.6% moisture, 
4% i!i ailO2 {GOimn.) 
Qooked E hours. 
Yield 70.5fa. 
UaUOg is iiso mentioned in the Bamar process {9}. 
17. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - ll.l'jh raoiature. 
5% MOg 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield 73.4 
18. 580 gm, cornst©lks - ll.l^ i moistures 
420 gm. hone dry cornatalk 
2 fo MOg (comm.) 
I Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield - 73.0 
19. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - SO.Sfj moisture. 
5% IfaCl' 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield 56.8^. 
20. BOO gins, cornstalks - 16.6% moisture. 
6% HaCl. 
Cooked 1-g hours. 
Yield 70.0 fo. 
21. 800 gms, cornstalks - 16.6^  moisture. 
5^  Nagso^  
Cooked 2 hoars. 
Yield 72.3?5 
22. 900 gm. cornstalk - 22.O^ i moisture, 
Z% Zn Cly 
Cooked 2 hours. 
157 
Yield 57.1% 
!]?he use of ZnCl„ is mentioned in the "Ramar" patents (9). Ct 
23. 1000 kf?. cornstalks 22.0% moisture 
4% ZnClg 
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield 64.5 %. 
24. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - 22.0 % moisture. 
ZnCl.^  
Cooked 2 hours. 
Yield 55.0 
25. 1.000 kg. cornstalks - 21.356 moisture. 
4^ i ZnClg 
Cooked 2t hours. 
Yield 55.7 % 
An attempt was made J to increase the yield of this type of 
treatment hy heating the cooked cornstalks in their cook liquors 
and ihenadjastlng the pH by ®ans oi add to the Talue found most 
eMiolent for optimum sizing. The attempt aid not show any merit. 
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CABLE ZVI 
Lab.note:Yield, in: 
book no.:per cent: 
pS of: $ ary:i'iiick- :Wt. of 
stock: fibertness in:1000 sq« 
: wet :inches ;£t» 
Modulus 
of rupture 
3 
8 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
C 
0 
A 
B 
0 
D 
80.7 
46.7 
79.0 
6E.3 
73. a 
63,3 
58.6 
87.2 
4.5 : ia.7 : 6/16 
: 14.0 ; 3/8 
: 13.4 : 3/8 
: 13.1 ; 5/16 
4.75 
6.3 
6.26 
4.8 
high 
6 . 2  
5.0 
13.9 
11.1 
14.0 
15.0 
11.0 
11.5 
12.1 
11.9 
14.3 
16.6 
16.4 
11.9 
18.8 
19.6 
18.3 
18.5 
6/16 
1/S 
7/16 
3/8 
1/4 
1/4 
5/16 
1/4 
3/8 
1/16 
3/8 
1/2 
12,6 : 3/8 
13.9 : 7/16 
14.4 : 7/16 
14.2 : 7/16 
19.6 : 1/4 
17.0 : 1/4 
20.5 : 1/4 
16.3 : 1/4 
23.4 ; 7/16 
21.7 : 7/16 
17.4 : 3/8 
17.9 : S/8 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
660 
700 
650 
690 
610 
540 
560 
650 
560 
700 
670 
650 
620 
650 
620 
620 
610 
590 
590 
610 
910 
1000 
1000 
950 
710 
590 
640 
600 
910 
910 
840 
990 
560 
1000 
620 
620 
500 
560 
450 
800 
650 
700 
760 
800 
660 
670 
610 
590 
490 
490 
500 
475 
1100 
1440 
1580 
1280 
590 
460 
630 
660 
660 
1250 
750 
1100 
{Continued on the next page) 
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TKBISI XVI continued 
La"b • no te; Y ie Id iti: 
book no,:per ototj 
• • 
• * 
pH of: 
stock; 
• 
« 
% dry-
fiber 
wet mat 
:Wt, of : 
:ness in: 1000 sq,: 
: inches :£t,i-" : 
Modulus 
of rupture 
9 A 
B 
C 
D 
73.5 5,1 17.5 
20,0 
19,0 
18.6 
: 3/8 : 
: 3/8 
: 7/16 : 
; 7/16 
650 
620 
660 
520 
630 
530 
460 
430 
10 A 
B 
0 
3) 
77,4 4,1 20,6 
18.5 
21.6 
18,9 
: 7/16 
: 7/16 
: 3/8 
: 3/8 
590 
530 
640 
650 
460 
430 
650 
475 
11 A 
B 
0 
D 
82,2 3,9 20,0 
20,6 
21,3 
18,6 
: 7/16 
: 3/8 
: 3/8 
; 1/2 
540 
620 
640 
460 
450 
700 
620 
310 
12 A 
B 
C 
D 
81,8 3,1 20,2 
19,9 
18.9 
18,6 
: 7/16 
: 7/16 
: 3/8 
: 7/16 
540 
510 
560 
470 
400 
360 
490 
360 
IS A 
B 
0 
D 
58,2 4,7 17,2 
21,7 
21,0 
21,2 
: 3/8 
: 5/16 
: 5/16 
: 1/4 
660 
640 
640 
630 
620 
610 
600 
.600 
14 A 
B 
C 
D 
76.8 5,1 22.7 
21.8 
20,4 
21,0 
: 7/16 
: 7/16 
; 7/16 
: 3/8 
460 
560 
430 
510 
100 
260 
230 
320 
15 A 
B 
0 
D 
71,8 4,6 20,0 
21,6 
21.6 
19,3 
: 7/16 
; 3/8 
: 7/16 
: 7/16 
480 
540 
520 
520 
375 
420 
450 
430 
16 A 
B 
0 
D 
70,5 5,3 21.8 
20,8 
21,3 
20.8 
: 1/2 
: 1/2 
: 1/2 
: 1/2 
460 
500 
360 
460 
330 
375 
360 
390 
17 A 
B 
C 
D 
73,4 5,3 21.1 
20,0 
22,7 
21,6 
: 7/16 
: 9/16 
: 1/2 
: 1/2 
500 
450 
470 
500 
330 
V 250 
'310 
350 
(Continued on the next page; 
TAB IE XTI continued 
Lab•note 
book no* 
Yield in: pH of; io ary :!rhici:- -.m* of ; Modulus 
per cent: stock; fiber :ness in:1000 sq*: of rupture 
' ;wet mat ;inoJie8 ;ft. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
0 
D 
A 
B 
C 
3 
A 
B 
G 
3) 
A 
B 
0 
B 
73*0 
56*8 
70*0 
72*3 
67*1 
64*5 
55*0 
55*7 
4*3 
3*9 
4*5 
4*8 
3*9 
4*8 
4*4 
4*8 
21*6 
24*8 
21*8 
20*8 
1/2 
7/16 
7/16 
1/2 
600 
520 
580 
520 
420 
375 
520 
420 
22*0 
21.3 
22*8 
22*8 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
7/16 
480 
510 
470 
530 
290 
310 
270 
400 
20*8 
21*8 
22*4 
21*4 
1/2 
9/16 
1/2 
1/2 
450 
440 
420 
420 
200 
220 
210 
250 
22*2 
23*0 
26*8 
23*3 
9/16 
9/16 
9/16 
9/16 
402 
440 
440 
410 
250 
225 
240 
225 
20.0 
19*8 
20*6 
20*6 
7/16 
7/16 
7/16 
3/8 
540 
520 
570 
610 
375 
420 
600 
540 
19*9 
18*7 
20*4 
20*7 
2/8 
7/16 
3/8 
3/8 
660 
630 
620 
720 
800 
550 
510 
520 
21*0 
20*8 
21*0 
21*8 
3/8 
3/8 
:7/l6 
7/I6 
620 
630 
590 
650 
700 
700 
620 
450 
21*5 
17*8 
17*0 
18*5 
5/16 
9/32 
3/8 
11/32 
780 
760 
630 
615 
860 
790 
590 
645 
* These boards were sized with 3jo rosin and alum* The arabic 
numerals given in the first column correspond to the number of 
the experimental run given before as well as the board number 
in the laboratory note book. The yield given in per cent is that 
correspoMlag to each experimental rua* 
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TABLii XYII 
water proof tooi-a 
fb « of: Ini 11 a'l 
board: thioli­
ne as 
5 
5 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
SO 
>ri 
82 
2J5 
25 
3/8 
5/16 
7/16 
5/16 
1/4 
•3/8 
1/4 
5/8 
7/16 
3/8 
7/I6 
S/8 
1//-
7/16 
1/2-
1/2-
1 / 2  
7/1G 
1/2 + 
S/IG 
S/8-
3/8 
S/B 
6/16 
After 1/2 htour 
plnaT 
thi ck 
ness 
"I57ST 
7/16 
3/8 
1/8 
3/a 
5/16 
7/16 
1/4+ 
1/2 ' 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
7/16 
V/16 
1/2 
l/2t 
1/2^ 
0/1G 
1/2 : 
9/16-v: 
5/8 : 
3/tn; 
7/16 : 
V/16: 
11/32: 
tnmal 
weight 
"lor 
13.7 
9.6 
17.8 
12,4 
13 *6 
14 • 2 
13.1 
12.3 
14,7 
12^8 
13.3 
13. S 
10.2 
12 • 2 
13 .2 
12*3 
16.2 
12.6 
13.6 
14.2 
13.7 
14.4 
IS, 8 
11.7 
,?lnal 
wt* 
T?TI> 
57.7 
41 .t) 
70,0 
53.8 
25.0 
60.3 
17.3 
60.2 
61,2 
57.1 
60.2 
45.5 
69.9 
61.3 
65*8 
67.1 
74.6 
63^.8 
79.1 
» 2 
52.9 
55.5 
52.8 
 ^ 51.5 
in-
craase 
Ttnr 
321 
32 a 
293 
334 
83.8 
324 
32.1 
316 
346 
353 
227 
488 
402 
445 
360 
406 
481 
540 
E86 
385 
31 
340 
Aftar 24 hours 
I'inal: Final 
thiok; ^-"Vt. 
lioas 1 
I7IST 
1/2-: 
3/8 ; 
9/l6i 
7/16 
5/16 
1/2 
5/16 
1/2 
1// 
l/S 
1/2 
7/16 
7/16 
1/2-j-
9/16 
9/16 
5/6 
1/2^ 
5/8 
5/8 
7/16 
7/16 
7/16 
3/8 
tt 
63.6 
76.2 
77.0 
58.8 
41.2 
67.5 
31.0 
67,0 
67.0 
62.6 
66.0 
53.3 
63.6 
64.8 
69.1 
70.0 
81.4 
06.5 
83.3 
07.4 
57.3 
60.0 
57.9 
57.0 
••••iiy'"" /i) 
incre:ise 
334. 
364. 
677. 
333. 
374. 
203. 
137! 
446. 
356. 
3SS 4 
3ii6. 
2fi4v 
523. 
431. 
4'v3. 
468. 
402. 
443. 
512. 
516. 
318. 
322, 
352. 
387 « 
Th£) board nuuibor in tho above table corresponcls to the 
nuraber of cool-ij givaii befora. Board 0. s7a;.? sized. 
1'ABI.S XVIII 
!l?he Tie Id Secured from Various Sypes of Treatment is 
QJalmlated Below 
Treatment 
Lime Soda ABii Alum Kosin 
% Yield Ezp. Ho % Yield Hxp.Ifo^ Yield £xp. Ho. Yield Exp. Ho. 
76.0 2 75.4 11* 65.5 29 77.4 30 
62.0 3 69.4 12 69.7 32 78.8 31 
84.0 4 66.2 13 61.7 33 
70^6 5 72.8 14 64.9 34 
75.0 6 71.6 15 66.5 35 
77.0 7 62.5 16 64.3 36 
03.9 9 76.3 17 
5S.,8 26 71.1 18 
66*8 26 77.6 19 
71.1 27 59.0 22 
64,7 28 52.0 23 
^2.7 41* 
6.?.. 5 6" 
58.6 7" 
87.2 8" 
73.5 9" 
77.4 10" 
71.5 67.85 65.4 78.1 
(continued on next page) 
i. 6 3 
Treatment 
HCl Ua SO « • MO '^ ater 
% yield:Jixp. No. ;% yieldriiXp.Mo.:% yield;£xp.j3o. :% yield;jixp.Bo. 
67.7 : 37 : 71.3 : 42 : 69.2 ; 44 : 51.7 ; 47 
60.9 : 38 : 76.8 ; 14" : 56.7 ; 46 : 80.7 : 1" 
66.4 : 39 ; 71.8 ; 15" : * * : 79.0 ; 3" 
68.9 ; 40 ; 72.3 : 21" ; • • : 62.3 ; 4" 
• « 
• « 
• 
• 
; 73.2 : 5" 
• 
65.9 •! 
• * 
i 73.5 
• 
0 
« 
• 
* 
62.85-! 
• • 
: 69.4 •! 
NaOl ; NaHO ZnCl 
fo yield; jExrp.I'Io,yield-.Itxp.no.' ; 
82.2 11" 70.5 : 16" : 57.1 : 22" 
81.8 12" 73.4 ; 17" : 64.5 : 23" 
58.2 13" 73.0 ; 18" ; 55.0 ; 24" 
56.8 19" * • 55.7 ; 25" 
70.0 20" * 
• 
» 
• 
69»8 72.3 58.1 
* Refers to 'broofn corn stalks and is not Included in the 
average given. 
' Refers to the sunflower. It is not included in these 
averages. 
" These runs were made by Mr. Covviin and ivir. Zroeger under 
the direction of the author. 
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Conclusion- Thsse series of expari:flantal runs have shovvn 
that the most satisfactory type of insulation lumber may be 
made from cornstalks by digestion with che-flictils. 
The strength, axprassed as modulus of rupture, was excep­
tionally high in nearly all board samples prepared. 
She sixing quality of the board samples seems to be al­
most nil in all cases. The only case on record in which any 
sizing effect was observed was that of 245. In this run the 
cornstalks had been digested with a cook li'iuor coaiposed of 
rosin size as chemical. The sizing effect was then obtained 
by the addition of alum during the be--ting process. It has 
been shown that this cooking agent has promise. 
The unsized boards prepared by CowAii and ^Ir. Kroeger 
which gave evidence of sizing quality were very dense and thus 
the lack of porosity would account for their imperviousness to 
water. 
Tha reuse of the digestion liquors, strengthened by the 
addition of the amount of the chemicals used in the original 
cook has been proven to be of great value. This principle is 
siallar to thai of the "Semi-Chemical Pulping Process" (18) 
developed at the Forest products Laboratoi-y for the utiliza­
tion of cheap pulp woods. 
The "Ramar" pulping process has been investigated and 
and shown to be of value In the production of pulp suitable 
for insulation lumber. 
The uss of acids hao hudn iiivestigateci along with 
the control of the acidity of ths digestion liquor hy mcjans of 
pH deteriuixiatlon# It has be-in auowii thac the amount of acid re­
quired to bring tlia ixcidity to a certain pll incraaGaL:- with the 
numoer of times the liquor has bean reuuod. 
It has boon shown that thu harshness of rod 'flill prepared 
mechanical pulojcan not ba removed by digestion under steam 
pressure aithar with or without the aid of cheiaicals for the 
digestiou liquor. This harshnsoa did not lower the strength of 
the sa:nole boards prepared froa this pulp, as the modulus of 
rupture for these samples v?as equally hi^- as the aodulua of 
rupture of most samples prepared. 
The yield of pulp recovered froa any treatraent may be 
aasily as high as YO - 75'^ . 
The pulps prepared were, in general, free enough to form 
a iie-t of sufficient thickness on any board forming taachine of 
proper design. The lime cooked pulps v/ere most usually very 
alow on the other hand. 
XVI. Ti iK Aaa M TH£ COBKSTALJiD 
The mineral matter present in the cornstalks is generally 
high "because of the prasanca of foreign matter aueh as "dirf. 
This dirt is mechanically held the cornstalks and may be re-
oiovad by methods devised for this purpose. The amount of dirt 
present in the cornstalks will reach a staggering sum in commer­
cial practice even if not more than a few per cent becsauso of 
the huge quantities of stalks involved. It is because of this 
that a datermlnation of this value is nacessarj/. 
The dirt is gathered by the stalks probably most usually by 
actual contact with t]-J although a large amount must be 
gathered during dust storms and the like. If the cornstalks are 
pastured during the v7iater, a considerable number will be tram­
pled to earth, and when gathered will thus have adhering to 
them much.dirt. The method devised by the Department of Agri­
cultural Engineering of Iowa State College for gathering the 
stalks involves the use of an ordinary sickle bar, as used in 
hay mowers, which cuts the stalks close to the ground allowing 
them to fall to earth before being gathered. If the ground is 
muddy, upon falling to earth they vYill gather dirt in a manner 
anologous to that of trampling by cattle. The amount of dirt 
thus picked up depends directly upon the condition of the field, 
being almost negligible if the field is hard and dry, 
A value of 3,0% was set for the percentage of ash in corn­
stalks that had no mechanically held miiieral matter. This value 
167 
was an average of many analysis reported in the litoratura (65). 
The per cent dirt was taken as the per cent ash above 3.0, 
The following samples v/era t.:ilv.Qn, in some cases from the 
shreddet directly and in other cases from the bale. The pro-
cQdure for ashing has oaen given uls ewhere. 2^he per cent ash 
is based on the oven dry material. Credit for these figures is 
due to iflr. ii.C. Xrooger v/ho jaado all of these determinations. 
TABLE XIX 
sample Method of ^0 mineral Dirt 
number procuring matter 
Shredder 
1. t! 7,00 4.00 
4. F! 7.00 4.00 
6. 1? 4.34 1.34 
7. IT 7.00 4.00 
8. tl 7.00 4.00 
10. IT 6.00 3.00 
14. TT 5.00 2,00 
15. !t 4.40 2.40 
16. IT 6.00 3,00 
17. TT 6.00 3.00 
18. fT 5.00 2.00 
619. IT 8.00 5.00 
Average 6.06 3,06 
2. Bale 10.00 7,00 
5. Tt 5.00 8,00 
5. ft 10,. CO 7.00 
9. JT 10.50 7.50 
11. n 5,00 2.00 
18. n 5.00 2.00 
13. TT 5.46 3.46 
Average of the samples taken from bales:7.42 4.42 
Aver; 1 >^6 of all samples talren: 6.41 3.41 
Percentage Ash in BoardSamples 
Board 
5A 
6A 
7A 
8A 
9A 
lOA 
llA 
12 A 
ISA 
14A 
5.2G 
Would not aah 
3.86 
Would not ash 
2.63 
6.74 
3.00 
1,00 Jisceptionall^ ; low 
3.90 
2.90 
Average 3.78 
These board samples v/ere prepared fro a unsized pulp. The 
addition of size to the pulp introduces a certain percentage 
of ash, "but these saaiples were not taken frora sized boards and 
therefore the ash pr^ii-'Ont here is comparable to the minaral 
matter present in the original cornstilks. A comparison of 
this table with the t-'blo giving tlie avor->.ge perceiitage of ash 
in the original cornstalks shows that this has been reduced 
S.62 per cent. 
XVII. alCliOdOOPlO dT-UDILS 
Microscopic studlies of insulation board fibers and of in-
sulatioi) lumber were i iltiatad as a method for deter;ai;ii;ig the 
africacy of a specific pulp prep.iration. 
The photo-aicrographB vvero taken by Ivir» I.H. Richardson of 
the Photo ^ioction of Iowa State College, They are all of approja-
imataly fifty diaroaters magnification. 
ffhe fiber slides '.vere prepared by using jaathods described 
in Paper Testing llathods (66). The photo-micrographs of the 
board surfaces were taken without any treatment of the sample. 
The cross, sections vv^re prepared fro^a the board samples by use 
of a razor blade. The sections of the cornstalk wore prepared 
in similar manner. The section and surface samples were all much 
too thick to use transmitted light in the photo-graphing and.ab~ 
sorbed so very much light that a photomierogra.ph could notbe 
taken of them with an ordinary metallograj^<]:.Ic camera. It waa 
necessary to direct a strong source of light on tiiU board surface 
in order to secure sufficient illumination. 
i?ho to-micrographs 1 and S Bhow the structure of the corn 
plant; the cortex, fibro vavsaular bundlea and pith cells. Liumber 
3 is of fibers from a "iviasonite" insulation board. This is pro­
duced by "steam exploding" wood waste. iJumber 4 is of Inaulite 
fibers. These are from paper pulp screenings, Ilumber 5 is of 
Vazcane fibers. These fibers are produced from sugar cane by 
stone grinders. ITumber 6 is of "Gelotex" fibers. These fibers 
are produced from sugar cane haga-BB-J, ho.? is of fibe rs produced 
by passing V700d chips, exhaustad of ilieir rosin content through 
the laboratory swing hamner mill./^8 is of board fibers produced 
by two methods frca exhausted wood Chios. These fibers are 
15^ treated h;, the -swing haaraer mill and by Brauer grinding 
equipment. A(i.9 is of Inso-board fibers. ^Tiese fibuirs are of 
straw, MlO is of xlaftex fibers, made from exhausted licorice 
root. A&ll is of exhausted wood chip fiber produced by dry grind­
ing in an attrition type mill by the Allis Chalmers Co. of 
Milwaukee, Wise, followed by beating in the 1 lb. laboratory 
beater for 1-|- hours. The large amount of wood flour produced 
during the grinding is easil;y sev^n. in the photo-micrograph. 
The fibers of 7 and 8 were being developed b,;, the Hercules Pow­
der Co* for insulation lumber while that of 11 is of fibers 
produced fro'a Hercules Powder Go. exhaused wood chipsr ilumber 
12 is of a mechani ial pulp produced from cornstalks by pass­
ing them through the swing hammer mill three tiiaes successively. 
It is easily seen from this photo-micrograph that owing ham­
mer trea^tment is shredding in character. ?he pith portion ap­
pears distinci from the fibe^-s and as; amall pieces or bits. Mu-
herslS and 14 are of s w mill waste wood chips prepared by i,lr. 
5*. Puttaert in this laboratory, ifd attempted to produce insul­
ation hoard fiber from previously unsoftened wood chips by 
treatment i,i tlie beater alone, but with the aid of certain 
"secret chemicals" v;hile beating. These were supposed to aid 
in the hydration. 
irarab€?i3 15 and 16 are of. oorriou;:!:-. flbera pcoducud by 
aitsans, aurabur 15 ia of .•aaohaxj.ic-l piilp fioc -a pro-
dace a o;> Delating tJhreddciii corxiyb'ilitS fov Uiru- hours in thii 
100 li)» li'-LULDptid ivit}! a btid j^ latvi, plUi a"p« 
p-Hiro very plainly aa in "chui'.ks'-. iluia'Dcr 16 iii of ;a«sch-aaio..il 
DUlp fibots oroducc." by paaauig ^jui shredded eornutilia* tjirough 
the Bi/ing hao'iar jill,e:!Ui-;>p id wit;;. t-]i« scrc>.:.a h:J.vlas: round 
pi! I'forat ions^ once and t'-.en througii thu burr atone faill tJiree 
tiaus. iluaber 17 ia of a •a6chav:;lcal cornBtulk pruparafl by 
pjisoin?^ iShreddod corninalkiJ tLrough tho iswing hamper alll equip-
pi^id v/ith tliQ aoreun having p«v-forations l/l6" b^ l/S" arranged 
iii harrin:iba,-!i3 fashion. T]wabar 10 is of paper fihere producyd 
fro:a eoras;;.iU.k3 by digeatin.; wlili cituslic alkali under pressure 
•m& boat lag: ia tlie usual mnner. iJuabcsrs 19 and 20 aro of sul­
fite and sulfato wood fibers, and £1 iu of ground wood paper 
fiber* This spocifnoii isi of ralativaly high quality; tu^ fibers 
arc long :i-au ..hia, liiirnbu.-e y2 is of a raaisollth Gurfuca. 
ITusttbocs 23 and 24 arc- of oorntsuilk und cor.sj cob callul 1th pulp. 
• liti aiaount of Irua fibc3r present iii the cornsi il': palp is oon--
t:idurably greater than in th-i oorneoo pulp, :ii<3 gulatiniaa^Ion 
of the pulp can be easily Luon fro-a Ui-'-au xjhoto-aicrographs, 
T.tuahtfQ 25 and 26 'are of '•I.iaaoi'.lte"' iuaiilatlo.u lurnaar. Theao 
chov/ why inaulatio.) lufaacjr insulates agalxii^.i. lieaL cold, 
tfua'bors 27 and 2a are of "CQlotax" surface and cros« seotioru 
"'ary s-uall "o.irt le'i ea of pi';:a -nay be aee:! as ishiny particles in 
both fchi3 surfaco and section, liumbcra SV and 30 are of "Insul-
7 ' Jt 
ite" surface and aection. Tlie shive appearing in the section 
gives the appearance of a knot in lumber. Hum'bers 32 and 34 are 
of "ivlaizewood" surface and. sections, ilaizsewood is laade from 
corn stalks. The pith in this hoard appears held in position by 
the fibrous material. Uunabar 35 ia of the surCace of a i,iasonit-e 
"Presdwood" board. She fibers are very much closer together 
than those in Liasonite insulation lunaber. Humber 56 is of corn-
Btalk "pressed board" surface, This board '.ms prepared from 
very fine mechanical pulp which possessed a low degree of hy­
dration. iluinber 37 is a scction of Lith, made from flax straw. 
The fibers are seun to be much better separated than those of 
number 38 which is also made from flax straw. Lith is a thick 
insulation rnaterial made b.v the Union ]?ibre Co. and Fibro ?elt 
is a board made by the same company. [The space extending throt^h 
the center of number 38 is not representative. iJumbers 39 and 
40 are of a board made by the Bureau of Standards in the Ames 
laboratory, April 19» 1929. '-^he pulp was prepared b.> cooking 
the-corns talks p/ith vvaier under 50 lb. steam pressure for three 
hours. :^ he treatment after the digestion was by the rod mill. 
The shiny particles are of pith, aumbers 41 and 42 are of the 
two surfaces of a board made by the Bureau of standards in the 
Ames laboratory, January 31, 1929, The pulp is of mechanical 
stock. Surface S is the machine surface- the board wat; miide on 
the Oliver forming machine- and surface 1 is the opposite, 
ourface 1 has collected most of the fines, Number 43 is of a 
cross section of the same board, dumber 44 is of 
a surface of a cork substitute insulation material. This shows 
that the interstices are much greater than those in insulation 
lutnbsr. IJufnher 45 is of a board prepared from outer shell of 
the sunilov;er stalk. This board is number 256 prepared in 
experiment 41, of chapter XV. number 46 is of the aufface of a 
cork substitute material prepared froa sunflower pith, The 
pulp for this material prepared bj/ beating the rnechani-
c:illy separated pith without digestion with chemicals, immber 
47 is of the surface of a cork substitute cQaterial prepared 
from cornstalk pith. The pulp for thfes material .vas prepared 
fro a the aechanically separate;] pith by aiechanical means alone. 
The ]ast two board samples were of very iovV'^ density approx­
imately 0.0082 pounds p^r cubic inch in either case. TLa den­
sity of the cork substitute material sho';7n in number 44 v/..s 
approximately twice that of tliose above, lJumber 48 iu of cork. 
These photo-micrographs show the structuee of insulation 
lumber. A few differences between fibers prepared from similar 
materials, by different methods are nGtev/orth^jr. These raay be 
noted batv/een "Vazcane" and "Celotex" , numbe^-s 5 and 6. They 
also indicate that corristalk pith does not cement the fibers arrl 
in this manner greatly increase the strength of the board over 
that of a similar board prepared from the fibrous part of the 
stalk. They show,too, th?-.t: is is i.mpoSGible to "draw pith into 
i'iber". 
These studies are not co:apl6te but represent a study of the 
most usual brands of insulatioii lumber on the markci today. 
A Plioto-islicrograph of a Cross Section of a Cornstalk 
A Photo-Micrograph of a Longitudinal Section of a Cornstalk 
? >1 rr 
- 1 
3. I\la3onit0 Jiber 
•5: 
4. Insulite Fibers 
5. vazcane Fiber 
6» Calotex Fiber 
j 7 7 
7, Exhausted wood chip fiber. 
8. lixliausted wood chip fiber 
9^ Inao-board flbor 
11. j&hausted wood chip fibar 
IS, Cornstalk fibar 
) • ? n 
13. Hamlock fiber. 
14, Douglas fir fiber. 
1 
I 
? Q - \  
15, cornstalk fiber. 
16. Cornstalk fiber 
'i 
i 
17. cornstalk fiber. 
18. Cornstalk paper fiber. 
19. Sulfite wood fiber 
EO, Sulphate wood fiber 
81, Ground wood fiber 
22. lifeiz.oiith surface 
I ^  h 
23, Cornstalk cellulith pulp. 
24. Corn cob celliilith pulp. 
1.8 6 I 
I 
25. Masonite - surface 
26. ilasonita - cross section. 
27. CelotGx -surface 
28, Celotax ~cross section 
li 
Insulite- surface. 
Insulite- cross saction 
i 
i 
31. Inso-tioard surface. 
I 
I ! Sa. Inso-'board -cross section. 
1 
\ 9 0 
'laiaewood surface. 
i 9 [ 
Masonite "Pre3dwood"surfacQ. 
Cornstalk "Pressed "board" surface. 
Lith cross section 
38, Pioro Felt cross section 
39# Co^notali: -ooard 
41. Cornstalk board surface 1 
42, Cornstalk board surface 2 
43. Cornstalk board cross section 
44. Cornstalk insulation material 
I C .) (Q 
45. Sunflower board surface. 
Board made from sunflower pith- surface. 
1*0 ;a oopnc'tal 
C o X. Oil 
j.98 
XVIII. :,USC2.ILAHj:0U3 DATA 013 VABIOUS J30ARDS 
Mas0nit6 
Celotex 
Insulite 
Cornstalk 
Celotez 
Inso-board 
* 
A. Heat Conductivity 
Conductivity* 
0.328 
0.348 
0.338 
0.342 
0.330 
0.330 
Authority 
U.S. Bureau of 
Standards 
U.S. Bureau of 
tJtandards 
J.C. Peebles 
U.3. Gypsum Co. 
G.B.Gebhardt 
G.B.Gebhardt 
B.T.U. per sq., ft. per 1°F. temperature difference 
for one hour for one inch thickness. 
B. Strength* 
Jodulus of rupture wt. of 1000 sq.ft. 
thick 
Insulite 460 765 
Maizewood 472 670 
Masonite 380 8G3.6 
Celotex 280 663.5 
Ins 0-board 180 711 
' The above ditahava been collected in this laboratory. 
The modulus of rupture tests have been made by Mr. 
C.JE. Hartford. 
j 9 9 
C. Tensile strength 
Celotax 373* 
Insulite 157* 
Inso-board 239 2/3* 
* 3y R»V/. Hunt and Co« 
D.Comparative Rigidity of l?all Sheathed v;ith IVood and 
Woo d Subst * t ute ii. 
Distortion in inches 
Thrust in lbs, 
1600 
1600 
1600 
1500 
Celotex 
0.04'^  
0,035' 
•.'.'cod 
554* 
4il0' 
5,OS** 
4,44-
5,84*** 
J.JIU "I..,'. T. XI D 
0.15*** 
* Hunt and Go* 
' Uni* of Minn* 
**ColU!ii'bia Uni, 
Rowley, Uni. of Minn, 
E, Bonding St^englih 
Celotex 
Inso-b oard 
Insulite plaster base 
LbSipor sq. ft. 
Bonded siirfaca 
8G3 
873 
1152 
Authority 
3*B* Gebhardt 
G*B« (jebhardt 
C»ff, Burgess 
Laboratories 
p« water-proof Quality of Certain Insulation Bo:irds 
Absorption after: 1/2 hour S4 hours 
ilaso ni t e 12,^  49, 5^  ^
Celotex 15,52^i 52,9^b 
insulite ll*79';i6 35,6^ 
Inso-board _ 10,91;^$ 
Cornstalk board i4:fo rosin size) 12*22^ 40^O^-
Those tests have been made by i,ir, R.V/, Richardson i 
laboratory. 
yo 
n t-his 
200 
G. IJail Holding Power of Insulation Lumber 
: 3ize in inches 
:no.of; Spacing tlvlax, ;Kind of: 
:nails: inches: load : nails : 
Diaraetar :La ngth 
• 
• 
« 
• Head • • 
celotex : 4 4 : S45^-: Roofings 5/16 0.139 : 1 1/2 
: 4 : 6 : S45*:Roofing: 5/16 0.139 : 1 1/2 
: 4 ; : 2S8*: 6-d : 1/4 0.112 : 2 
: 4 6 : 235*: 6-d ; 1/4 0.112 : 2 
Inso-
board : 4 : 6 :Roofing; 0.500 0.139 : 1 X/2 
: 4 : 6 ;230^='^ : e-d : 0.865 0.112 f 2 
* Robt, V/, Hunt and Co. 
G.F# Gebhardt 
This data glvQB some idea of what insulation board re.illy 
* — 1 s • 
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From ti :ie to titna, prophets have arisen to tell the 
date when the forests of the U.J3, would be exhausted. 
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shown by events of subsequent years. In 1912, Dr, ]?6r-
mon r;aid that the saw timber would be used up between 
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Agriculture of research data which might have a bear­
ing on the industrial utilization of farm products. 
,50. Ros3man,J. History of Lasiinated r/all Board patents. 
Paper Trade Journal,, 86,Uo.3; 45. Jan.19,1928. 
The credit for the beginning of thu 7/all board 
industry belongs to Henry Clay, an Englishman who was 
granted patent no. 1027 in 1772, for the aethod of 
preparing panels by pasting together several sheets of 
paper into a board which was dried and dipped in oil 
or varnish, jo iiaproyements vvere made until 1845 v/han 
Charles PoiXefeld of london waij granted British patent 
no. 10,9?. •. 
1. Hale 99,352 Feb.1,1870 
A sheet of thick strav/ board covered with coal 
2. Gobb 111,611 Feb. 7,1871 
A strav7 boa^ the upper surface of which was 
coated vrith oil, entire board is then coated with 
linseed oil and resin. 
5. Ellsworth 181,778 Sept. 5, 1876 
paper sheathing composed of two or more sheets 
cemented together by coal-tar, the raw edges being 
protected by hems containing cord, tapes, or v7ire, 
4. Hansen 199,435 Jan. 22,1878, 
several paper boards saturated 7/ith boiled linseed 
oil and dried, and consolidated into a solid board. 
5. Armstrong 206,850 Aug. 13,1878. 
Laths of wood saturated with bitumen covered on one 
or both sides with felt paper. 
6. Hamilton 269,851 Dec. 26, 1882. 
Laminated sheets made of paper pulp, glue bichromate 
of potash, alum and silica giving a Vi?aterproof and fireproof 
board. 
7. Hamilton 269,816 Dec. 26, 1882. 
Sheets of paper secured together and corrugated trans-
varaely so as to cause its surface to present the appearance 
of several strips of ordinary weatherboard. For flooring and 
ceiling the edges are offset to form rabbets. 
8. Hamilton re-issue 19,287 . Sept. 25, 1883. 
Several sheets of paper sat-pratad with resin and oil, 
and then coated with-a solution of milk-cured and lima in or­
der to waterproof it. 
9. Hamilton 269,817 Dec. 2.6, 1882. 
A laminated paper board having its SUTLECG marbelized. 
10* Adams 294,838 Mar. 11, 1884. 
Sheets of wood pulp united v/ith a waterproof glue with 
a layer of fabric between the sheets.. 
11. Baker 331,469 Dec. 1, ljB85. 
ornamental board made of two sheets of chamlcal wood 
fibre united by glue, the surface of which is embossed* 
12. Gardner 361, 687 Apr* 26, 1887. 
A laminated paper board having on its surfaces i:.apressed | 
or embossed \7ith figures. i 
13. liacDaniel 368,540 Aug. 16, 1887. 5 
Sheets of paper united by alastikon ^ d pitch, iilastik-
on is prepared by heating 8 parts cottonseed or linseed oil 
with 2 parts of sulphuric acid. 
14. Hamilton 449,727 Apr. 7, 1891. 
Laminated sheets of paper pulp, starch, gum-arabic, 
benzine, bichromate of potassium. The sheets after being 
formed are coated with glue and linseed oil. 
15. Hamilton 449,738 Apr. 7, 1891. 
Building board made of united sheets of paper pulp, 
silicate of soda, alum, ammonia, bicarbonate of soda, silicate 
of soda. The pulp may be colored to resemble any one of the 
kinds of hard wood. 
16. Mayhew 468,356 I'eb. 9, 1892. 
Slats of wood covered with water proofed paper. A 
waterproof glue of clay, pitch and dextrine is used. If de­
sired, a fireproof cement is used made of clay, plaster of 
Paris, dextrine and creosote. 
17. Iiaton 491,092 peb. 7, 1893. 
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Board formed of innor paper layers saturated vvitli pitch j 
tar or linsead oil. The outer layers are unsaturated. \ 
18. iitowry 613,701 Jan, 30, 1894. i 
A oompo-'board made of finely divided .vood and camant | 
aiadQ of glue and whiting body with longitudinal v/ooden strips 
for nailing purposes, and paper or asbestos facings seicured to 
the board. 
19. iilowry 516,572 Jilar, 13, 1894. 
A board similar to Pat. 613,710 made of round rods 
and having flat marginal strips abutting the ends of the rods, 
20. sackett 520,123 May 22, 1894, 
Layers of paper united by plaster or ceraent. The out­
er sheet is v/aterproofed with pitch, 
21, Gardner 631,742 Aug, 22, 1899, 
A decorated and anabossed wall b-oard made bj' heating 
and drying straw board, saturating it with hot rosin and oil, 
drying and cooling, cementing the separate sheets with silicate 
of soda, subjecting theai to presaura, painting and embossing, 
22, Parker 648,632 May 1, 1900, 
Pasteboard faced with sheet metal, the edges of which 
are overlapped and seamed, 
23, Ryan 649,363 May 8, 1900, 
Perforated sheets of paper which may be waterproofed 
united by plaster of Paris, 
24, IVhite 652,653 June 26, 1900, 
Artificial cork sheet with paper facings, 
25, Shepherd 800,686 Oct, 3, 1905, 
Ground wood pulp formed into sheets and united by flour 
paste. The use of pulp obtained from cane is suggested. The 
fibres may be treated with caustic soda before forming into i 
sheets, ! 
26, Odall 802,523 Oct, 24, 1905, j 
Paper boards riveted together to, form a tongue at one | 
edge and corresponding groove, at the other edge, A sheet of 
fabric is coated with fira and water-proof paint. 
27, Hay 885,376 Apr, 21, 1908, 
Sheets of paper and asbestos imited by a glue com­
prising shellac dissolved in alcohol and flour p:ste," 
28, Clark 921,674 tlay 18, 1909, i 
A reinforced pulp board made by feeding a v/ira fabric ! 
between layers of pulp and compressing, i 
29, Benaett, 1,014,996 Jan, 16, 1912, ; 
Paper sheets united wit^ waterproof camant and rein­
forced wire netting. 
30, Roberts 1,063,736 June 3, 1913. 
paper pulp faced with parchmantized jDapar by means 
of coal tar, I 
31, Uanson 1,067,825 July 22, 1913. 1 
A wall board made from paper or .vood pulp. The inteiu j 
ior fibres are irregularly/- arranged whereas the surface has i 
the fibres flattened in a uniform nap. 
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32» Lavvis 1,065,941 Jime 3, 1913, 
CocQposite wood pulp sheet made of inner sheets of 
poplar pulp and outer sheets of spruce pulp cemented by sili­
cate of"soda. The grain of the sheets cross those of the ad­
jacent sheet. 
33. Bird 1,074,829 Oct. 7, 1913. 
A plurality of paper sheets united by sodium sili­
cate, The outer sheets are waterproofed with wax or gura. The 
inner sheets contain 5 to 10<^ moisture. 
34. Thickens 1,121,951 Dec, S8, 1914. 
A composite wood pulp sheet having a core of porous 
ground wood pulp faced with a sheet of touch cooked wood lij^^t 
in color united by sodium silicate, 
35. Beadle 1,125,445 Jan. 19, 1915, 
A compo-board made from a core of sav/dust and sili­
cate of soda with facings of paper. 
36. Lachman 1,130,410 iilar. S, 1915. 
A laminated paper board faced with metal veneer 
united by silicate of soda and rosin. 
37. Girey 1,156,753 Oct. 12, 1915. 
A wood pulp board having facings of vulcanized fiber 
board secured by water glass or a cement of asphalt and par­
affin, 
38. Mc Indoe 1,180,516 Apr, 25, 1916. 
paper pulp board having touch paper facings with a 
design embossed in the facings, 
39. Cameron 1,183,165 May 16, 1916^ 
A fibrous board having finely divided colored ioin-
eral particles attached by a size. "'I'he back of the board is 
coated with asphalt. 
40. Stewart 1,185,142 iday 30, 1916. 
Sheets of newspaper united in a staggered relation 
so as to break joints, 
41. Carter 1, 168,040 June 20, 1916, 
Plies of paper united by dilute sodium silicate and 
finely powdered hydrous clay, 
42. Greanstreet 1,208,952 Dec, 19, 1916. 
A paperboard comprising an interior filler of chip­
board, a reinforcing layer of cloth in eich face and facing 
layers of jute paper. 
43. Lowry 1,214,803 Feb. 6, 1917. 
A moth repellant wall board made fro:n layers of 
ground spruce fiber pulp united by a cement of sodium sili­
cate, clay, ?/ater. The board is coated with oil of cedar. 
44. Toles 1,281,097 Oct. 8, 1918. 
A vvall board made of rice straw, which has been di­
gested vvith weak alkali, and a filler of uncooked vegetable 
fibre as tule. 
45. oidWGll 1,285,433 1-Iov. 19, 1918. 
Board made of a body of ground waste cork and sili-
o .te of soda faced with sheets of wood ^j^.p 
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board. 
46. Robertson 1,892,067 Jan, 21, 1919. 
Composite board having a core of old newspaper 
stock or v/ood pulp to which is affixed asbestos b^' means of as­
phalt. The surface of the board is coated with asphalt, 
47. Robinson 1,334, 637 i^r. 23, 1-920, 
A waierproof and fireproof board made of a plural­
ity of plies of v;ood fiber paper stock cemented together and 
coated with cellulose acetate, 
48. Robinson 1,334,796 Mar, 23, 1920, 
Layers of ground or cooked wood fibre, waste paper 
or mixture of both united by sodium silicate and reinforced 
by wire netting. 
49. Mullin 1,362,888 Dec, 21, 1920. 
i7all board for outside wall construction made of 
layers of paper board united by sodiujQ silicate or pitch on one 
face of which is applied a layer of felt paper saturated with 
asphalt. On the surface of the felt ground stone, slate, mica 
or sand is embedded. 
50. lewis 1,374,931 Apr. 19,1921, 
A board made of inner plies of ground cooked hard 
wood pulp such as beach, raaple, eloi, chestnut, oak and facings 
of soft wood pulp such as spruce, balsam, hemlock, pine and 
poplar. The plies are united by sodium silicate. 
51. Chew 1,423,081 July 18, 1922, 
A fibre board made of chip waste reduced to a cooked 
shredded, pressed, dried state and waterproofed v?ith acetate of 
lime and sulphate of alumina, 
52. Budinich 1,379,330 May 24, 1921, 
Outside wall board made of a layer of tar paper, a 
layer of hair felt over the paper, a layer of asphalt contain­
ing cork, sawdust and cement and a layer of wire lath embedded 
in the asphalt. 
53. perry 1,438,966 Dec. 18, 1922, 
layers of mixed fibrous material and cominuted 
pitch which have been united b^; heat and presGure, the interior 
of the board containing a smaller proportion of pitch than the 
surface. 
54. Shaw 1,457,285 Jaay 29, 1923, 
7^all board made from bagasse or sugar c:uie whichis 
cooked with caustic soda to disintegrate it. This is the so-
called "celotex" board on the market. 
55. ?/eiBS 1,461,337 July 10, 1923. 
Composite board made by compacting waste wood, cork 
paper pulp or screenings and a binding agent vvhile in a dry 
state, heating the compact sheet to soften the binder and later 
applying paper facings, 
56. Stericker 1,462,835 July 24, 1923, 
Plies of paper united by an adhesive comprising 34° 
Be^ solution of sodium silicate in which the proportion of 
9 - \  7 Xy .u.  ^
sodium oxidQ to silicate is as 1 to 4« 
57. Shaw 1,468,036 Sept» 18, 1923. 
Wall board made of layers of bagasse and redwood 
bark. 
58. Adams 1,476, 570 Dec. 4, 1923. 
A board comprising a core made of a plurality of 
felted sheets of fibrous material and waterproofing material 
with wood veneer. 
59. Bird 1,477,532 Dec. 18, 1923. 
A plurality of plies of felt saturated vvith asphalt. 
One surface has a coating of crushed stona. The other face is 
covered with manila or kraft paper. 
60. Kirshbraun 1,479,043 Jan. 1, 1924. 
Sheets of paper united with a cold emulsion of 
pitch. 
61. Eirahbraun 1,479,044 Jan. 1, 1924. 
A waterproof board having paper facing sheets and 
a core made from an emulsion of pitch,'water, clay, dry fibre 
and infusorial earth. 
62. Tchayeff 1,489,678 April 8, 1924. 
Bundles of straw or reeds tied by wires into a 
rigid building-board. 
63. Shaw 1,500,207 July 8, 1924. 
Ornamental heat insulating panel snade of a fibre 
board of different layers of interlaced fibres covered on one 
side with a magnesium oxy-chloride. 
64. Doe 1,523,104 Jan. 13, 1925. 
Strips of palmetto v/ood united with asphalt and 
covered with facings of paper. 
65. Doe 1,523, 105 Jan. 13, 1925. 
atrips of palmetto wood united with asphalt, one 
face has crushed slate, the other face a layer of a phosphate. 
66. Shaw 1,532,084 Uar. 31, 1025. 
A fiber board composed of different layers of dif­
ferent kinds of fibers interlaced, one of said layers of fibres 
is waterproofed with rosin soap and another layer fibreproofed 
with aluminum chloride, 
67. Shaw 1,544,042 June 30,1925. 
A board made of different layers of interlaced pith 
carrying fibres such as cane, bamboo, sorghum, 
68. Sherman 1,548,910 Aug, 17,1925. 
A fire-reslsting,water resisting wall covering 
consisting of an asbestos paper body, a backing of roofing paper, 
a facing of thin kraft paper, an adhesive uniting film of water­
proof glue between the body and the facing, and a film of ad­
hesive substance which is volatiliazble by heat between the 
asbestos body and the backing. 
69. Sherman 1,548,911 Aug.11, 1925, 
v7all covering consisting of a body layer of asbes­
tos paper and an outer surface consisting of plies of wood 
veneer adhesively secured. 
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70. Itfuiiroe 1,678,344 March 30, 1926, 
Sheets of celotex cemanted together to forta a 
board with tongue and groove edges which are metal reinforced. 
71. Lewis 1,588,243 June 8, 1926. 
A laminated hoard the facing plies of which are 
made from ground cooked, hard wood and the center plies of vvhich 
are made from soft wood pulp. 
51. Bossman,J. Wallhoard Patent History, paper Trade 
Journal, 83,Ho,22:50, i®.y 31, 1928. 
Abstracts of patents dealing with wall 
"boards of single thicknessj 
I. United States patents for wall boards made from ex­
ploded fibers: 
1. Lyman 81,077 Aug. 3, 1858. 
A method of separating wood fibers by charging the 
mass with hot water, steam or compressed air in a cylinder and 
then causing it to be projected from said cylinder into the 
atmosphere where it is subjected to a lower pressure to cause 
its disruption by the sudden expanion of the fluid within it. 
2. Russell 70,474, ilov. 6, 1867. 
Rec-ds, cane, bamboo or heap stalks are subjected 
to Lyman's steamblov/ing process and the beaten into pulp with­
out the treatment with chemicals to make paper boards. By the 
steam blowing process the fibrous substances are partially dis­
integrated. The heat of the steam changes the nature of the guns 
holding the fibers together, so that such gums can be easily 
washed out or otherwise got rid of, 
3, Russell 88,515 Mar. 30, 1869, 
Cane of reeds are disintegrated by the explosive 
force of steam. The fibers are cleaned by passing them through 
water on an apron. The water is removed by rassing the fibers 
between rollers. Two or more sheets may be also united by roaln, 
size or glue to form a laminated board. Roofing paper is made 
by use of 33 to 75 per cent exploded cane fiber and the bal­
ance of wool-rag pulp, 
4, Arnold 130,615 Aug, 20, 1872, 
Reed-cane disintegrated by the explosive force of 
steam is mixed with straw-pulp or hard stock and treated with 
rosin size and alum for making V7all boards, 
6, Blackman 369,836 Sept, 13, 1887, 
Fibrous substances are reduced to pulp, placed in 
a closed digesting vessel and exposed to the action of water, 
with or without other cheiaicals, and under more or less pressure 
until the oBterial is dissolved or softened. The material 
charged with fluid under heavy pressure is forced out from the 
digester through a contracted nozale into a vacuum chamber. 
The material as it escapes from the no25zle is disrupted by 
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the sudden explosion of the fluid in the interstiOGS of the 
fibers. 
6. Cu^; ing 788,633 May 2, 1905, 
Refuse wood, bark, or sawdust is ground into chips, 
subjected to steam under pressure and then exploded and ground 
while hot to produce a highly fibrous pulp« 
7. Mason 1,578,609 lilar. 30, 1926. 
A process of disintegrating ligno-cellulose mater­
ial, which consists in placing said material in a vertically 
arranged pressure chamber, subjecting the same to the action of 
steam under high prestjure and progressively forcing said mater~ 
ial out of said chamber, through a narro?/ opening in the lower 
end thereof, while maintaining a high presaure within said 
chamber. 
8, iilason 1,586,159 Ivlay 25, 1S26. 
A process similar to patent Ko. 1,578,609 compris­
ing the additional step of introducing.compressed gas into the 
chamber at a pressure higher than that of the steam and discharg­
ing the contents whereby the material is disintegrated v;ithout 
charring. 
9, Mason 1,655,618 Jan. 19, 1928. 
The process of fibrating and refining ligno-cellu­
lose material, which consists in exploding same by discharging 
from under high pressure in a plurality of streams consisting 
substantially entirely of the fibrated material and directing 
the Issuing streams of fiber to meat one another, thereby util­
izing velocity energy for additional Impact refinement of the 
discharged fibrated material. This patent discloses a suitable 
apparatus for carrying out this process. 
10. Ohidester 1,659,809 Feb. 21, 1928. 
, The method of freeing the cellulose fibers of veg-
j etable materials consisting in cooking the said material in a 
j closed container and in a chemical solution tending to free the 
i cellulose from the accompanying materials, thenreleasing the 
j contents of the container, through a conduit into an open ves-
! sel filled with cold water to about two-thirds of the capacity, 
I oaaintaining the lov? temperature of the water vvith the conduit 
j arranged perpendicular to the surface of the llq-uid, the mouth 
i of the conduit located a substantial distance below aaid sur-
j face, agitating the liquid adjacent the mouth of the conduit, 
whereby to induce a re:?.otion in the mass of material emitted 
I lay said conduit tending to disrupt such material and to separ-
i ate the cellulose fibers thereof. The sudden cooling of the 
j fibers tends to separate them, the material being agitated by 
I the disturbance of the liq.uid in the vessel due to the rapid 
cooling and condensing of the gases and vapors, 
11. Mason 1,663,503 Mar. 20, 1928. 
A process of making structural insulating board 
of ligno-cellulose fiber exploded from high pressure. The 
step of fibration is accomplisher] by discharging llgno-cellu-
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lose material, such as wood, for ezample, taken in its natural 
state, except reduce to chips of about the size ordinarily made 
use of ill cheiaical digesters for paper manufacture, from a gun 
having a restricted yalved outlet oroutlets, and in v/hich gun 
said material is subjected for a paer of a minute, a sufficient 
time to secure penetration, to heated gas, preferably steam, 
at a pressure in excess of 275 pounds par sq^uare inch, and pre­
ferably in the neighborhood of 800 to 1,000 pounds per square 
inch, the discharge being progressively accomplished through the 
restricted outlet or outlets, and the v/ood being exploded on 
discharge into a very highly subdivided, fibrous state. The fi­
bers are formed into sheet form in hot water, passed through 
press rolls and dried. 
18. lias on 1,663,504 Mar. 80, 1928. 
Process of making a true surfaced, stiff and stro^ 
integral structural insulating board, porous throughout but 
having its inner portion of relatively high and its skin portions 
of relatively lower porisity, which consists in forming fiber 
of v7ood or woody material containing at least a greater part of 
its original lignins, exploded from under hi^ pressure into 
sheets felted from a v^ater bath, introdacing the felted loaterial 
between heated press platens, pressing to a predetermined 
thickness oy forcing the nlatans relatively toward one another 
and stopping their motion at a predetermined distance apart 
sufficient to maintain the desired porositj?, whereby when the 
sheets so held are dried to approximately the fiber saturation 
point their fibers become set in such relation, and completing 
the drying while still in the press and subject to the heat 
thereof without being subject to material pressure. 
13, iiason 1,663,505 iriar, 20,1988. 
The process of making a grainless hard wood board 
which consists in exploding wood by discharging from pressures 
in excess of 275 pounds per sq. in, through a constricted out~ 
let or outlets into substantially fibrous inaterial comprising 
practically all the substance of the original wood or wood mat­
erial, soaking said fibrous material with water, and subject­
ing the moist fibrous material to pressure of the order of 200 
lbs, to 700 lbs. per sq, in. while heating to a temperature of 
the order of the temperature of steyxm at approximately 70 lb. 
par Gq. in, or over following up the pressure during shrinkage 
and until practically completely free from moisture and with 
wire mesh material in contact with at least- one side of the 
sheet being pressed xvhereby escape of steam and other gases is 
facilitated. 
14, Mason 1,663, 506 Mar. 20, 1928. 
The process of forming integral fiber boards com­
prising adjacent portions which are respectively of hi^ den­
sity and high porosity, which comprises applying heat and 
pressure to a body of wood or woody fiber obtained b:/- explo­
sion from under a high pressure and containing practically all 
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the original wood or woody ojaterial until welding or coalescing 
of the fibors into parraanent relation has aircteflud tharin to a 
material extant bu not therthrough, and releasing the pressure 
whereby the portion to which welding or eoalescLng has not ex­
tended is permitted to expand into highly porous stale, 
II* United States Patents for other types of wall board: 
1. Dixon 45,,3iil Dec. 6, 1864. 
Straw, sorghum, cornstalk, husks, bagasse, reads, 
flax or aanila are treated with waste wood-pulp liquor to 
form an inferior gr:ide of pulp for boards. 
2. Cobb 111,611 Feb. 7, 1871. 
A process in making waterproof wall board which 
consists in coating the upper surface of the warm board after 
leaving the driers with oil. The board is then passed through 
a vat cont:iii]iug warm linseedoil and. rosin by which both sides 
are coated. 
3. Jones 158,641 Jan.12, 1875. 
Grasses or fibrous plants of the field or swamp 
are ground in the green state directly from the fields in the 
ordinary rag or grinding engine either alone or with paper 
stock. This stock Is run into boards without boiling or chem­
ical treat fQant, 
4. Cobb 174,484 Liar. 7, 1876. 
A paper board made from cedar-wood pulp. The 
cedar-wood is ground mixed with water, v/ithout the use of chem­
icals, and the board made directly therefrom. 
5. LeBurgaois 278,977' June 5, 1883. 
Sugar cane, corn stalks, cotton plants, palmetto 
or swamp cane are subjected to a pressure great enough to break 
up the cellular tissues and to remove renins, acids or extran­
eous matter. Blocks are formed from this material for trans­
portation. 
6. Johns 300,374 June 17, 1884, 
Boards are formed from asbestos pulp, or asbestos 
mixed with other suitable material. A design is embossed on 
one face of the board. 
7. Carey 300,946 June 84, 1884. 
A pulp board composed of wood pulp, asbestos or 
any other mineral fiber and anysuitable clay, mixed together 
while in a pulp state, then pressed or rolled into a board and 
coated with-asbestos, asphalt or any other fire or water proof 
paint. 
8. Merrill 363,905 May 31, 1887. 
A fire-proof paper board of vegetable fiber, as­
bestos, alum or copperas, and plumbago or any otlier coloring 
matter, coated on one or both surfaces with silic-«te or soda or 
tungstate of soda, 
9. Mc j:.wan 492,927 Iday 7, 1893. 
A board raade froia groun newspaper. 
10* Znoeh 551,558 Dec. 17,1695. i 
Building blocks aade froia paper pulp, peanut shelly | 
gum tragaciixith and caustic 3oda. 
11. Kay613 645,035 Mar. 6, 1900, 
A raathod of raaking fire proof pulp board v/hlch con­
sists In grinding v/ood in the oreaence of a fireproofing liquid. 
18. McMullen 675,234 ^ May 26, 1901. 
A hornoganeous board coraposad of oat bulla which hav-
been digested with li.;ie, 
13* ArcQistead 719,982 Pab. 1903. 
A board made froia cotton seed hulls. 
14. La^jpen 908,661 Jan* 5, 1909* 
A board made from long, partly deguiaaed flax fibers 
and vifoody particles inter wangled and matted together* 
15. aomis 916,740 April 20, 1909. 
A paper board co;:taini>ig spent hops having the seecbs 
rainutelji subdivided and distributed throughout the board. 
16* Cabot 991,271 May 2, 1911. 
An insulating board ccmposed of tangled mass of 
shredded wood adhesively secured by viscose and compressed to­
gether* 
17. Lianson 1,067,825 July 38, 1913. 
A non-laminated pulp board of integral structure 
coraposed of assembled fibers^ the interiorly located fibers being 
in irregular arrangameat while the exteriorly presented fibers 
and portions or fibers are in substantially parallel arrange­
ment in the same general,direction and in the plane or the sur­
face of the board to form a nap* 
18* Muench 1,153,512 tjept 14, 1915* 
A heat insulating board cojaposed of wood rulp tail­
ings felted into a sheet and water proofed. 
19* Harden 1,196,026 3ept 12, 1916^ 
An insulating sheet made ox lev/ grade paper pulp 
and ujigrountl oteras of raw whole stra;v, interaiagled and felted 
together. 
20. Lappen 1,225, 443 ilay 8, 1917* 
A board eo.nposed of long partially purified fibers 
of cereal straw felted and aggloraerated v/ith a binder or the 
co:aoonentB of said straw. 
21. ^'oles 1,262,672 Apr. 16, 1918. 
Rice straw ia boiled in v/aak alkali without piilp-
ing or disintegrating and made into wall boards or any other 
building material. 
22. i'/eesel 1,295,654 Feb. 25, 1919. 
i Flax, cereal straw and peat interraingled and 
1 pressed into sheets. 
I  23. .toEay 1,365,711 Jan. 10,1921* 
I A weather resisting covering consisting of shreds 
I  of vegetable products such as straw, or chopped shreds of cloth, 
i paper or rope arranged in criss-cross and tangled relation 
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coated with water proof .'aatarial, | 
24. ialanson 1,399,976 Dac. 13, 1921, 
iiaw mill waste, edgings, i^lats, btirk and shavings 
are ground betvyaan grinding surfaces sat a sliort distance a- i 
part. She fibers disintegrate by rubbing against each other i 
and are used in making fiber boards. 
25. Chew 1,425,983 July 18, 1922. 
A method of inaking fiber board v/hieh consists in 
steam cooking chip waste, introducing water into the mass, beat­
ing the v/ater permeated mass, then screening it, agitating and 
feeding the mass to a presa fo form a board. 
26. ahaw 1,457,285 May 29, 1923. 
BagassQ or sugar cane disintegrated by caustic 
soda and formed into a wall board. 
27. ',V6iss 1,489,567 April 8, 1924. 
Insulating material made of felted wood fibers. 
The surface of the sheet is coated withasphalt, 
28. Kopp 1,542,559 June 16, 1925. 
A method of jraking fiber board from wood bark 
\vhich comprises removing water from the bark, shredding the 
bark, removing the cork-like impurities from the fibers, arrang­
ing them in a layer, applying a binder and compressing the fib­
ers into a board. 
29. 3haw 1,572,565 ]?eb. 9, 1926. 
A process of producing a substitute for lumber 
from flexible and strong bagasses and analogous pith carrying 
fibers vsrhich consists in cooking the fibers with their natural 
pith under atmospheric presaure and at a temperature uot exceed­
ing 212 P* in an alkali solution for a tije sufficient to loosen ' 
their encrusting material but insufficient to produce paper 
making fibers, separating out said fibers from their encrusting I 
material, recovering the compounds displayed by the cooking ac­
tion, and forming said fibers by water deposition into a substi­
tute for lumber. 
30. Munroe 1,574,254 Feb. 23, 1926. 
Bagasse fibers are subjected to a faraianting ac­
tion, then mixed v/ith 3fi wood fibers, boiled and formed into a 
board. 
31. Sutherland 1,598,260 Aug. 31, 1926. 
A pulp board produced by compacting at a temper­
ature higher than 212®]r. dried sponge board containign a binder 
and an amount of water approximately equal to the normal mois­
ture of the fiber content and cooling the board to a tempera­
ture of lass than 212°]?, before releasing the pressure. 
32. Skolnik 1,599,253 Sept. 7, 1926. 
A process of imkxng wall boards which consists 
in cutting cornstalks into pieces, reducing said pieces to a j 
pulp '.'/ith a chemical agent, pressing the pulp into a sheet, and j 
subjecting the sheet to a b ith of waterproofing material. | 
33. Cooligdcj 1,609,642 Dec. 7, 1926. 
A process of steaming fiber "board, extracting 
the moisture from the "ooard so steaoidd and forcing a aielted 
waxy matarial such as Moat.un wax into the pores, 
34. Hinde 1,623,184 Apr. 5. 1927, 
A wall board comprising a shaped maas of long and 
short corn fibers bonded together with a vegetable adhesive 
froia corn waste, 
35. iiiason 1,627,103 May 3, 1927. 
A fiber board comprising a body of crushed and 
refined feagassa fiber admixed with raw bagasse, and surface lay­
ers of paper co;aposed of cooked and refined bagasse fiber. 
36. V/eiss 1,631,171 June 7, 1927. 
A wall board consisting of a binder and a filler, 
the binder baing a drieO. gelatinous mass of mechaiiically dis­
integrated ligno-cellulose from saw mill refuse and the filler 
consisting of untreated sawdust, the binder being dyed one col­
or and the filler another. 
37. \?6iss 1,631,172 June 7, 1927. 
The method of preparing wall board binder which 
consists in mechanically disintegrating ligno-cellulose in hot 
water until at least 25^ of the mass by dry weight has b«;;in , 
reduced to a structureless gelatinous mass by crushing and roll- i 
ing between relatively rotating discs. I 
38. iveiss 1,631,173 June 7, 1927. 
Artificial lumber consisting of a dried gelatin­
ous mass of aechanically disintegrated lign-cellulose inlerciix -
ed with the residua of partially gelatinized fiber aggregates, 
said raass being fire-proofed throughout, [ 
39. Hallauer 1,634,462 July 5, 1927. j 
A building board consisting of excelsior titrands ^ 
united bv a wat^r-resistant protein glue, i 
40. Sweeney 1,639,152 Aug. 16, 1927. j 
Cornstalks are cooked in the pr-isence of soda, i 
lime or sulphite :ind ihen sulqjjected xo the action of micro-organ- | 
isms so as to partially disintegrJ.te the fibers and finally | 
subjected to the action of a mechanical beater for making wall ! 
board, i 
41. l^itchell 1,646,237 IJov. 8, 1927. ! 
A process of aaking a board consisting in separ- | 
ately cooking fibers of sugar cane bagasse and fibers of sisal i 
leaves bag.;.sse under pressure and at a temp^^rature above 212°P; | 
mixing said sisal leaf fibers vnth paper stock and cooking the | 
mixture at a comparatively lov/ temperature and atmospheric i 
pressure; and the mixing all said fibers and forming said stock | 
mixture into sheets by loaper making Drocesses, I 
42. Price 1,656,829 Jan^ 17, 19C8. ^ 
In the treatment of bagasse preparatory to pulp j 
board making bringing the water suspexiding the bag-isse to boil- \ 
ing point adding caustic soda and continuing the boiling with i 
stirring for about an hour, then passing the bagasse through 
rollers, and again boiling the pulp for about an hour, 
45. Ilinde 1,659,688 5'ab, 21, 1928. 
Tha method of producing an endless reinforced 
colurnn of artificial tifjiber, consi;jting in shredding waste fi­
brous aiaterial or v/aste wood and boiling the same to refine it, 
adding cQmentitious matter thereto and continuously forcing the 
pulp thus produced through suitable dies siamltaneously vid th 
raetallic reinforcing elements fo form the piilp in coluranar shap 
simultaneously with the introduction of spaced longitudinal me­
tal strands through the same. 
III. Lath boards. 
1. Herbert 148,562 i»Iar. 17,1874. 
A board upon which plaster is applied composed of 
any suitable fibrous material or of l.igneous substances made 
into sheets such as a thick, coarse paper, paste board, straw 
board or felt paper. The board may be plain or perforated, 
flat corrugated or embossed to receive the plaster. 
8. Sharp 689,4^34 Dec, 24, 1901. 
A lath board congjosed of coapressed pulp, STXoh as 
paper or straw board pulp, capable of being softened and dis­
integrated by raolsture, and ccntciinlng a gelatinous substance 
or size also capable of being released by moisture, said board 
having plaster-receiving apertures therein. 
3. i.llis 1,126,186 Jan. 26, 1915. 
A coraposite lath and heat insulating material 
comprising a felted body of straw, corn stalks, hemp or flax, I 
a water-proof facing applied thereto, lath applied to the wates | 
proof facing and metallic staples securing the lath to the j 
felted body. The laths are provided v/ith beveled edges to | 
form dove-tailed channels to receive plaster. j 
4. mis 1,126,187 Jan. 26, 1915. | 
A composite lath and heat insulating material | 
comprising a cellulose fibrous filler loosely matted such as | 
tow or flax or hemp fibers, a pair of facing sheets beti.';Qen | 
which the filler is held, wooden lath applied to one of the | 
facing sheets and staijlea fastening the lath to the filler, ; 
5. Ellis "1,228,422 June 5, 1917. 
A composite lath and heat insulating material 
comprising a felted fle:cible InsulatiJig sheet and a vegetable ! 
fiber board" lath secured thereto. I 
6. Herbert 1,503,513 May 13, 1919. 
A lath board made of thin wood cuttings such 
as excelsior cemented together with silicate of soda and 
whiting. The rough surface presents a keying means for the i 
applied plaster, I 
7. Shaw 1,306,283 June 10, 1919. | 
Insulite board is provided with perforations or \ 
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iridiiintati.ona on ouui face to rtseolva a coating of plai?tar, 
8, £llis 1,317,158 liapt. .30,191S» 
A lath board coaposad of disintegrated vegetablij 
fibur piilp^ such aa pulpad -^asta paper, and form-cid wixh par-
allal aova-tailan groox^oii for intarlockiug plaster to ihe 
board. 
9« iiiUm'Qd 1,S33, 6S6 iiar. 15, 1930. 
An "irisulita" board. 1G providiul v;i ih dova-t-iilc-d 
groovea aad coated '.viih tvar, as^ih-ult ur pitch.. 
10. i.mench 1,33V,E{54 Apr. 20, ItyO, 
A board aadei fro^/i v?ood pulp tailinga, uorsioniiigSp 
17 iQte paper, bark, ai.ra<.v or peat provided v;lth dovo-tailwd 
groovuu v/hilti otill moiat as it froa the fulting aachin':^. 
11. fciuonch 1,417,5^33 Mi/ 30, 19«S. 
A iDoartl cO'iipoh-ed of n olurallt^y of clasaeis o.i' 
felted calluloue fibara iintt provided '.7it}\ cluan cut iniiyatatione 
to race ire plaster. 
12. ;iuei:ch 1,417,553 i&ij? 50, 
A iherml irsstilatiiig block raade of fultod celluloije 
fibrouB mterial and provlUad ?/lth intagr.il liii^s or projactiona. 
IS, niia 1,437.503 Doo. 5, 152P-
A prooeaa of mking iuaulatiiig lath board vmicli coii-
Blsta in aoldixig einraal etra.^? dieintegratod and palpad to a 
"half-stock" in the -aold having porforated pressing .a^saborB and 
provided i.n thvj botto;a -Tlth dore-t.illaj core b -rB to pradaci:^ 
grooves in the board, 
14. caffrey 1,447,V08 G, 1923. 
Plax atraw or other long fibrous taaterial are 
oaut-od to adhere to one another b3? a tr-insp-arent coraunt, ri-e 
fibers are senaratod at predater'aivn^d plaeey to provide oouiiingia 
for recej.Yiag .pl;iotor, 
15» Llunroe l,486,5J5r) Lt>.r, 11, 19'4, 
CQlotex board Is coated with ?i iayi>r of asphalt in 
Wi:..i.ch io e:nbeclded s-aall pieces of crashed roo5'.. This aalcet:- a 
good reeeivirif; yurf-?vce for ce.-aent stuccoa aad conccete. 
IG. ::ihaw 1,603,211 jul^j 29, 1924. 
A latli board having a rel.at Lv^el./ and atro.tig 
layer of b ig'.Bao fibers interls^-ced T!?ith a relax, ivcly soft and 
yielding layer of b-igiiaso fiber, the soft laj'er being p3fo\'ided 
with depresi} Ions to receive -plaster. 
17. Dahlberg 1,505,785 Aug. 5, llvr:4» 
A eolotax board is provided vTith perfora::ions to 
r e ce Ive plas ta r. 
10. £ili0 1,510,66'/^ Oct. 7, 19r'4, 
A fiber board .ii-^de from Gere:,i-1 atraws or fro:a 
palrjad v/uste paper is provided vTith, projecting buttOii-liiiQ 
aembcri; ou one i'aee of the boards. 
19. ohaw 1,534,088 April 21, 1SS5. 
An "insulite" board is provided v^ith u:adercixt 
groova^^ to receive piaster. 
'/ 
20, Rolfe 1,534,142 April 21, 1925. 
A lath board having a face of a firm tex­
ture of considerable thickness having plaster !c.eying 
means and a back board foraed with a loosa taxture 
and of high insulating qualities joined thereto. 
21, Doe 1,541,352 June 9, 1925. 
Strips of palmetto wood are provided with al­
ternating ribs and grooves to receive plaster. 
22, Ellis 1,562,499 IJov. 24, 1925. 
A board similar to patent Ho. 1,510,662 
having sooiewhere greater projections, the surface ox 
the board betv/een the projections being ribbed or 
corrugated. 
52. Rowe, The iffact on Cellulose Fibers of Traatmant 
in the Paperiuakers Beater. Prooeedings of the Techni­
cal Section, Paperrnakers Association of Great Britain and 
Ireland. vol. VII; part 1, 187.' Oct. 1927. 
A general discussion of the various theories 
of hydration is given. So-ne data is related t! at 
would indicate that the structure of the cellulose 
fiber is chamged upon beating to that of the amor­
phous condition. The action of "dehydration" is ex­
plained by the reversal of this chamge back to the 
crystalling. 
53. Rue, J.D. Semi-Celulose and Semi Cheraical Pulping. 
Paper Tro.de Journal, 81,iIo. 16:57. Oct. 15,1925. 
A review of publication dealing with ^;his 
subject. Mention is made of the use of the hami^aer 
mill for disintegrating softened wood chips but the 
mill is not to be the final solution. Other mills 
of the attrition type are mentioned. The use of the 
jordon is dicouraged as itatends to cut.the fiber to 
a great extent. The Claflin is reported to be better. 
The use of the edgerunner is mentioned here. 
54. Rue, J.D. The Rod Llill as a Refiner and Beater. Paper 
Trade Journal, 83,l'Io.23;43, Dec. 9, 1926. 
Another preliiiinary article on the use of 
the rod mill as a beater and refiner. This report 
covers preliminary work done upon screenings. 
55. Rue,J.D. and V/ells, S.D. The Rod alill in the Pulp and 
Paper Industry. paper Trade Journal, 83,lJo.l2:52. 
Sept. 16, 1926. 
A first report on the use of the rod mill 
with the preliainary data. The mill is rotated at 
lov/er R.P.M, than in the ore industry to avoid the 
free falling rod effect. The capactiy increases 
three times as fast as the power increases. 
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55. Rue, Jo])*, Well4 S.D., Hawling, T.G., and Staid, J»A. 
A sami-chaiaical Pulping Process. Paper Trade Journal, 
83,Ko.13:50. Sept. 23, 1926. 
A process is described for making of low to 
medium grade pulps suitable for medium grade print 
papers and board from hardwoods with yailds in ex­
cess of 70fj, The estimated cost of one ton of pulp 
has bean laade at ^27.02. 
57. Schorger, A.V/. QMie Chemistry of Wood and Cellulose. 
Baw York, McGraw-Hill* 1926. 
A comprehensive review of the results of analy­
sis of woods, experimental procedure, theory and re­
actions of the cheiiiieal analysis of plant structure, 
58. Schweitzer, Pw Study of the Life History of Corn. 
Missouri Agrii Zxpi Sta. Bull. 9i, 1684. 
Analyses of corn plants were made beginning 40 
days after planting and continuing to September 24, 
total of 14 analysesVery complete 
59. Shaw, M.B. and Bicking, Geo.Yfi Method of M?-king Uniform 
Fiber Sheets for Test Purposes4 paper (Trade Journal, 
79,110.21;51; SOTi 21, 1924. 
A deeription of a suction mold for the prepara­
tion of test sheets of japer for paper testings The 
tests showed that uniform strength sheets could be 
made with much less error tlian hand-made sheets-. 
60-. Smith, Sigurd. The action of tl:'= Beater-. Translated by 
Liajor Renold Marx. London, The T<^chnical section of the' 
papermakers Association of Great Britain and Ireland 1. 
1923'. 
A davalopment of the fibrage theory is gix'-an. 
61'. Stecher, Gilbert ;ti\ Cork: Its Origin and Industrial uses^ 
He?/ York, D Vanj^^ostrand Cow 1914'. 
The book sets forth in a concise manner the 
story of the manufacture of cork, 
62'. Stemmler, E. The Rod laill in the Preparation of 
^ood Pulp'. Paper Trade Journj.1, 84,HO'.22:85 June 2, 
1927'. 
A revie?; of the application of the rod mill to 
the paper industry with a list of its early applica­
tions'. 
63., Strachan, James. The Hydration of Cellulose in l^permak-
ing. Paper Ind. 8;235-237. May, 1926. 
Prom the results of experiments and many years 
c.J ' J 
experience in the laboratory/ and raill, the author 
has arrived at the conclusion that during the dessi- j 
cation or drying of cellulose ujidar various condi- | 
tions, there is no evidence to show that cellulose | 
forms a chemical hydrate with water in definite mol-
acular proportions^ and having a definite vapor pres­
sure at a constant temperature. In the "beating oper­
ation we have to consider the velocity of imbibition 
of water by cellulose, v/hich is in the form of a por­
ous elastic gel having a regular structure; and in or­
der to illustrate it^ expsriments were conducted on 
blocks of vulcanized rag fiber, in which fiber struc­
ture had been largely retained but interfiber space 
elaminatedo These exparifaents show: (1) The velocity 
of imbibition is represented by a logarithmic graph 
similar to that observed in the case of other elastic 
gels; (2) In the porous gal, the velocity of i..bibi-
tion is increased by pressure, vacuum conditions and 
heat, and this increase is due to the removal, com-
pressior and solution of adsorbed and included gases 
such as ai.r, resulting in increase of specific sur­
face; (.j) velocity of imbibition is directly propor­
tional to the spuoific external surface of the mss, 
and due to increase of surface due to swelling; (4) 
Velocity of iiubibition in saturated or air-free spe-
ci:.i6ns is increased by pressure and cold, but diain-
ished by heat; (5) Velocity of imbibition is increas­
ed or retarded by various substances in dilute solu-
tioho Hydration of the fiber during beating is con-^ 
sidered to be the increment of water imbibed during i 
disintregation and fabrillation of the cellulose, and \ 
may be measured by weighing the water retained by the 
samples at a standard pressure and temperature, the 
difference between the water of imbibition in the un­
beaten pulp ana that of the beaten pulp being the 
so-called water of hydration* T.-Q method found most 
satLsfactory so f;-ir has beer, the use of a minature 
hydraulic press operating on about 5g. of air dry 
pulp drained in a level layer about 6.5 cm. in diame­
ter, by which it may be proven that the increment in 
imbibition due to fabrillation in beating of vary wet 
stuff is approximately lOO^b (or equal to the dry 
weight of the fiber), while in normal wet beating it I 
is 40 to 5Q%» Plotting increment of water retained 
against tiae gives a str-,ight line over the major por­
tion of the beating, showing that hydration is not 
only proportional to increase of specific surface but ! 
also to horse-power hours of beating. The fabrillae 
into which beating breaks down tlie cellulose fibers 
are considered to be formed from chains of cellulose 
molecules and their arrangemtn in the fiber is the 
r*' I 
I 
result of growth along one or two axis. 
j 64. Sutermeistar, E* Choiaistry of Pulp and Paper Making. 
I New York, John V/Iloy and Sons, 1920, 1 
I  A book on paper laaking whose subject matter Ibs  
I been collected fro:a the personal notes und experiences 
I of the author. This book is valuable from all view-
I points of paper manufacture. 
1 55^ Sweeney, O.H. and JiEuley, W.E. The production of Insula-
! ting Board from Cornatalks. (in preparation) U.S. Bur-^ 
I eau of otandards aniJ IOT/S. 3t:t3 College Eng. Exp. Sta,, 
I Bui* 1989^ 
I  A cofaplGte report of all work carried on at 
i lovTa St-'te College on the production of synthetic lum-
i ber from cornstalks. j 
! 
1 
i 66« Technical Association of the Pulp and paper Industry. 
! Goiamittae on Paper Testing./ pj^er Testing Methods, 
j Tech. Assoc. of Pulp and Paper Industry. 1928. 
j A complete description of paper testing methods. 
i 
67. Ware, Beat Sugar '.ianufacturing and Refining. 3 v. s 
vol.1. Extraction and Epuration, vol.2. jiYaporatlon \ 
1 and Factory Control. Haw York, John "tViley and sons. 1 
I 1905. I 
i A complete work on beet sugar nianufaeture. i 
^ . \ 
1 68. Webber, H.A. Cellulose from Cornstalks. Jndi and Lrig. ] 
I Chem., 21:270 1929* j 
i A review of the cellulosc situation in regard j 
j to the use of cornatalks for cellulose and p:.j.por* • 
! 1 j 69* iVells, S.D, Beating with Rods* Pulp and paper idag* of 
I Canada, 26;301-.S03* 1928. 
I A discussion of the raerits of the liarcy rod 
i mill. It is clai^aad that; is C-^n handle stock at any 
I rate and at any consistency that can be furnished from 1 
j deckers or thickeners; at 8fo consistency, it will beat | 
i stock with frn:a 50 to TOfo less power than is at present ! 
j teed in be-iters; it will develop greater strength from | 
I standard pulps than any inethod known at present; it | 
I will yeild fre-jr stock capable of producing paper at [ 
I any specified tei^t, on iccount of aost rapidly develop- ! 
i ing rnasiiTiuai felting qualities; it will develop the | 
I parchraent effect wiLh less brittleness, destruction of | 
' fiber and loss of strength and toughness than any other j 
! equipment now used; it will operate seven days in the i 
I week for 24 hours per day with less than 2% tiae lost | 
j for repairs. j 
•?. 1 V " I. 
70< -'/ells, Sydney D. Marey Hod iviill in the Paper Industry, 
paper Trade Journal, 87,l'Io.l7; llf^-^-lS. Oct,27, 1987. 
A descriiotion of the coiistruction, operation 
and performance of the mill, The mill at port Angel­
es, v7asii,, plant of the Paraffiuo Co., Inc. was found 
to operate most satisfactorily with pulp at a consis­
tence of 7,5i^ to 8,55c*, and under the conditions at that 
plant made possible a savings In pov/er of from 50 to 
70)i over present methods with standard type of beater 
and Jordan. !?hen the stock retains sufficient ^ nste 
acid from cooking to cause discoloration of the pulp, 
this can he eleminated by using stainless steel lin­
ing and rods. 
71. Weeks, L«H. History of paper i<laking ia the U.»iited States, 
IjOckv7ood Trade Journal Co. 1916, 
0?ha history of compraheas Lve form from 1690 to 
1916. 
72. West, C.J. Bibliograpliy of paper Making (1900-1928). 
New York, lockwood Trade Journal Co. 1928. 
-i Goavriete bibliography of all published material 
relating to paper making from IDOO to 19S8. 
73. West, C.J. ClasBif iceit ion and Definitions of paper, 
rev. 5d, ilevY Yorij Loc '/ood Trade Journal. 1828. 
'1 definition of 'insulite" is given. 
74. west, C.J. :iaading Lict on Pap^r i^iaterials. 
2nd. ed. llaw York., lockvvood Trade Journal Co, 1928. 
A bibliography of paper yaaking materials. 
75. "^itham, G.S., or. iiodern pulp and papermakiug. 
New York, Chemical Catalog Co, 1920, 
^ ge.''63al treatment with special emphasis on 
the machinery, equipment and practical Side of paper 
making. 
' )  '•? 9 
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Thesis reference 
760 Arnold, L.E» The Elaboration of Cornstalks into Paper 
Pulp. Unpublished Thesis Library, Iowa state 
Oollogo. 1986« 
The production of paper pulp froa cornstalks 
using the entire stalk with data on yeild, bleach con­
sumption and quality of paper from various types of 
processes. 
77. Burkey, X. A. The jperinontation of Cornstalks and Their 
Constituents. 1, Studies on the pectin-ferraenting Bac­
teria. Thesis (Ph. D.) Heprinted from lov/a State College 
Journal of Science. vol. III, no. 1. pp. 57-100. 
1928. 
IJevv apecias f bacteria capable of fermenting 
j pectin have been differentiated. Soma have beun 
differentiated that ferment pentosan. 
78. Crary, John S. The production of Cellulith fro;a Corn 
Cobs* Unpublished Thesis (B.S.) Library, Iowa state 
College, 1928. 
I The production of amaterial siailar to vulcan-
I ized fiber froa corn cobs. 
i 
I 79. catton, Neil L. Absorbent Material from the Corn Plant. 
I Unpublished Thesis fB.S.) Library, Iowa State College. 
19S8. 
The study was that of an absorbent .material 
I using a pulp rnade fro/a cornstalks. A large portion 
• of the study was :aade of materials made from cnachan-
I ical cornstalk pulp. 
i 80. Eichinger, J.\7. The Production of Cellulith froa Corn-
1 stalks and Corn Cobs.. Unpublished Thesis (B.S.) 
i Library, Iowa State College. 19S6. 
I  A preliminary study of a plastic like material 
I made by drying the g6lantini25ed cellulose obtained 
fro£3 corncobs and cornstalks by dige^stion '.vith var-
I iouG chemicals. 
81. Hamiltoni C.M. Apparatus for t?xe Control of the j:^o-
cesses used in ^ianufactu^ing Synthetic Lumber. Unpub­
lished Thesis fii.S.) Library, Iowa State College. 
1928. 
j The results of a study of the ice-box method of 
measuring the heat conductivity of insulation lumber 
are given. 
i 
i 82, Hartford, Charles,Jr. The l^nufacture of Cellulith from 
J > • V y 
'/ • )  
Cornstalks and Corncobs* UnpublisJied Thesis (luS.) 
Library, Iowa state Collage« 1938. 
A continuation of tho study of callullth, 
v/ith the results of a beater-jordan combination for 
tho gelatinization of the pulp. 
821 Loo/ner, ROy A. The Production of Synthetic Luiaoer from 
Cornstalks and Plaster of Paris, Unpublished Thesis 
Library, Iowa atate Collage. 1927. 
The results of various rnixturas of coriistalk 
fiber with plaster of Paris for the for;aation of a 
fiber board* 
84« Marshall, Theo. H. The .!?roduction of Synthetic Lumber 
froiji Cornstalks and Plaster of Paris. Unpublished Thesis, 
(B.3.) Library, Iowa State College. 1527. 
The initial study of the production of a 
"synthetic lunber" using an intifuato mixture of 
cornstalk fiber and plaster of Paris. This material 
could be nailed or sawed without cracking or chip­
ping in anyway* 
85. Mina, J.A. The Utilization of Cornstalks for Fiber Board 
and paper Pulp. Unpublished Thesis Library, 
Iowa State College. 1925. 
The results of paper and wall board raamifacture 
by cooking cornstalks with lime and sugar, li:uo, and 
caustic soda, 
86. Naffziger, Theo.E. Plans and Specification of a plant 
for the Manufacture of Adhesive fro;a the Corn Plant, 
Unioublished Thesis (M.S.) Libirary, Iowa state college. 
1926. 
A study of the production of adhesive frora the 
corn cob. He includes a short sumnary of work done 
on the production of a porous, thick insulation 
material si.ailar in properties to natural grown 
cork, 
87. Heece, John S. Synthetic Liiraber fro;a C-rnst Iks, 
Unpublished T'eais (B.S.) Library, Iowa State College, 
1928, 
A studj' made 07? the production of a hard, dense, 
wood-like iaaterial si.iilar to l/laso-';ite "presdwood" 
from cornstalks, using various pressuroa in the 
formation and varioiis methods of processing the 
pulp, 
88. Richardson, R.'tV. The Sizing and iVater-proofing of 
Synthetic Lu;aber fro;a Cornsi -Iks. Unpublished Theaia 
,<V ' ? "S 
{MoS.) Li'brar;/, Iowa state Collegci® 
A Btudy made of various m-3thof]« of \,Hfatar-p?.'oof~ 
ing inyulation lumber# It \T<I& found that in roaiji-
alusi sizing that tha opti'duia pH of si a ing was in the 
neighborhood of 4,5 and that pjl coulcl be boot effect-
od "on tht; uye of alura alorio, sulphii3?ie aeid could i'e-
placc! onl;y part of the aluia, Eosir>alu!a vvaa foiiiid 
to be the ano'^t desirable "aiKa"» 
69* Hid;iianBhnelder, ReH. a-nti CJastran, ^Htudica on tha 
iiUnufactarfi of Pe,per fTo:a Cornatalka. Unpublltihad Thtjals 
(B.S*) Library J lov/a Oollaga, 1926. 
Doita is ^-ivon for the aanufaeturt: of eornstalPis 
•j)ap(ir using ehoap cooks and raechantcal siethods for 
producing thQ pulp. 
90, Kobarts, •.vllliata .av^ins ProcQQS for ?jjaking papar from 
Cornstalks, Unpublished nhofilu {B«S») Library> Iowa 
rit-ite College. 1927, 
A study of the DeVainB process applied to corn-
atalks, This prooass involvcic that of cooking -.^ith 
lov7 eonsentration of alkali followed by chloriTiation 
traatnant. 
91, Hobtirts, Williatii A Sovalopa^nt of riethods for producing 
iSxplosivti i&iterials froia Cornstalks, Unpubliahad tliesio 
frl«3») Library, Iowa LVtat6 College, 19SS» 
A study of iaethods for produolrig a pulp aultable 
for tha laanufactura of nitro celluloBij, fro.'a eorn-
3talks. 
92, Selm'Sider, Julius L. Manufacture of synthetic Lusribar frouj 
iJachanical Cornstalks, Unpubliehud Thesis 
Library, Iowa e CollG!^e» 1G27« 
A study of various methods of producing a 'aach" 
anieal pulp suitable for inoulatioB lumber, with pas-
tloular atiantlori to tho rod aill# iJfe ^aa found tha 
rod cilll V7hfc!n usdd aa a lo;v pra3;jura digar;5tar arid 
alll co'^bined gave very good rt^aultSe 
93# ..vtoldel, '.'he Production of Synthstic Lurabdr fro/a 
Cornstalks, Unpublished :;hda].s Library^ lo'^a 
State Coilsga* 1927« 
A study of the productiori of synthetic lii!abar 
fro3 corastal^ia, ui:iii:ig uiecluinlcally prepared pulps. 
Ha recofamands t.lie separatioii ox yilh froa the stalk 
and sopara^d treatuient for eacho studied fla:;}e 
and f Ira-proof Ing 'uho mat>erial, ub'i>ig variouB cheai-
cala and raixturaa of cornstalk fiber r^ith tulneral 
floGr and 'i?ith sypsua. 
n 
94, Tan, Chltao P»H. Cornstalks as Raw Material for Paper 
iv'IanufaGturQ. Unpublished Thesis (M.S.) Library, Iowa 
Stu.te Collage, 1926. 
The production of paper by different commercial 
cooks. 
95. Tow, Oscar Charles. The Production of Paper froa Iowa 
Cornstalks. Unpublished Thesis (B.S.) library, Iowa 
otate College, 19S5, 
This was the preliiainary work done in this lab­
oratory upon the utilization of cornstalks for paper 
manufacture. 
95. Wood, r/m. P. Soae Chemical and Physical properties of 
Various Cornstalk Papers, Unpublished Thesis (M.S.) 
Library, Iowa State College, 1928. 
A study of various types, of chenilcal cooks upon 
the strength of cornstalk paper. 
•pA2iJllT» 
P 1 
U.li. pat, 678 August 13,1858, !!• Holland, 
The procoas of taacei'ating corn huaks for Koveral hours in 
a solution of ti oarbonatacl alkalij radoi*ing than tha alkali 
oauatic by adding tha hydr.rce of Iliad and boiling for one or 
two houra in ordar to produce a fine, atrong, and blc-ciohable 
lignia or fioru for tl:i2 'iianafaeturQ of oxalic aoid o.nd 
other purpoy^s. 
}?»2» 
?at« 38,Ji20 April 31,1863. i'/elsback of Austria. 
The procQGs of obtaialng and ooparating the textile mt-
arial corrtainod in hUBks» luavQSp stal-sj of oorn b; opposing 
aarria, together vJith a aolutioi! of li.:»e and Bccla or ita equiva­
lent to the action of hot or boiling water in a vassol, the 
fibres settling out, 
U.>i. :':^it. 41,642 ?Qb. 16,1064. J.A. 3oth* 
Solving and abstracting the components of the atfilk by 
tho application of one or laors water baths in a boiling st.iic 
over 212°?. and the uae of chi^J.aicals on the cooked residue 
using ti^ fibre for spirmintj or paper, 
P • 4 . 
U.C-. Fat* 51,432 Dec. 12,1865. J.V/. Dixon. 
IJiKing pulp froa cornstalks by digesting they In highl^' 
hoatiid watur undor prauL^ura. 
1 p,5» 
j U.S. pat. 798,887 Sept. 6,1905. V. Drawsen. 
I 
I The production of a new pulp of corn stalks consisting of 
( 
I the altered pith cells of said stalks freed frota incrustaceous 
1 / 
1 matter and changed from their parchment like, grease-repellant 
j character to a soft absorbent nature. Around 20^ caustic soda 
I iJagOHgO is used in the cook under a presaujje greater than at­
mospheric, 
P.6. 
U.S. Pat. 789,416 May 8,1905. V.Itfewsen. 
I Opaq.ua, soft, non~fillad paper is produced from sugar cane 
j 
i cornstalks, sorghum and analogous pithy stalks in 7/hich the 
j fibres of the outer shell, the fibres of the vascular bundles 
1 
i and the softened altered and absorbent i3ith cells are all inter 
! 
I mingled and matted together to form a paper pulp. 
: P.7. 
1 U.S. Pat. 789,417 May 9,1905. V. Drews'en. 
i The process of producing opaque, soft, imitated coated 
j • • . • 
i paper from sugar cane, cornstalks and analogous pithy, stalks, 
j which consists in cutting stalks to pieces, cooking in a closed 
i vessel under pressure v/ith a cook liquor of 15 to 30^'^ for a 
i period of 4 to 10 hours depending on strength of caustic, 
I 
; maJjing a soft absorbent pulp which is mixed with filling mater­
ial and run upon paper m.ichine vyithout beating, (jiliminates 
beating process.) 
P.8. 
U.S. pat. 845,378 Feb. E6,1907 E^.L. Stewart and S.ii. 
Gill. 
H Q 
The mothod of raaliing callulose from stalks of niaize and 
similar plants, consisting of reiaoving the water soluble mat­
erials, leaving the stalk in a divided absorptive condition 
and then treating aueh raaterial while moist, with nitric oxide 
and chlorine ^ 
P« 9 • 
U.S. Pat. 853,943 May 14, 1907. V. Drewsen. 
The process for preparing paper from cornstalks, sugar 
cane and analogous pithy stalks which consists of three steps; 
1. Cooking stalks continuousl^y in'a single cooking ll.quor 
containing a caustic alkali, for a sufficient length of 
time to separate the fibers of the shell and the nith 
from incrustaceous matter. 
E, Separating the fibrous faatter from the pith cells by 
washing and screening. 
3. Collocting the two materials separately* 
P.10. 
U.S. Pat. 905,374 Dec. 1, 1909, G.H. Sherwood. 
!?he making of a fiber stock from stalks and analogous 
plants which co-nsists in cooking the stalks in a reducing sol­
ution imtil reduced to a mass of pu^p in which the connective 
tissue is broken dovm and several varieties of ultimate fibre 
freed from each other, then sorting ovoidal cell fibre from 
the filamentary cell fibre by maintaining the puli> in relatival/ 
dilute condition v;hile subjecting it to an extended screening 
treatment by passing the pulp over a screen, accompanied by 
agitation and progressive movement across the screen. 
9 ^ 
P« 11 • 
U.S. Pat. 967,001 August 9,1910. A. Daisse, 
The process of manufacturing eelluloae which consists in 
sowing previously prepared material with a ferment derived 
from esparto grass, allowing far^aentation to take place, wash­
ing the material, pouring off the ferment for future use, cook­
ing and defibrating the material, collecting the lyes resulting 
froa the cooking process and separating the cellulose, 
P.12. 
U.S. pat. 1,123,166 Dec, 29, 1914. G.D. Burton. 
A method of converting fibrous material into pulp by 
placing material in perforated container, revolving said coutain-
er in a saponaceous solution removing foreign matter and until 
the foreign matter is carried thru the screen. The container 
then is rotated in a dissolving solution until material is 
digested sufficiently to pass the screen of perforation. The 
dissolving material may be caustic soda or an equivalent sub­
stance . 
P.13. 
U.S. Pat. 1,199,-241 Sept. 26, 1915. G.D. Burton. 
The process of treating cornstalks which consists in 
boiling the stalks for a period of not less than sixty and no 
more than 120 minutes in a watery solution containing suff-
icidut caustic soda to bring its density to a point not less 
than 1.005 and not more than 1,020 and agitating the material 
during such period. 
P.M. 
U.S. pat. 1,229,422 june 12,1917. Y.Drewsen. 
j Tha proGQsa of aaking paper fiber frora cornstallts or ba-
i 
i 
i gaase which consists in boiling the saraa under pressure in a 
I 
j disintegration liquor consisting substantially of a solution 
I of monosulfite of a base, raaaining slightly alkaline to lit-
t 
I mus, until the ligneous connective tissue is dissolved, loos-
I ened or removed to produce a soft, strong, greyiah'v/hite fiber 
material including the pith cells, 
P»15 
*U.S. pat. 1,389,936 Sept, 6, 192S. A.L.Glapp. 
i 
I Cellulosic material such as cotton or wood pulp and beet i 
i 
^ pulp are digested with Na CO under the action of heat and pres-
2. 2 
sure and the dissolved constituents of the beat pn.lp are then 
ppted. on the celluloye fibers by adding ^12(00,^)3 to obtain a 
stock for the manufacture of paper or fiber board. 
P.16. i 
U.S. Pat, 1,510,855 Oct. 7,1924. M.W. Marsden. | 
.i 
'{ 
The method of making fibrous pulp eoiisicting i^i freeing | 
the material from dust and other foreign matter; subjecting the ! 
material to a steam bath; shredding the softened material; | 
i 
fermenting the material and distilling the fermented mass, add­
ing an acid or alkali to resulting miss, heating this product 
under pressure and washing residue, | 
I 
P.17, I 
U.S, Pat, 1,534,236 April 21, 1925, Markoczi and S.J, | 
Adam, I 
The process of the industrial iitilization of straw-like | 
] 
materials which consists in crushing the material and chopping | 
it into a chaff, then subjecting the chaff (in a wet condition 
to self fermentation) accslorated the application of heat, 
o 
cooking (digesting) the ferraented chaff at 212 p, in a boiler; 
first with vmter, then with excess alkali increasing pressure 
and alkalinity, then washing, beating and making into paper. 
P . 1 8 .  
U»S. I>at. 1,639,152 August 16,1927. O.R« Sweenej?, 
A caethod of elaborating cornstalks into pulp by cooking 
in the presence of soda lime, aulfita or the like, allowing 
the mass to disentegrate under the action of molds, bacteria 
and jfeast subjecting the mass to beating action. 
